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A13STRACT 
With the increasing noise' level presont in a mechanised society 
todayt it is necessary'to reduce unwanted sound in any economic way 
possible. Theyork done for this thesis in part of a research projedt, 
at queen Mary College into the noise produced by electric machines. 
By gaining a thorough knowledge of the way in which noise is produced 
in machines it will be possible to calculate and minimise the noise 
Output of machines at the dezign stages 
The first requirement of the project is that the noise produced, 
by. a machine should be measured accurately. Methods are developed for 
measuring, in an anechoic, chamberp the acoustic power radipted by a 
machine. Also studies of the vibration and acoustic radiation 
"1 -ý 
characteristics of, coveral machines are made. 
The second requirement is to identify the sources of the noise 
components in a machiný. This is done by calculating the resonant 
frequencies of the mechanical parts of the machine and then analysing 
the noise with the machine running at several different speeds. Examples, 
of the application of the methods to the identification of noise 
components in small induction machines are given. 
The third requirement is the accurate calculation of components of 
the noise and comparison of the magnitudes with me4sured vaiues. A 
method for calculating the'noise produced by electromagnetic sources is 
given. The method is basicýlly applicable to all types of machine 
although certain parts of the calculation must be modified in some 
cases. The. calculation is divided into three partat the calculation 
of the forces at the iron surfaces, of the air gapt the mechanical respowe 
3 
and the acoustic radiation characteriaticis., 'Each part is considerc-d' 
separately. The mechanical, response, radiation characteristics and 
overallýcalculation are compared with measured results and good 
agreement is obtained. 
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CHAPTER I 
iNTRODUCTION 
1.1), General. 
Noise has been defined by the British Standards Institution as 
I( 9) 
V 
'sound which is undesired by the recipient ý. As processes in the 
homep transport and industryVbecomO more mcchanisedt the sounds often 
inherent in the mechanisationp tend to increase. Most of these sounds 
do not contribute directly to the efficient action of such mechanisms 
although in some cases they may be regarded as a warning that the 
mechanism is operating. To peopie not concerned directly with the 
9 
operation of the ý mechanism these sounds are a nuisance and must be 
classed as noise. 
Noise produced by mechanisaýion is perhaps the most extensive source 
of annoyance to people living in a mechanised society. Devices as 
diverse as jet aircraft and electric typewriter motors produce annoyance, 
The increasing level of noise has caused so much concern that a- 
government committee was appointed in 1960 to study the probleme Their 
final report(Z3) was published in 1963- 
The annoyance caused by a sound is not merely a function of its 
physical intexIsity. Monotonous high pitched noises or slowly but 
regularly changing noises can produce more anaoyance than music or 
npeech at a much higher level. The harm that such noise may do to the 
recipient is difficult to assess. In extreem cases of subjection to very 
high'levels of noise physical damage to the e. ar Inay occur. More often 
the effects of the noise are psychological. In either casev as stated, ', 
* AJ'4b#-'1 5%041 ill +A'** -4-A) 4ftf OW-4641V OjPtt41-e1UtS ,% %*f . 1Ct#Pd41A 
U01% 
1 1, ,-, 
I 
in the government report (paragraph 550):, 
Since health is defined as 11a, state of complete physicalo mental 
and social well-being and, not merely an absence of disease and 
infirmity"p there is no doubt that noise affects health. 
Another. conclusion, of thereport is given in paragraph 549: 
The price of sweeping measures to bring about large reductions 
o, f. noise, quickly would, not be acceptable to the community, but, 
in 'our judgment, the present level of noise is such that some 
additional cost in money and in restriction of liberty to make 
noise is justifiable to prevent further. increase and in time to 
achieve some reduction. 
There are three main ways of reducing the noise received by the 
listener. Arsti,. the noise producing objects may be placed further 
away from the listener. - This is usually not a practicable solution 
as the presence of the noise'producing objects is often essential in 
inhabited areas. However9for some noisy industrial processes, this 
is a possible solution and then the. minimum number of people are 
exposed to the noise. 
Secondlyp a sound insulating enclosure( 
"may 
be placed round the'_,, 
noise source or'the listener so that the level of the noise is reduced. 
-',, 
Iý 
In the case of structure borne noise resilient mountings ma, y be used 
to reduce the noise. Where existing noise has to be reduced, this is 
usually the only methodg but it is usually expensivep as enclosures have 
to be specially designed'to produce sufficient atteliuation at all 
frequencies for a particular source. 
The third method is to reduce the noise at source. This involves 
studying the ways in which noise is produced and identifying the 
surfaces from which it is radiated. The apparatus is then redesigned. 
, 
to reduce the vairious components of noise. in , his maY sOmetimos be' done 
only in-wayp which involve lowering its efficiency or changing its 
- 
operation in some way. Howevergif a sufficient understanding is gained 
of . all the processes involved in its operation it may often be redesigned, 
to produce a, compromise. for, a given situation or even to reduce the 
noiso without changing the other functions. Sometimes the possible 
reduction by this method'is small and the second method of noise 
reduction must be used. 
The noise produced by electric plant is not regarded by most 
peopl e, as especially potent. It does not produce the public outcry 
that motor vehicle and'aircraft noise produces. This is because the 
larger-machines and transformers'which produce the most noise are 
usu ally, confined to, power stations away from built-up sreas, and factories 
where noise is expected. The noise from these machines-does hofreVer 
annoy people who-have to-work near them. 
-More and more electric machines are being used in appliances in 
offices and in the home. It -is, prqbably in't. his field that electric 
machine noise affects most people today* Thus, it is not only necesagry 
to make the very noisy. machines quiet9 but also to make the reasonably 
quiet, but still'annoying, machines quieter. 11or this reason a detailed 
study of all components of the noise should be made. 
As larger numbers and larger sizes of electric machines are used 
in ships, so the level of the noise caused by them increases. In addition 
lo biping annoying, this noise is radiated wqll in the water so that the 
ship is easily detected. This is another field where there is an 
interest in tho reduction of machine noise. 
1.2) Aims of Research Project 
L 
The work described in this thesis is the initial part of a long 
term investigationp at-queen Mary College,. of the noise produced by 
electric machines. The aim of the project in to obtain such an 
. understanding, of the noise producedýby machines that the noise 
characteristics may be accurately predicted when a machine is designed,, 
The, final'criterion for the noisiness of a machine must always bG-_ 
subjective. Since different people react in different ways to noisev 
this often leads to anomalous assessment of noisiness. In factp different 
reactions to the same noise, may-occur according to their mental attitude'-!, 
at the time. It is therefore important that physical measurements 
shouldbe madeq which may be related to the average subjective assessment, 
Also, the physical, noise criterion should not vary as the acoustic 
surroundings are varied but the noise present under any acoustic 
conditions s houl, d be obtainable from it. Reasons are given in Chapters. -i 
2 and 3'for the acceptance of'total acoustic' power and the forces at 
the mounting points in the required frequency band as criteria. 
Since these measured values are physical, it is possible to 
calculate values for thein from' a knowledge of the physical Structurq 
of the machine* If a physical specification of the maximum permi ssible 
noise can bo-gývenq it may be possible to*design a machine to give the 
required characteristics.. This physical specification may also be 
related to the acoustic surroundings and the subjective requirements 
of the user. 
Thefirst stepthereforeis to develop methods for measuring these 
physical quantities so that any experimenter will oýtain the same result 
and the result will be meaningfulAn terms of subjective requirements. 
Iq 
Thusq, tho measurement and presentation of the measurements of total 
power must be standardised fo r all field conditions. ' The most 
fundamental measurements may be. made under free-racliating conditions. 
Once-the power can be measured accurately under these conditionog 
comparison may be made with meaEurements under less ideal conditions. 
. When sufficient accuracy is. obtainod frow simple measurements under 
lose. ideal-,, conditionsv the method may then be standardised. Standards 
for the'measurement of electric machine noise are being draffed by 
the International Organisation for Standardisation and the British 
Standards Institution. The-first part of this'research project isýtO. 
investigate the acoustic fields of alectric. machines and determine the 
accuracy of power measurements made under fiee conditions in the 
anechoio chamber 
% It is of little use_knowing the total acoustic power radiated 
by a machine over its wýolb frequency range as this does not indicate 
the sources of the noise components and the subjective effect may not 
ýe obtained from it. There'are three main types of analysis which are 
used to analyse noise. 11ratp narrow band analysis may be used to 
measure the'magnitude of pure tones and is therefore of use in 
investigating the sources of components of the noise. Secondlyp octave. p., 
112- octave or 1/3- octave band analyses may be used to give the 
distribution of energy over the frequency range. Such analyses may be 
used in the design of insulating enclosures or resilient mountings and 
may also be used to calculate the responso. of. the. human ear to the noise., - 
Thirdlyp overall weighting networks'may be used. The responses of these 
correspond roughly to the response of the human ear to pure tones at 
various levels and may therefore be used to give a rough assessment of-, 
20 
the subjective loudness of noise. 
Vibration, transmitted to the surrounding objects by the mountings 
of a machine, -'is 
also important. Methods of measuring this and from it' 
assessing the secondary radiation Bhould also be developed if all of 
the noise produced by a machine is to be assessed. 
Once measuririg teclijAques have been developed, the reasons for the 
production of noise may be investigated. It is important to know the 
fundamental causes of all components of the noise and also determine the 
way in which the mechahical and acoustic properties of a machine affect' 
the production of noise. Once the causes of each component are foundp 
techniques can be developed for calculating ýhe power and frequency of, 
the noise produced in each way. Ileans of reducing the magnitudes of 
the components may then be prpposed and tested. 
Noise is growing in importance as a factor in the design of 
electric machines. It is one of many factors which must be considered 
at the. design stage. Costv efficiency, torque characteristicap voltage 
ripples and temperature rises are among the factors which must be 
considered in addition to the basic requirements of the design. I)or a 
particular jobp a machine must be designed to make as many of these 
factors 'good' as is pos. sible. The relative importance of each factor 
depends on the purpose for which the machine is intended. It may be 
possible to decrease the noise produced by a machine by increasing the 
thickness of the frame so that the forces produce lose movement. Howeverg 
the cost will then, increase. So far as is. potisibleg means must be found 
for improving all such. parameters without adversely. affecting the others. 
It is therefore necessary to study all these factors in a fundamental 
way. For instancet noise producing forcesp parasitic torques, voltage 
ripples, and losses may all. be investigated by more accurate studies 
of the'magnetic -field produced by 'a tachine. 
Although'for several years methods for calculating the noise 
components produced by synchronous machines and induction 
machines( hav-o- been available they have been'little used in 
design. Quiet machines have been built from the experience of the 
designers and by-using such. rules for the numbers of slots as those 
given by Kron 
(33) 
With the advent of the high-speed digital computert complex 
calculations may be made quickly.. Some manufacturers now use such 
computers in the design of electric machines. A logical extension of, % 
, 
this trend. is to'programme tho'computorkthe expected noise output in 
additipn to the other design factors. This has already been done for 
(43) 
-particular components of. -the 
noise as explained by. Ridley 
Eventually all possible components-could be investigated by a computer 
and, facilities provided, to'minimise particular design factors. 
, 
Thusp-methods of'calculating the magnitudes of the noise 
components prýduced by a machine and which are suitable for programmingý 
for a'computeroý should be developed. Theoretical'work has been done for 
2921963) 
particular types of machine but 'no theory which may be 
applied to any type of machine hAs been developed. Noise is produced 
fundamentally by all'machines in similar vlays. Thereforeq similar 
paths may be followed in the calculation for each type of machine. 
Fbr different machinestý: parts OfAhe calculý, tion may have to be treatbd. 
differently. For examplev the mechanical. response of a stator depends 
on its construction but the electromagnetic forces may be calculated i n 
a similar way if the air-gap configurations are similar. In a computer. 
calculationsdifferent routines could be called in for particular casese-', 
Dissymmotries, in the magnetic field-or mech&nical, construction of,., 
a. machine are a'major source of noice, especially in small MaS6 produc'ed-, _ý 
machines Dissymmetries may aýrrise directly, from the design of a, 
machine. as when it has an odd-number of rotor or. stator slots. They may 
also be produced by, manufacturing mothods.,, Eocentric, air-gapso faulty 
rotor barsv., burred laminations and bad contact between the stator 
Jaminations and the'stator shell aro among the faults which may produce 
dissymmetries., They may cause. basically similarmachines. to radiate 
'different noise power. magnitudeso, The effect of ouch factors on the_ 
noise must be investigated vo'that manufacturing standards may be 
Induction machines produce noise which is modulated at a frequency 
proportional - to'. that of the slip currental., Noises of this type can be 
, more, annoying 
than steady noises, at a lower level. The loudness 
calculated from the total powers radiated by these machines does not 
give an accurate-, assessment of the subjective effect of this noise. 
Means must be provided for checking characteristics of this type which 
might affect the subjýctive assessment of the noibe. 
The eventual aim is therefore to understandq evaluate and minimise 
the noise produced by any,, type of electric machine at the design stage. 
1-3) 'The Production of Noise by Electric Machines. 
The caudes of most of the noise produced by ýiectric machines 
may be classified into threetypes according to the source of thenoise, 
These types are aerodynamict mechanical and electromagnetic in origin. 
Each type of noise is present in all types of machines, but in some 
machines one particular type of noise predominated, depending on the 
size and type of machine. 
Aerodynamic noise is. produced by the cooling air-in'a'machine. 
There are three main ways in which noise' may, be produced by moving airý 
a-/ arstp general turbul 
11 
ce is caused by-the air moving quickly over. 
uneven surfaces, -producing.. wide'band-noise. Secondlyp a, siren effect 
ma, y be caueed-by air moving past-fan blades with stationary objecta, 
close to them. Thirdlyq noise is produced as air paspes an obstacle a 
at high speed producing aeolian tones even if laminar, flow is maintained 
in general. Most of this-noise is rAdiated by the air stream at) it 
leaves the machinee Ducts may be used to take the airp and hence the 
noisev away from the machine but care must be taken to prevent the ducts 
from resonating. Altornativelyp closed cooling systems or silencers 
may be used. Ae-rodynamic noise may alsO., causeý, vibration in the 
mechanical parts of the machine and this may be radiated from the 
surface or transmitted to the supports. Aerodynamic noise is of most 
importance when high air speeds are involved. 
The main m6chýnical sources of noise are mechanical unbalance 
ýtnd . vibration produced in the bearings. Unbalance produces. radial 
forces at the I bearings rotating at the speed of-the rotor. These forc; s 
produce movement of the-stator from which the noise is radiated. Since 
Z' I 
these. forces occur at-low frequenciesp their main effect is to prod uce 
vibration at the supports of the machine and, hence, structure borne 
noise. The amount of noise produced by a bearing varies considerably 
, 
/'with the type. Sleive bearings, which produce wide band noise are*the 
quietest. Ball and roller bearings are often noisy. The production of 
such noise is not thoroughly understood but it is thought thk some 
components may be due to resonances of the bearine housings excited 
(all 
9 34) by ball and bearing surface irregularities 
k2ectromagnetic forces are produced by the flux in the air-gap' 
-of the. machine. 'The forces produced by the flux are Inherent in the 
operation of the machine since it is these forces which also producel' 
the torque. In. most machines it is not the. main flux waves which 
produce the most noise but,, the harmonic. components produced by 
irregularities in the field. These produce forces-of higher frequency 
and the sound is then easily radiated from the'surface'o In large 
machinesq hQwevort the twice-line-frequency component produced by the 
fundamental flux often predominates. ' The forces on the teeth and poles 
of a machine cause vibration in the iron parts and the noise is radiated 
from the surface and transmitted by the supports to other appaýratus. 
The work presented in this thesi's is mainly concerned with the 
noise produced by electromagnetic sources. These components predominate 
in the induction machines tested. The. measuring techniques and some 
of the, theory are'also applicable. to other. sources of noise. 
1-4)' The Calculation of, Electromagnetically Produced Noise. 
The determinationp. from its design datat of the noise produced 
in*a machine by electrom. agnetic-ýources-may conveniently be considered 
in four parts. Each part of the calculation gives a value for a 
physical quantity at some positiý*n in the machine. The solution for 
each o. ection may be consider6d separately ahd checked by physical 
measurement. After the analysis of each section has been testedv 
it may be joilfed. with that of other sect0ions to calculate the radiated 
noise. 
The first s*ection deals with the determination of the currents 
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floýing in the windings from the design datap, the shaft load and'the 
terminal voltage. These currents consist not only of supply frequency 
components but also harmonic components caused by slot permeancep 
space harmonicst and saturation. flor a complete analysis of the noisep, 
these componentspust also-be calculated. Thia. section is not 
considered in detail in this thebis as measurements wore confined to 
no load conditions and only simple cases of noiso analyaed. For the 
future calculation of on-load noiso and the effect of harmonics the 
(4c 
work done in other research projects at queen Mary College by Naeappan 
(42. ) 
and Randall ,, using the generalised 
theory of electric machines 
taking into account harmonics, should be'useful. 'The currents may 
easily be measured using a harmonic analyser so that this section of 
the calculation may be chocked. 
The second section, which is considered in Chapter 4, deals with 
the calculation ofthe electromagnetic foices on the teeth and poles 
of a machine from currents I flowing-in'tho'windings. To calculate these' 
forces it is necessary to know 
the flux distribution on the iron 
-surfaces. This is a complicated. problem even in the simple unsaturated 
case. It is solved most accurately by'using conformal transformovas 
shown by Carter Howoverp for 
this b. ecomes extreeSy complicatod. 
problem has been developed by Binns 
to calculating the forces. ' Aliother 
a doubly slotted air-gap surface 
method for solving the field 
7 but it has not yet been applied 
simpler method of solving the 
field problem is to assume that the flux is radial and calcul&te an 
equivalent permeance distribution for the slots. UBing cither method 
it is very difficult to take into account saturation in the tooth tips 
and other parts of the magnetic circuit. This occurs under normal 
I conditions in most machines. 
The-third sectiong which is dealt with in Chapter 5v concerns 
the mechanical response of the rotor and stator to the forces acting on, -, 
Ij 
the ends of the teeth and poles. - The result of this calculation is the 
magnitude and distribution of the vibration displacement on the surface 
6f the machine. If the stator can be considered as a single cylinderl' 
the response is relatively simple. If the only contact between the 
laminations and the outer casing is. key bars or ribs, the response of 
two linkod cylinders must be considered. This has been done by-Lrdelyi('012j) 
Whichever method is used considerable approximations must be made. For 
example, the resonant frequencies of the stator may be found by assuming 
that there is no damping in the irong but if this is done, the 
magnitude of the response near resonance-cannot be calculated. 
The final section deals with the calculation of the radiation 
chara cteristics and the total power from the displacement at the 
surface of the*machine. Fbr this calculationa simplified surface shape 
and displacement variation must be considered. Usually the surface is, 
assumed to be cylindrical or spherical., Both methods involve 
approximations and the method chosen dopends on the properties of 
the-field which must, be calculated in a particular situation. 
& 
In calculating some'. components of the noise it is not possible 
to separate these sections of the calculation completely, For exampleg 
if a one-sided magnetic pull acts on the rotor due to accentricityp 
olastic movement of the rotor may occur changing the amount of 
eccentricity. In this way an oscillating system may be s. et up as 
(44) described by Robinson In this case the second and third sections 
must be taken: together. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MFASUREMENT OF ACOUSTIC NOISE 
2.1)"' Choice of Parameter for Comparison of Noise Radiated by Machines 
When a valluep or series of values for different frequenIcy 
bandsp is given to represent the noise radiated bya certain electric 
machine, it is. important that the measurement should be'repeatable 
under various field constraints. Also, an assessment of the subjective'' 
effect of the noise under any'chosen cO"ndition. must be obtainable from 
the parameter. Fundamentally, an electric machine is a constant 
velocity acoustic source, since the source of, the acoustic wave is a 
periodic-displacement of. its surface. The velocity is not affected 
by surrounding objects to a-measurable extent so long as they do not 
touch th. e machine. Howeverl, the velocity varies considerably with 
pI osition, onthe surface, of the machine.,, It is thorefore necess; ry to 
make measurements. at many-places on the surface. of the machine and 
integrate the velocity over the surface to find the voliime velocity 
which is known'ag the strength of the Bourco. This is a value which is 
constant for a machine under most, conditions and is often used to 
represent the sound produced by less complicated sources. 
The eirength of a source-does not, however, give a reliable 
measurement of'the 
ýonditions 
in the -field of a machine. where the noise_,. 
is heard. The sound pressure at a large distance from the source 
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for a particular source strength,, varies considerably with the ratio 
of the source circumference to the wavelength, of the sound. This 
ratio will be called the effective- size of 
-, 
the source., The smaller 
the effective size of, the source the more difficultAt is for it to 
'radiate ac6ustic energy, 
So far only the, 'sound radiateddirectly by the machine has been, 
considered. Often much'of the noi*ae is-transmitted mechanically to 
associated equipment and surrounding objectýýand is then radiated by 
these. Jt then becomes necessary to include the effect of the second- 
ary, sources in the total'no-ise figures. ', In this *case the source 
becomes more complicated and-At is then difficult to define the total 
source strength. Alsov some of the acoustic energy in the field of 
a. -machineg especially'a large open-ventilated machine, is carried 
-from'the, machine by, the cooling air or. is-caused by-turbulence in the 
air strewn additional source strength, due to these sources 
is difficult 
-, to measure. 
'It 
is -therefore 
desirable'tlýat measurements of 'radiated noise 
should, be made-in the field of the source rather than be calculated 
, 
from the surface, Velocity, since, then the ventilating noises the 
effective -size of the source and the sound radiated'by secondary 
sources is automatic ally taken intolaccount. Most microphones produce 
a voltage which is proportional to the sound, pressure. -It is 
therefore easy'and convenient to, measure. the sound pressure distribution 
in the field of a machine. -Pressure measurements are convenient for 
another reason: with the use of weighting networks or filters quasi- 
subjective measurements may be made. However, the sound pressure 
varies considerably with position in the field of a machine and it 
i's impossible to defineg for measurements on all kinds Of apparatusq 
ýL standard position which would give a general -picture of, the noise. 
Thus the single-point pressure measurement, isýonly of, use in 
comparing the noise produced by similar machines, e. g. as a 
productionline noise test* 
A much more meaningful measure of noise is the total acoustic 
power radiated by a machine as this takes into account the noise 
radiated in all directions. The'power may be calculated from pressure 
measurements made under several different'conditions and is usually 
expressed 
Iaaa 
pow er level referred to'10 -12 watts* Under the semi-' 
reverberant conditions in which machines usually work the sound 
-pressure at distances greater than a few feet is proportional to 
the power and inversely proportional to the absorption coefficient 
of the room. -, The sound pressure 'level * 
sýand therefore the quasi- 
subjective levels to be expected under particular working conditions 
may therefore be simply assessed. Alsov it is possible to make 
power measurements with'and without auj: iliary apparatus -so that the 
effect on the radiated noise of the. extra radiating surfaces and 
different mechanical linkage between items of apparatus may be 
assessed. , 
2.2) The Measurement of Total Acoustic Power. 
4 
The total acoustic power radiated by a source may be measured 
in several different ways-depending on the environment of the source* 
The most fundamental way is the free field method. If a source is 
allowed to radiate sound freely'in all directions'as it would'at the 
centre of a large volume of -air with. po reflecting surfaces near the 
sourcev then the acoustic power crossing any closed surface enclosing 
it is a constant equal to the total power radiated. Thus. if the 
power crossing any, Burface enclosing, the source can. be measured the 
total source power is known. 
The power intensity at a point in a sound wave is equal to the 
product of-the r. m. s. particle velocityp the r. m. s. pressure and the 
cosine of the phase angle between them and is in the direction of 
the particle velocity. ý In, 'the far field of, a source the velocity 
is in phase with the pressure and also directly proportional to it. 
Thus the Power Intensity, 
C. 
where is., the r. m a. pressuret p is, the mean air densityp c,, is the 
velocity of souad waves in air-and jo,, c,, 
is known as the characteristic 
impedance of. the air 
The-total power radiated by a source may be found by integrating 
the. intensity over a surface enclosing 46hd source. Thus the total 
power,., 
J. 'Z. 
f 
P2. 
The integrating surface may be any shape as long as it encloses 
the source and the intensity normal to the-surface is useds' 
These conditions may be artificially attained by suspending 
the source in the centre of an anechoic chamber. The power may then 
be calculated by integrating fhe intensity over a sphere or cylinder 
enclosing the sourceýusually by taking equally spaced points and 
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averaging the squares of the pressure me asurements. 
Alternativelyo the source may be placed close'to a'reflecting 
surface such as the floor of a roomO the, walls of'which are acoustic- 
ally non-reflecting, and the power measured by integrating over a 
hemisphere. Similarlyq the power could also be measured by placing 
the source near the junction of two or three orthogonal reflecting 
surfaces. If the surfaces are perfectly reflecting the power 
measured under these conditions would be the same'as that under 
entirely free-conditions. - Therefore,, the values measured in practice<_ 
will generally be smaller although at some frequencies and measuring 
distances they may be large e-to interference between direct and 
reflected waves. 
The second method of measuring the total power radiated by a 
source is-the reverberaat field method. In order to use this method 
a large amount of reflecting material -is placed in the field of the 
source, care-being, taken not to-produce standing waves by appropriately 
inclining the reflecting surfaces. In this way the sound pressure 
in the room builds up when'a source is present and if the surfaces 
were perfectly. reflecting would continue to build up as long as the 
source is radiating power. Howeverg the surfaces are never perfectly 
reflecting, a certain fraction (oc) of the incident energy being 
absorbed. Owing to the multiple reflections the sound pressure in 
the room away from the source is a constant and therefore the power 
absorbed by the a urfaces, 
mc baa 
C'. 
where a is the total area of the reflecting surfaces. Thpa if (acc)$ 
for a reverberant room at a particular frequencyis known. the energy 
32: 71 
absorbed by thevalls at this frequency'may, be, calculated'from the 
constant sound pressure. In the equilibrium condition the power 
absorbed must be equal to the power radiated by the'source. Thus., 
the power radiated by the source at. this frequency is also-known. 
Since the surfaces often absorb different, proportions of energ7 
at different, frequencies this method is only accurate when filters 
are used to analyse the sound and cannot be used for overall measure- 
. ments unless special weighting 
networks'to match the room are used. 
The'free-field method can, however, be. used, for overall measurements. 
Another advantage of the freo-field method i-s-that investigation of 
the source radiation patterns may also bq% made. The a4vantage of 
the'-reverberant field method is the speed with which measurements 
may be made once a room is calibrated as only one measurement or 
the average of two or three are required to measure the power, 
Generally, the conditions under which power measurements are 
required are neither free-field nor reverberent-field., In a machine 
test shop conditions are usually semi-reverberent. There are no 
large reflecting surfaces-close to the source but large complex 
. surfaces further-away. ' It may bg shown from considerations of the 
conservation-of radiated power that the pressure drop in the field 
of a Bimple Bource: radiating freely is 6 ýM when the distance of 
the measuring point from-the centre is doubled. Thuov the pressure 
/ distance curve for a simple source radiating freely is shown by 
curve A in Fit. 2.1. 
As reflecting materials are placed in the field the reverberant 
field builds up giving pressure / distance curves like B and C in 
Fig. 2.1. Sincq the reverberant level is low the field close to 
C 
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the source is not gre I atly changed* In order to measure the power 
radiated-under such conditions it is usual to assume that the 
reverberant field clow to the source is., negligible and use the 
method described for free: -field conditions Alternativelyg 
measurements may be ihade in this way and then corrected for the 
reverberant'field according to the room constant for the particular 
(54) 
frequency and position of mqaeuremento Wells suggests using 
a machine to calibrate the room, the sound "power radiated by the 
machine in each octave band having been measured iý an anechoic 
3 
chamberg while Baron uses-a small loudspeaker to calibrate the 
room. The former_method is probably the more accurate if a machine 
of the type to be tested is used for calibration. Howeverv if a 
machine of a different size or with a different type of cooling is 
DibTAICLE (AAAM44i" Uft#rS) 
3 4- 
used the loudspeaker method has probably equal accuracy. 
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Corrected'semi-reverberant field measureMents cm be sufficiently ý1'1 
accurate for most purposes. especially if. the room is large enough 
for the measuring points to bo'outside the near field of the source, 
without, being in the reverberant field9- 
2-3) Choice of Frequency Bands. - 
The noise produced, by electric machines has components at 
frequencies covering the whole, audible range. The main noise 
components are pure tones, although turbulent air-streams and 
bearings often produce wide band noise. The simplest method of 
measuring the noise- is to measure the r. m. s. value of the total 
sound pressure. Howeverg this does not give a value indicative of 
. 
the subjective. value ofthe noise. The response of the ear to pure 
tones is'less at high and low frequencies than it is at 
the, centre'of'the audible range and the effective attenuation at 
any frequency varies with the loudnessof the noise. 
A tone with, a -subjective loudness equal to that. of a1 000 c/s 
, 
tone has a loudness level, in phonSp equal to the sourfd pressure 
level 20 Log,. (ý/0.000 02)', where is the r. m. s. sound pressure 
in Nlm2) of the 1 000 c/s tone. 
- Thus the value in phons depends 
on the subjective effect of the noise-bqt is not directly proportion- 
al to the loudness. A second subjective scale has been standardised, 
10 , 26)' 
(phon 40)/20 
giving the sone (2 which is roughly 
proportional-to the loudness. The equal loudneso curves apply 
accurately only to pure tones and therefore observers are required 
when an accurate assessment of a complex noise is required. 
Three standard sound level meter weighting networks are often L 
used to give a rough assessment of the subjective value of the noise. 
These have frequency responses similar, to those of. the human par to 
pure tones at 40,60"and 80 phons. They are termed At B. and C weightii 
respectively and the values so measured are'often designated dBA9 dBB 
and dBC. 
The response of the-human ear to. a, complex noise is not in 
general the j3ame'as the response of a meter weighted in accordance with 
the pure tone equal loudness curvessince masking often occurs between- 
components and also wide band noise nay be present. ' It is therefore 
necessary to split. the frequency range into bands and measure the 
sound pressure, level in each band. By modifying and ýsumming the 
values for each bandl, a, close approximation to'the subjective loudness 
level may be obtained for most types of noise. The three most common 
methods in'use are those due to Stevensq Zwicker and Kryter. These 
(Z$; 2.9) 
methods are discussed by King 0 
So far only the subjective effect of the noise has'been considered. 
Often it is-, neceseary to design acoustic insulation for a machine and 
-the attenuation provided by, a particular enclosure depends on the 
frequency of the. sound. If an enclosure is to be effective, it must 
prov I ide I sufficient at'tenuatign oveý the whole frequency range. It is 
therefore necessary ýo measure the components of machine noise-over 
this range in order to. design such an enclosure. For this purposep 
contiguous bands one-octavell/2-octave or 1/3-octave wide with fixedl 
centres at standard'-frequenoies(27) are used.. The attenuation of the 
enclosure for each frequency band may be foiknd from the properties of 
Its materials and, the noise to be'expected outside the enclosure 
calculated. If necessary the calculated loudness may then"be found. 
Octave and 1/37 octave analyses of the same noise together with the 
overall weighted levels are shown in 11g. E. 13- 
Measurements of this type are of little use to the machine 
designer or for research into the causes of noise where a more detailed 
analysis of the noise is required.,, The frequency and magnitude of 
each pure tone must, be found accurately and thereforeýthe tone must 
be separated from the noise at, other, frequencies. Narrow band analyserS,, 'ý 
having pass. býnds with, continuously variable contre frequencies are 
used in thio'case.., There 4re # 
two main types of narrow band analyser 
the heterodyne type has. ýa constant band-width and the, feedback type 
has a band-width which is a constant-percentage of its centre frequency, 
The'latter is probably the more convenient to use since, athigh 
frequencies, it does not require such accurate tuning as the former. 
Often an analyser mV be used in conjunction with a level recorder to 
plot automatically, the frequency spectrum as in Fig. F. 7. This is 
an analysis of the'same noise ýas the octave and 1/3-Octave analyses 
-in Rgo F. 13- 
2.4-) 
_Xxtrane*Ous 
? Toiso. ' 
When measuring the noise produced7by a machinep three general 
types of extraneous noise'-occur. Pirstj there is the general background 
noise produced by other-plantt etc. 9 adjacent to the test area. This 
adds, to the noise measured by the instruments andq if the difference 
between the background noise with the machine switched off and the 
total level in any frequency band is'less than about 10 dBtia corroction 
should be made by subtracting the background noise on an ener67 basis. 1 
Ideally measurements should be made in -a soundproof room'and for 
measurements on small mAchines this becomes essential. Alsov when low 
levels of noise have to, be measured, the background electrical noise. 
of the measuring apparatus is often in evidence and care must be taken 
to detect and elimiriate such, noise. The electroaic noise level in 
most measuring apparatus is below the 'threshold 
Of hearing and so the 
machine noise modified by this is at a very low level and therefore . 
relatively unimportant. 
Secondlyg-extraneous noise may be produced by secondary radiation., 
Vibrations travel fron the machine via its mountings to surrounding 
apparatus. and can cause considerable error in the noise measurements. 
especially if mechtnical resonances occur in any part. It is, therefore, 
always advisable-resiliently*to mount the plant on which noise tests 
are. made. '. This problem is prevalent in single-phase induction machines 
where Pulsating torques, which produce. little direct radiationt from 
the_ surface of a machine, produce large components of vibration on the 
mounting, flanges and other surfaces which are not concentric with the 
stator core. Care must also be taken in the placing of the microphone 
as, vibration'in its supports. can produce an appreciable error in the 
measurements, It. iotherefore. best to use resilient mountings for 
; 
ýthe 
microphone also., 
Thirdly, extraneous noise can be produced if the microphone is 
placed in the coolin . g-air stream of the machine. The air passing across 
the microphone grill produces low frequency noise. For this reasonr 
rýicrophones are often shielded by thin mesh wind screens when they 
have to be placed in or near an air stream. 
. 
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2-5) Design of Ilicro2hone and Machine Sup2ort Apparatus. 
Since an, anechoic chamber was available for measuring the noise 
radiated by machinesq the free-field method could be used to obtain 
the total radiated power by integrating over a complete -sphere. To do 
this it is necessary to support the machine at the centre of the 
chamber and to be able to place the-microphone accurately at any 
chosen position in the field The machine is therefore suspended 
from. an adjustable frame on thin steel wires with rubber inserts to 
reduce the transmission of vibration. The support system is shown 
in Fig. 2,2. The motor. mav be adjusted to any height and7may also 
be adjusted a few inches horizontally. An'alternative. mounting 
arrangement, using the sarie principle but Papable of supporting larger 
machines has also been built and is shown in Fig. 
The microphone is held in a one-iheh, diameter tube attached to a 
oix-foot diameter steel ring as shown in Fig. 2-3. The ring is 
mounted so that it may be rotated about a vertical diametýr passing 
through the centre of the machine. The machine support in fixed to 
the stationary part of the top. bearing of the rinik, The ring may be 
set to any position, its angle to a reference (taken through the shaft, 
of the machine which is lined up with a diagonal of the room) being 
measured on a scale-at the top of the ring. By using extension tubest' 
the microphone may be set at any radius inside the ring)pointing 
towards the contra and may be locatod in notches -at five degree 
intervals round the periphery of the ring. 
The top bearing of the ring is hold by four steel rods screwed 
into the roof of the chamber and supported laterally by tensioned 
ateel wires fixed to the wall at the level of the roof wedge tips. 
3q 
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The bottom bearing is supported by a three-inch diamater steam pipe 
bolted firmly to the floor of the chamberp its top being just below 
the wire mesh floor. At this bearing there is a height adjustment 
so that the ring may be adjusted to a circular shape. This adjustment 
may be seen in Fig. 2.4. 
As well as being adjustable to any positiong the microphone may 
also be rotatea-continuously about the axis of the ring via a drive 
shaft v. passing through the steam Pipe to the space under the chamber. 
The shaft is driven through a three-speed gear box, two worm gear boxes 
and two anti-vibration couplings by a small synchronous motor as is 
shown in FIg. 2-5. A tapered wooden pin links the final gear box to 
the drive shaft so that the gear boxes are protected against imPulOive 
torques which would be produced if the ring were knocked. 
Owing to the stiffnesa. of the microphone cable and the machine 
power supply wires, it is possible for the ring to revolve only once 
automatically before i. t must le unclamped from the drive shaft aAd 
returned to its starting positiozi. To prevent damaget an arml attached 
to the ringp automatically dwitches off the driving motor after about 
one and a quarter revolutions. The same arm also operates two othor 
contacts, one closing and the othor.. Opýning as the microphone passes 
. 00 
the reference position. After one revolution of thle ring the contact 
positions are reversed again. The contacts are shown in FTg. 2.4. 
They are are used in the remote control circuits df the tape recorder 
and level recorderv-so thwt recordings may be made over exactlY one 
revolution of the ring. The speed of the drive is such that the 
microphone ring makes one revolution as the polar paper on the level 
recorder revolves once, so that complete radiation patterns may be 
plotted. Three different speeds, each synchronised with a recorder 
speed, are available. 
Alternativelyp the microphone may be attached to a carriage at 
any required height above the floor and moved automatically at 
constant speed along a rail on a horizontal diagonal of the chamber. 
The carriage is actuated by allowing a weight, connected to it by a 
cord, to fall under gravityp the speed being kept constant by a 
governor. The carriage may be started remotely by means of an electro- 
-, magnet. A-contactp attached to the carriage and rubbing on the railo 
operates the remote-control marking circuit of the level recorder. The 
surface of the rail consists of alternate inch lengths of insulating 
and conducting materials so that a mark is made on the level recordings 
, every 
inch of the microphone's movement and the position of ýhe 
microphone at any point on the recording is known. This apparatus 
may be used for plotting the variation of pressure with distance from 
the source as shown in ligs. F. 1 to E-3. 
2.6) MeaSuring Appwratus. 
A block diagram and a photograph of the apparatus used to measure 
machine noise are shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2*8 respectively. Two 
condenBer microphones (B & K, tvpe 4131)9 either of whibh may be used 
inside or outside the chamber, are connected through a two way microphoneF 
switch (B & K, tYPe 4408) to the microphone amplifier and analyser (B &K 
type 2107). The analyser is of the feedback type with variable band- 
width and a frequency rejection section. The selective section may 
be switched out so that the analyser may be used as a wide band 
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amplifier. Also sound level meter weighting networks or external 
filters may be switched in A 1/3-octave/one-octave filter (B &K 
type 6111) is available and may be switched by hand or by pulses in 
a remote control circuit. The peakp r. m. s. or mean value of the 
resulting sigaal may be read on the output motor of the analyser. The 
output signal may also be fed to the tape recorder (Philips Pro 20)p 
the level recorder (B& Kv type 2365) Y the oscilloscope and the long- 
time-constant mean-square calculating circuit. Usually only one or two 
of these output devices are required at any one time. 
The level recorder produces a pen defleýtion proportional to the 
logarithm of the peakp r. m. s. p mean or direct value of the signal. 
The scale of the movement may be changed by interchanging the scaling 
potentiometerst a linear patentiometer also being obtainable. There 
are wide. ranges of recording paper and pen speeds and the recorder 
will take two different widths of roll paper and also polar charts. 
An external drive from the recorder m, -V be used to change the selected 
frequency of the analyser or a beat frequency oscillator (B & K9 type 
1014) which is used for calibration and for driving a vibration 
generator. The recorder also produces pulses which may be used in 
the remote control circuit of the 1/3- octave filter. For each 
external driveg frnquency calibrated paper may be used to produce 
frequency spectra automatically. 
The tape recorder has two channels and two tape speeds (77J and 15 
inches per second). At the highest of these speeds9 the frequency 
response is flat within +2dB from 60 c/o to 10 kc/a although by 
careful adjustment much greater accuracy than this claimed figure was 
obtained. A monitoring meter and monitoring qutput are provided in 
II 
each channol. 
wnplifier. A high-pass filterhaving a critical frequency a little 
under 100 c/sp 'which is the lowest frequency of interest in the 
At low frequencies, noise from underground trains 
pass ng under the building produces a sound level in the chamber as 
high as that produced by test machines at higher frequencies, This noise 
was recorded with, the motor noise. Droduciniz distortion in the tape 
analyserexternal filter circuit. 
III 
acoustic. field of most 
_machinesp 
was therefore built and inserted in the 
When a machine is available for only a short time, or a large 
ammount of analysis has to be carried outp the noise is recorded on the 
tape recorder and then analysed by connecting the apparatus as shown N N 
in Fig. 2-7- 
Several different types of measurement may be made in the field 
OCTavep L/_i-oczaVe ana narroW DanCI sna-LYBeIS may be made and the 
overall values measured in any position. Secondly, the variation of 
noise with time. orchange of yoltage, etc. 9 in any frequency band'nay 
be, investJfgated. Thirdlyý the microphone ring may be revolved with 
the microphone not to the required distances and angles and the polar 
of a source using this apparatus. Firstq with the microphone stationaryfý 
diagrams I plotted. Fourthlyl as the ring revolves, the average'Bound 
intensity in the path of the microphone may be measured andq using 
several positions of the microphon'e on the ring, the total power may 
be calculated. fifthly, the wýveform of the noise may be studied and 
photographed on the oscilloscope. 
The noise produced by a machine varies with the voltage applied 
to its terminals. It was found that the normal mains fluctuations of 
the three-phase supply to the small induction machines tested affected 
I 
their noise, outputs and so'a three-phase voltage stabilicer was fitted 
and is used to supply the machines for noise tests. For each set of 
noiso Measurements the input voltagel current and power. in each pha5e 
and also the speed ana slip for induction motors are noted. 
A', good indication of the source of machine nolse may be obtained 
by'changing the supply-frequency. A large generatorp driven from the 
laboratory d. c. Bupplyq was installed for this purpose and is also used 
for tests on machines rated at frequ'encies other than 50 c/3- Remote 
controls and indication for frequency and voltage are installed close 
to the noise peasuring apparatus so that the voltage and frequency may 
be quickly. changed orcorrected. The measuring apparatus and the 
machine control board are shown in Fig. 2.8. 
2-7) Digital Method for Calculating Acoustic Power. 
11or the first method used to calculate the total power radiated 
freely by an electric machinep the spherical measuring surfacep obtained-, 
by keeping the microphone at a constant distance from the centre of the 
machinet was divided into a large number of apprOximately square areas 
and the sound pressure measured at the centre of each. To find the do 
powert the square of the sound pressure was then calculated, multiplied 
by a factor proportional to the area represented by each measurement 
and the resulting values summed. Since the microphone could be easili 
moved in the horizontal planet it waE; decided that the surface of the 
sphere should be split into horizontal bands by equally spaced lines 
of latitude. Each band was s'plit into a number of equal sections co 
that the area for each section was approximately the same for each band. 
-, 
-- 
The value of the sound pressure level at the centre of each section 
was taken from polar diagrams of the noise radiated by the source at 
each main frequency, of its spectrum. 4 computer programme was written 
to calculate the power from the sound pressure, level values q the 
radius of the measuring spherev the number of bands pLnd the number of 
sections in each band. A block diagram of the programme is shown in 
Fig. 2.9. 
In addition to- calculating the total power, the computer was also 
programmed to find the maximum and minimum sound pressure levels and 
the apparent sound power level found by averaging the sound pressure 
level values and correcting for the radius of the measuring sphere. 
Also facilities were provided for calculating the apparent power using, 
only selected points from the data in the summation. This involves 
feeding steering data into, the computer before the main data. This 
indicates the points in. the main data which are not required. The 
calculations, are then based on the assumption that each point 
represents a section of equai area. It was found that this assumption 
was completely'justifiable from results using all data and comparing 
the results with those obtained by calculating the individual area for 
each banA. If all sections have equýl area'139 then for spherical 
radiationt the sound power levelp 
i 
10 . 103.4ITra + 10 10 (2-3) 
where Lhi, is the sound pressurg level in the h out of j sections. 
The details of the ways in which,, the surface of the sphere was 
divided to obtain various numbars of points are given iri Appendix A. 
The basic division involves splitti*ng the surface into 272 sections. 
It was assumed and subsequently shown (seo Sect- 7-5) that this was 
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a sufficient number to give very small errors in the calculated power 
levels dueIo the non-uniform distribution of the sound at any 
frequency* 
2.8) Analogue Method for Calculating Acoustic Power. 
Ybr'the second method used for calculating the total power radiated, - 
freely by am achinel-tho surface of the measuring sphere is split into 
latitudinal bands as for the first method. Howeverý instead of 
dividing the bands into small sections And measuring the pressure at 
the centre of eachg the average of the square of the sound pressure 
along the centre line of each of the bands is measured. The voltage 
at the output of the frequency'analyser is proportional to the sound 
pressure in thelfrequency band required. Thus if the voltage is J 
squared and intograted. an the microphone is moved at constant speed 
along the centre of a latitudinal bandt a voltage proportional to the 
average of the square of the pressure along the centre line 
I 
of the band 
is obtained. The power radiated through this band is equal to the 
, area of the band multiplied by where (e). jis the- average of the 
b 
is the characteri_ square of the presBure andpe stic impedance of the air. 'ý,, 
Lot the radius of the measuring sphere be ?- and the a; igle measured 
from the pole be 0- The area of the incremental band in Fig. 2.10 is 
2 -IT r- S, *., 0 
and the area of t. he band between the aggles 9, and G., is 
Ck 
f 
2W I-L(C . db 
0. _Cob ej 
Thuso the power radiated through the band 
A- 
and the total power radiat'ed 
by the source is 
Cwjý. -C"O 
)(2-4), 
C- 
where'the summation is made over f, 
bands. 
A similar method, has been 
used by Baron to, find the 
iverage intensity over a large 
semi-cylindrical measuring 
surface enclosing a large 
II. 
electric machine in a test shop. 
eA 
Uft 
CIOWAAMOV 
bw%i. 
-XgCnOiV -rmPW4f1 MEASURIMf SiONSOM. 
In this case the microýhone was moved 
backwards and forýwards in an axial direction on the surface of the 
cylinder and the'average intensity calculated from the rise- in 
temperature of a block of copper,, heated by an element carrying a 
current proportional to the sound pressure. This method is inconvenient 
as the c. o'pper block must be allowed to cool between measurements to 
prevent excessive h6at loss to the atmosphere during the measurement. 
The BOB. C. 
(4( 
have used a convertedkilo-watt-hour motor to square 
and integrate the voltage and obtain the power. Howeverconsiderable 
modification is required to obtain accurate results. Cheissa 
(86) 
Aescribes a method for finding the average or rm. s. value-of a signal 
over a long period of time using a diode -squaring circuit and an * b- 
electronic integratorl, It was decided that this method was easiest to 
use and so an instrument based on this principle was designed and built. 
In this instrumenty the signal is squared using a Hall-effect 
multiplier connected so that the same current passes throuGh its Plato 
Fiq. 2.10. 
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and the coil'producing -the magnetic field. The output current is 
proportional'to the square of, the current andvthereforol from Fig- 2-11--, 
'E. I. type C multiplior with approximately the same'- 00 An A. 
-plate-and coil and a 
senBitivity o 1.62 ILV/ma current rating in the f12 
was choacn. 
A power amplifier was, thereforo built having a. flat current 
responeelwhen f, eeding. the input of thq multiplier and a'vfiriable gain 
for calibration. '-The current fed, to the multiplier is proportional 
to the signal. fed'to the"amplifier from the analyser which is 
proportional to-the sound-pressure. Thus, 
VL, Olt Jet (2-5) 
In fact, there is a slight excess amplification at frequencies 
greater than abouý 5kc/s and so a calibration curve for, the amplifier 
was obtained so that corrections could be applied at these frequencies. 
The output of the amplifier was made free from earth so that a 
potentiometer could be connected as shown in Fig. 2.119 to correct for 
thq voltage at the output terminals produced by the driving current 
due to slight mis alignment of the output terminals. In-facty'this 
effect-produces only a small error as the output current due to it is 
alternating and only the direct component of the output produces a 
significant-value when integrated. The alternating output does, 
however, produce unwanted pick-up. ' 
The squared-signal is then integrated, using a high gain d. c. 
- amplifier (taken"from an analogue computer)'with 
'capacitive feedback 
as shown in Fig. 2.1l. - The input of theamplifi'er has a very high 
. 
impedance so that the input current can be assumed to flow into the 
capacitor. Thus 
C fil it and ij P.. 
The gain of the. a'mplifier is vOry high and so the potential of the 
amplifier input is near earth potential. Thusp 
tl:! r Vj* and 
(2.6) 
V13 
RC RC 
J 
The'total power radiated by the source 
L (2 
Xcl. r 
by substituting in Eqn. 2.41. 
Sgveral different values of capacitance (0.01). LFto lt&F) and 
- resistance (100 k. %to 1 H2 ) are available to change the scale of tho 
integration although for maximum accuracy the values should be as 
high as posisible., The interchangeable analogue computer amplifier and 
component box unitswere plugged into aspecially made frame which also 
holds a switch having discharge, earth inputsp compute and freeze 
positions. ' The output of the amplifier is measured on a0 to 100 V d. c. 
voltmeter and the h. t. and heater supplies for the integrator are 
supplied by a Separate power pack. 
To measure the total power radiated by a source, the integrator 
S7, 
is first discharged and then switched to compute. The, reading of the', 
voltmeter is, taken after the microphone ring has completed one revolution- 
This Teading is then multiplied by (Ccw&, -CASO), for, the latitudinal band 
andthe sum of these products over all bands calculated. To ten times 
the common logarithm of the sum is added a calibration figure and 
corrections for, the distance of measurementp the. gain of the microphone 
amplifier, the frequency responsep the time of integration and the 
integrator scale factor to give the sound power level of the source. 
The-correction factors were tabulated for ease of computation., 
To save time in resetting the microphone for each reading when 
the sound power levels'. at'several frequencies have to be calculated, 
the total noise in each latitudinal'band is recorded on the tape 
recorder. '-The sound power level. in each-frequency band is then found 
by replaying the tape through the analyser'and power calculator. Polar, - 
diagrams of the noise in each frequency band may be obtained at the 
same. timo if required. 
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CHAPTER 
INVESTIGATION '03' MECHANICAL VIBRATION. 
General. 
As was mentioned in-Chapter 19 measurements Of vibration on 
the surface Of'a 'machine are useful to check-intermediate stages in 
the calculation of the toial noise radiated by it as a result of 
electromagnetic forces... Since these, componental of the noise are 
radiated by movement of the surface of the machinep the acoustic 
source is this entire surface. If the variation of the vibration 
, onthe surface is measured in both magnitude and phase at each main 
noise frequen . cyp a suitable simplified mathematical model of the surface- 
and its vibration may be, constructed and used to predict tA radiation 
characteristics and the total acoustic power, 
If the absolute magnitude, of the surface vibration at a particular 
Point is also measured the total radiated power may be calculated 
using the theory dev eýjoped in Chapter 6. The result of this caldulation" : 
may then be-compared with the measured tot& power and the accuracy 
of the calculation checked. This has been done for one machine 
using the techrxiques'described in this chapter and the results are 
discussed in Chapter 8. 
This thesis is mainly concerned with noise radiated. directly 
by the surfaces of machines. However, in many. cases this is 
Sq 
-insignificant compared with radiation from objects mechanically 
coupled toAhe machine caused by vibration transmitted from the 
machine, via the supports. - A knowledge of, the frequencies and 
magnitudes of the components of vibration at the mounting points 
must therefore. be obtained so that mountingsp suitable to prevent 
excess. ive mechanical vibration transmission, may be designed. 
This vibration could be measured by mounting the machine on a rigid 
base with force transducers at each fixing point. 
_-The effective system 
of forces and moments could then be obtained at each frequency and 
the result used to calculate the respbnae required for the mountings 
for a particular purpoýe. 
In additio In to'its use in checking the acoustic radiation 
stage, of the noise calculationg Ahe measurement of vibration may 
also be used to check the mechanical response I stage. This has been 
done by, exciting the machines externally using'a'vibration generator. 
Vibration is produced at a known frequency and by varying this 
frequency the reson4nt frequencies Of-thO machines may be measured 
and-compared with-the calculated resonances. If a force transducer 
was inserted between the vibrator-and the machine, it would then be 
possible to check the magnitude of the response also. 
This chaptor describes the measurement of self-excited surface 
vibration made, on several of the test machines and also the 
investigation, of the resonances. of thW machines. 
-, x /-', 
3.2) Measurement, of Machine Vibration* 
The transducers used to give voltageop" for analysisq proportional 
to the vibration acceleration are, piezoelectric, vibration pick-ups 
(B&K type 4131)- These are firmly attached, to, the positions on the 
machines whore the acceleration is required. Each accelerometer is 
connected to a pro-amplifier which has'a variable f; ain for calibration-, 
and also a calibrating. device..., The output of, the'pre-amplifier may 
be integrated'once or, twice to give voltages'proportional to the 
velocity or displacement of the vibration. 
Any of, these, three voltages may be analysed using the equipment 
which is used to aAalyse'the'acoustic noise. This is shown in Fig. 208-, 
-and'described in Sect., 2.6. ' , 
Thus, frequency analyses of the acceleration, - 
velocity. and displacement may, be obtained. -A block diagram of the 
apparatus used to investigate machine, Vibration', is shown in Fig- 3-'l- 
For vibration measurements the machines'are-resiliently 
, supported on a, frame, psing'a"similar supporting arrangement to that 
used for acoustic noise measurements. The presence of reflecting 
surfaces has. negligible. effect on the surface vibration unless they 
are touching the machineo Vibration tests were therefore made in the 
_4 laboratory outside the anechoic chamber rather than inside it so that 
the machines were near the measuring apparýtus. 
The measurement-of surface vibration may conveniently be 
considered in three parts. First, the measurement of the absolute value-. 
at a represeutative position. Secondlyp'the variation of magnitude 
over the surface and thirdlyl the variation of phase angle over the 
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surface. These throe sections will be considered separately. Although 
exploratory measurements of velocity and'displacement were madep''the 
main measurements were limited to acceleration. '-Since frequency 
analyses of the acceleration were madeg the velocity and displacement 
could easily-be found by division by the angular frequency.. 
3.2.1)' The Absolute . Measurement of Acqeler 
I 
ation. 
Before'm-easurements of the actual magnitude of the. acceleration 
on the'surface of a machine were made the accelerometer was first 
calibrated. For this'it is-firmly attached to, a small electromagnetically 
-excited vibrating table'and the magnitude of. the vibration varied 
until'a peak acceleration equal to the acceleration due to gravity is 
attained. -This is judgi; d by the movement of a, small, ball in a tube 
attached to the, table -. 'At, this acceleration, the amplification of the 
pro-amplifier is adjusted to give a known output voltage so that for 
subsequent output voltages the acceleration is_known. 
The accelerometer *as -then attached 
to the surface of the machine 
at the position where the acceleration was'required. The reference 
point on most machines was-taken at the side of the machine, as it 
is normally, mountedg and near the axial contre ýf the stator. Since- 
the accelerometer surface, is flat and the machine surface ia; cylindricall! I 
a thin packing piece was made and inserted between them. The packing 
piece is. flat on one side and concave cylindrical on the other to fit 
both surfaces. The accelerometer was fixed to the surface either by 
a screw or by holding it pressed to the surface with a rubber strap, 
Frequency analysesv similar to those shown in figs. &11 and F-12 
, were then taken using the leyel recorder. 
. 
3.2.2) Variati6n of Magnitude. 
The vibration pick7up, has a large contact surface and is therefore 
inconvenient for measuring the variation of the magnitude of the 
vibration on the surfaces of small machines where the variation 
can be. very rapid., Also. the accelerometer is difficult to mount on 
small surfaces such as bearing housings. A probeg about two inches 
longp was therefore attached to the accelerometer and held on the 
surface of the machine by hand or by using rubber straps. Howeverv 
the response'of the probe is not the same at all frequenciev as is 
the response of, the accelerometer. ThoreforeA. Ahe magnitudes of the 
measurements'at different frequencies. may,, not be directly compared 
with each other when the'probe, is used, and the calibration is no 
longer valid. 
-If the absolute values of the components of the acceleration 
at a reference point have been obtained as described in. the-previous 
section, the magnitude of the acceleration at any position on the 
surface may. be found without measuring the froquency'response of the 
probe. - Frequency analyses of the voltages produced by the 
accelerometer-probe combination at each positioný including the 
reference position, may be. obtained. The variation at a particular 
frequency may ýhen be-plotted from these analyses and refered to the 
absolute measurements since-the absolute value at the reference 
point is known. 
Initiallyq narrow band frequeficy analyses were made at 15 
intervals round the machine and the variation at each frequency 
plotted. Such a diagram for one component is shown in Pig.. E. 4. 
Secondlyp the probe was moved to several other places on the machine 
and frequency analyses'agAin taken., The acceleration at each position'' 
and at each frequency, was then compared with that measured on the 
cylindrical part of the stator. From theae meas urements an indication' 
of the resonances and the comparative effectiveness in the radiation 
of noise of the-end j3hieldsv, mounting flangesq starting capacitor 
etc. were obtained. - 
3.2-3) Variation of Phase. 
Usually all points on, the surface of, a machine do not vibrate in, 
phase withý each other., --In order, -to investigate'the change of phase 
over a surface two vibration-measuring systems are required as shown 
in EIg. 3-1--,, The output from each7accelerometer is'amplified and 
analysed so that the component at the same"frequency is selected on 
each-channel. ý; The outputs. of the two channels are connected to the 
IXI and 'Y"plates of aýcathode-nray, oscilloscope so that the phase 
anglb'between the, two signals, may be observed. 
The, two'accelerometer, s, with probei-attached. -are first held 
close together on the surface of the machine and the trace formed On 
04 90 136" too 
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the oscilloscope screen noted. -This was usually a straight line, as 
shown for zero degrees in Fig-'3.2. By moving one probe away from the 
otherg traces similar tD those shown on the other parts of 119- 3.2 
are, obtained and thus the variation of phase angle round the machine 
may be noted. 
3.2., 4)- Interpretation of Measurements. 
Prom measurements it was shown that the feet on the f. h. p, 
machines had little effect on most components of the noise and vibration 
and thereforep for vibration measurementsp they were. removed to simplify, 
the surfaces. It was also found thatq, at most frequencieaq the part 
of the stator surface parallel to the shaft is tho main radiating 
surface and along axial lines on this surface there is little variation 
'in phase angle. Thereforev,, for most componentag a two dimensional 
vibration distribution could be assumed. 
-It is shown in Sect- 5-3 that all displacement'w'aves on the 
surface of a machine may beýmathematically reduced tO'combinations of 
sinusoidal travelling waves. Howeverp when they are measuredy they 
exhibit different'. characteriatics-since all traveling wave components* 
-at a particular frequency, are measured whatever the number of poles or 
the direction of rotation. - 
When standing waves are present at a particular frequency, the 
magnitude of the, surface acceleration falls to a very small value at 
each node. From the "number of nodes the m6de number may be found by 
dividing by two. '119-'3-3 ShowP the first three modes of vibration 
of a ring or infini: tely long cylinder. When standing waves are present, 
16 
1i 
all points between-two, adjacent nodes move in phase with each other: 
there is a rapid change of phase at the nodes-where the magnitude 
theoretically bec. omes zero. If two-unequal traveling waves are present., 
With one traveling in each directiont then a similar pattern is obtained., 
Howeverg the movement never falls to zero and the phase anglej although 
varying continuously over the whole peripheryv changes most rapidly 
near the nodes. 
. 00, 
do 
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When only traveling waves are present the surface configurations 
shown in ng. 3-3 appear, to rotate. 'Thereforeq, the magnitude is 
constant round the machine, but-the phase angle varies at a constant 
rate. ' The number of times-round the circumference at which the 
vibration is in, phase with. the reference is equal to the mode number. 
If a modulated traveiling wavev. ýcaused. by varying stiffness of the 
cylinderp is present, then the phase angle will vary uniformly but 
the magnitude will vary according to the modulation. 
In practice the measurements may not be as simple as those 
described here since variations of the oacilloscope', trace may occur at 
speeds proportional to the slip frequency or the speed of rotation. 
Thus at some frequenciest patterns similar to that Lihown in Fig- 3-4a 
Z- l /-- 
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are obtained. The number of ellipses - is equal-to'the frequency of 
the vibration divided by the cyclic speed of the rotor. At some 
frequencies the'wholeL'pattern. roiates at a. speed proportional to the 
slip frequency. However at the in, -phase and anti-phase points'a 
straight, line is; usually obtained. ' Another difficulty occurs when 
the component'at one"fre'quency is large, compared with that at another, _, 
frequency close to it. The analyser then allows through part of the 
firat component when tuned to. the frequency of the second component., 
In this case patterns similar, to, those in 1%9- 3-4ýare obtainedl the 
actual pattern depending on, whe-ther the larger component is at a 
higher or-lower frequency than the smaller component. 
Finallyp on single-phase induction machines there are large 
tangential components-of vibration at seýveral, frequencies. Thusp 
unless the probe is, Xept'normal to the surface, these components. 
interfere with, the meacurement, of radial vibration. At tvdce the line 
frequency-the tangential component is so large that it is impossible to 
investigate the radial, component using the method described here, 
3-3) investiration of Resonances. 
Many of the components of noiae produced by a machine are 
6t 
amplified by mechanical resonances of various parts of the machine. 
I- 
and magnitude of the vibration may be. changed. Cooling air. for the 
It, is useful to investigate the resonances which may occur in a machine 
so that the components of the noise which are due mainly to resonances 
may be identified and the calculation of resonant frequencies checked. 
A vibration exciterv shown in 219- 3-59 has. been used to apply external, 
vibration to machines. A block diagram of the vibrator and vibration 
measuring apparatus is' shown in 119- 3.6. 
A coil) connected through'a power-amplifier to a beat-frequency 
oscillator, is attached to the moving table of the vibrator. The coil 
is placed in the field ofa strong permanent magnet so-that the force, ' 
produced on the vibrating-t able ia proportional to the current flowing 
in the coil. Thus, by varying the'output of-the oscillatorp the frequency, 
coil is supplied by, a blower which is shown on the right of Fig- 3-5- 
The vibrator is connected to the test motor 6y a wedge shaped 
connector which is bolted to both the motor and the vibrator. The 
vibratiqn"is therefore applied in'a rgLdial direction along an axial 
line as it would be-if-the miLchine was excited by the air-gap forces 
acting on the tooth. The motor' is mounted on rubber blocks and its 
position is accurately adjusted. so that only small lateral forces are 
transmitted by the coupling, 
It is hoped that eventually a signalp proportional to the force 
transmitted by the couplingg will be fed'back to the oscillatbr 
compression circuit-as shown by the broken line in Fig- 3.6. In this 
way the respqnse of the vibrator and amplifier may be made linear 
so that a constant force is applied to a test object at all frequencies 
and the responso of the driving system eliminated. 
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The response of the, machine to . the vibration is measured using 
an accelerometer as described in Sect. 3.2. At resonances standing 
waves2 with a number of nodes depending on the mode of vibrationp are 
formed. In, order to pick up all resonances the accelerometer must be 
connected near an anti-node of each mode of vibration. It was therefore 
usUally-fixed on the same axial line as the excitei as this must be an 
anti-node for all modes. The output of the accelerometer is connectedq 
through an amplifiert to the level recorder which is mechanically 
coupled to the oscillator as shown in Fig- 3.6. Frequency responses 
may then be plotted automatically as shown in Figs. E. 15 and &16. 
In addition to knowing the resonant frequencies, it is useful to 
know the mode, of vibration at fiach resonance. This may be done in a 
similar way to that described in Sect- 3.2. Howeverv in this case no 
travelling waves are present and so the modeq at a particular resonant 
frequencyp may be determined from theiot&Lu number of stationary points. 
In some cases it. was found to be difficult to identify the nodes as 
they were not equally spiLced due to the one-sided excitation. Thus 
the oscilloscope was used: one pair of Plates was connected to the 
oscillator output and thd other pair connected to the accelerometer 
output. The nodes were then identified approximatelyg by Miding the 
positions at which the phase of the vibration was reversedp and then 
identified more accurately by finding where the vibration was reduced 
to zero, 
When the resonances of the complete machine had been inveeiigatedy 
they were gradually dismantledg therotor being first removedq then the 
end shieldeq starting capacitor etce At each stage the responne was 
obtained sothat the effect of these parts on the resonances could be 
investigated. In addition to the testing of machineep the resonances 
Of a six-inch diameter pipe couplingg shown on the left of Ag- 3-5, 
were investigated. The coupling has the form of a hollow cylinder 
and the results of this test were compared with those given by the 
theory for the vibration of cylinders developed in Chapter 5- 
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CHAPTER 
CALCULATION OF ELECTRO14AGNETIC FORCES 
introduction. 
Much of the noine and vibration produced by electric machines 
in caused by electromagnetic forces acting on the air-gap surfaces. 
The production of electromagnetic forces in inherent in the operation 
Of all 'electric machines'. A force is produced whenever magnetic flux 
crosses the boundary between two)media which have different values 
of permeibility. If flux-crosses normally a surface between a medium 
of infinite permeability and free spacel then'the force on the surface 
per unit area, 
(32), 
as i5hown'by-Kraus - on p. 265-' The total force on the surface may. be 
calculated by integrating this stress oýer the surface. Oftenp 
unsaturated iron may be considerod as an infinitely permeable medium. 
If this, astumption is madet the flux must entor'the surface normally 
otherwise, owing to defraction at the surfacep it would never penetrate 
Ahe surface, Theraforop only normal flux need be considered if the 
iron has infinite permeability. 
Most of the flux in electric machines crosEes the air-gap in a 
nearly radial direction and enters the iron surfaces of the air-gap 
normally. This produces radial forces on the two iron members. The 
flux in the air gap of a machine is not uniform but Varies considerably 
74- 
with position and time. Thusp the radial forces also vary. The 
magnitudes of the flux and forces vary as the currents in the windings 
and the relative position of the rotor and stator vary. 
The windings of many machines are situated in open or semi-closed !- 
slots and so some fluxq which crosses the air-gap opposite a slot? 
does not enter the top of a tooth but enters the tooth side normal 
to its surface, most of it being coacentrated near the tooth tip. 
This flux produces forces which act on the tooth tips in a direction 
tangential to the air-gap. These forces &lso vary considerably with 
time and position as do the radial forces. Howeverp the main components, 
when integrated round the air I gapp. produce a total force which is 
independent of time and supplies the shaft torque of the machine. The 
tangential forces can also produce pulsating torques and varying 
tangential forces. whichv when integrated round the air-gapq produce 
no resultant torque but do, howevert produce vibration in the tooth 
- and cores. 
0 
In machines with closed'Elotag infinite permeability of the iron 
can on longer*be assumed since the slot bridges become saturated. 
Tangential. components-of force are produced on the surfacet since 
the. flux does not enter the surface normally. The main components of 
the tangential force again-supply the shaft torque. More complicated 
surface integral methods9 'as explained by Carpenter 
(13) 
9 must be used to- 
calculate the-forces in this case. 
Saturation also commonly occurs at ýho tips of semi-closed slots 
and to some extent throughout the iron members, causing rodiotribution 
of the flux depending on the flux density at a particular operating 
condition. An accurate analysis of this complex condition is extreemly 
difficult and in practice it is only possible to take account of 
saturation emp rically as an overall effect. Among other things which- 
affect the forces produced on the teeth are air-gap eccontricityý aLlot, 
skewing and herringboning and the exact shape of the slots. 
All force variations on the'iron surfaces may be analysed into 
components which vary sinusoidallY intimý and space. As is shown in 
Chapters 5 and-6, spme of. these components are more effective in 
producing noise than others. 
Itis generally thought that the change in phase of the force 
, along a 
tooth due to skewing the slots, on one member reduces the 
magnitude of the vibration. This is usually a very small4offect, sinco 
the amount of skew is often small compared-with the wavelengths of the 
main force waves. An exception to this is the lArge water-wheel 
alternator where force waves with large numbers of poles are important. 
(53) 
This is the case considered by Walker and Kerruish Howeverp skew 
probably has little effect. on the noise produced by most other types 
of machines. ' The main use-of skewing is to reduce voltage ripples. 
Since the skew has little effect on the forces, a two-dimensional Model 
of the air-gap will be'considered-and the 
" 
force per unit length 
tA; A, ýý 
/ 
calculated asA f the machine was infinitely long. 
Whatever method is, used to calculate the force on the teeth, the 
J-1 
currents flowing in the stator and rotor windings must be -knowng either 
as harmonic slot currents or as harmonic current sheets. The harmonic 
currents due to supplyl. saturationg space or permeanco'harmonics may 
be obtained from generalized theory( 
42) The resulting force system 
consists of radial and tangential forces acting at the centres of the' 
tipis of the stator and rotor tpeth. 
74 
Calcul ttion of Force on Teeth AL3L; Umirig, Hadial Flux 
A method of representing the air gap of wi electric machizic 
which is often used in machine analysis is to assume, that the flux 
in the air-gap is radial. The currents in the slots are represented 
by harmonic current sheets on each member and the variation in the flux 
due to slots and eccentricity is represented by a variable permeance 
between the two current sheets as shown in Fig. 4.1b for ulotted 
surfaces. 
3L IC it air It VL 
(CL)VAqYlfiq 4AP 
Cor4s-rqpjr 4AP 
VAAYI, 44 PkAMOAlUCE. 
Moi>ELs cg» A, R-ý; Ap cc MgcHvg . 
Yhe current diotributio. i in the model iý, tht, -, ppýre. rit current 
distribution as viewed from the air-gap. This is, exprosLed as a 
I 'Fourier series as showri in Eqn8.4.25 aricl 4., '7. The pcrmeance variation 
is found by nsLuming that one member i., i at a coriotailt unit magnetic 
potenti, Ll with reLpect to the other and calculating the flux distribution 
in the system. To do this it ik; usual to ai; sume that the maý)ietic 
'77 
-potential is applied to the tooth roots and calculate'the apparent 
path length between two equivalent points, one on, the stator and the 
other, on the rotor. If the flux is assumed to be radialp this variation 
may also be given in harmonic form. If the flux may not be asrumod 
radial, the flux density distribution and the effective permeance 
vary across the air-gap., 
In order to find the resulting flux distribution the harmonic 
expression1for the M. M. f. distributiong calculated from the current 
distribution, is multiplied'by the expression for the permeance. This 
assumes that the permeance remains the came for a sinusoidally varying 
-mem. 
f. as it is for a constant m. m. f. This approximationg while not 
'en'shown to give reasonable results. strictly trUet, has be 
The force acting on-unit area' of the iron behind the current 
sheets. is proportional to the square of the flux denaity. as mentioned 
in Sect. -the teeth are no longer present in the representatioýý Since 
it- is assumed that, the force on tho actual teeth is the same as the 
force per unit area cal. culated in this way and integrated over a tooth 
pitch. 
Similarlyp there are no longer tooth aides on which the tangential 
forces may act. Howeverp in, thin air-gap mo. delf forces equivalent to 
theýtangential forces act on the current. sheets. The force per unit 
area acting on a amall section of a current sheeý due to the flux 
produced by all other parts of the curreAt sheets is equal to the'flux 
density multiplied by the current density. The current flows axiallyl 
the flux in radial andp therefore, the force must act tangentially. 
Thus, an expression for the distribution of tangential force mav be 
found by multiplying the expression for the current density distribution 
'78 
by the expression for the total flux density distribution. 
This method may be applied to any type of electric machine, 
However it in probably most accurate when used for synch'onous machines 
with lumped windings on, one member. Since only one air gap surface 
is slotted, the magnetic field is easier to calculato in this case. 
4-3) Representation of'Permeance. 
4-3-1) . Singly Slotted Air-gap. 
Consider an air gap with one iron member smooth, the other 
. 
having S teeth of width 'and pitch A It is shown'by Coe and 
TaylorO-0-that for most tooth shapes used in practices the slots 
may-be assumed infinitely deep. The error inirolved in this assumption 
is negligible if., the slot depth, is greater than 1-5 times the slot 
width. and so infinitely deep slots will be considered here. It is 
. also assumed that 
the toothwidthe have been adjusted to take intb 
account fringing, and saturation in the tips. The former may be corrected, 
for by. USing Carterlm- 'coefficients ( Eg. as given by Gibbs 
(22. ) 
1n 
Eqn. 9.72 The latter may be corrected for by reducing the actual 
tooth width slightly. 
The variation of permeanoo, due to slotting is shown in Fig- 4.2. 
The permeance is equal to where a tooth is present and zero elsewhere. ' 
Carrying out a Fourier analysis 
A 2 7C 
/A, 
5 W, 
where Jqý is-the gap coefficient. 
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F q, 4,2. 
PF-AMEANCE 
OF SIF41; LY Si. OrTED Ate - 4; AP. 
Ae, 
*z 2. tý. 
(rj If) 
Sj if A 
The total permoance is gaven by the series 
S 
Basing the ftarmonic values o-i the averýj6e pcrmeance th-1- 'Docomev 
A JJS it) (4-3) 
AaX where 
and Apý. =I 
These values are independent of the air-gap len&, th. The values of 
these per unit permeance harmonics- are plotted in Flig. 4-3 agairlst VA 'y 
for values of j from one to six. 
If the average permeance of the air-gap, A,, can bf, calculated 
either from Eqn. 4.1 or by using Carter's coefficient, the hqrmonic 
permeances may be found by multiplying A, by the values obtainGd from 
Jqg-4-3. This method does aot take into account the redistribution 
of flux due to fringing and therefore will not produce accurite 
resultý, especially for the higher harmonics. 
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The Complete permewice Variation for a slotted : 3tator 
AAe,, pi. (4.5) ip- 
-0 
and for a slotted rotor 
Jý : 14 
A 5- A jr, sod 
i"t :0 
(4.6) 
4.3.2) Doubly Slotted Air-gap. 
There are two main ways of combining the permeances of two singly 
slotted air-gaps'to give the permeance of a doubly slotted air-gap. 
Both give results of the same form but with different magnitudes. 
Tho form is given by 
A A,, AA, r -t S, j, - 03 4, Jf Om"O (4-7) 'W 
where A F., and 
(4. 
urfacer taken ,, nd 1ý is the gap coefficient for the two slotted s 
together. The different methods give different values for A.. 
In the first method, umed by Harris 
(24) 
, the air gap i- divided 
into two equal parts by a surface which is assumed to 
0". 
be an equipotential. 
The permeances between the two iron surfaces and the equi-potential 
axe given by tqns 4-5 and 4.6 where 
and Aat- r ýý& 
The total permeance between the two iron surfýiccs at --triy position is 
obtained b. y uumming the permeances in the -ame way as ceries 
conductances. Thusq the total permeance, 
_-A,,, 
A., 
A,., +- A. i- 
If the fluctuatiom; are L5mall, the variable componentL; in the 
denominator may be neglected thFý p(-, rme,,. rice becomes 
It b-o-J. ")f Cl Atr t A, -r\, Jý _ I,. - jk lf, r 1- ) 
82 
Therefore 4- x (4.9) 
The second method is obtained form the form given by Alger(Z 
and Kron 
(33). 
The per unit permeances developed in ý3ect. 4.3-1 : re 
the ratios of the magnitudes of the hp. rmunic permeances to the average 
permeance. The permeance at a position in the air-gap when only one 
slotted surface is present is the average permerý. ace multiplied by the 
series for the harmonics. If thi-3 permearice is taken a. 5 the býý, ois 
forr the se-ries giving the harmonics of the other slotte, i surface, the 
total permeance is the average value multiplied by the two seriez. 
A ýA. S 
Q0 -r 0 9: x 
A--1---i- 
-- f- 
-T- A -r <2 ;: Z 
Fis. 4.4, Ditsi"m 
To obtain an expresi3ion for A. consider the rotor and stator 
shown in Fig. 4.4. The two broken lines define surf-ces behind the 
teeth such that the distance between them is the apparent air-gap lon6t. 1i. 
Consider each set of teeth oppo6ite a plane surface at the position 
of the broken line on the other member. The effective permeance )f 
D*F)'v, A',; 
EcovVA"""r 
the air-týrýp is C, -iveri by 
)A@ 
- 
; tif 
--), 
ý a 
I'KJ, ý Aj Y. 1Y. J,, vr 
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Prorn- Fig. '4.4 
fI ost. 4 Jo- -5 
Therefore eliminating XIr and 3,. t I 
Kj 1 (4-10) 
(; 
;,,. + 
Other methods have been used to find A, for a doubly slotted 
air-gap. Say 
(45) 
uses the gap coefficients for the two slotted 
surfaces multiplied together so that 
ý- Kl. t- . Kp-t- 
(4.11) 
(15) 
Carter also -states that this form is used in design and also gives the. 
. 
form (K3, $ý + K,.,. r (4-12) 
Comparing the values given by these two forms with the value obtained 
using conformal -1transforms to solve the field between two twhin parallel 
plates with slots in them, Carter prefers the latter approximation. 
Binns 
(7) 
suggests the empirical form 
Vl- " KjSI- + &ý'r+ -I K8 L (4-13) 
as this gives a value within 0.1%, of the value obtained using 
confoMal transforms to solve the field between two iron surfaces 
with infinitely deep slots in them. This form for )ý will therefore 
be used to find A. for a doubly slotted air-gap. 
4-3-3) Permeance Harmonies Due to Air-gap Eccentricity, 
To calculate the effeat of eccentricity on the variation of 
permeance round the air-gap it is first necessary to obtaizi an expression 
fo, r the variation. of the' gap length with position in the air-gap. This 
may be found in terms of the gap length *hen the rotor ancl stator are 
concentric, 39 and the eccentricityp e- . Either the stator or the 
84- 
rotor may be eccentric. In the former case the centre of the rotoir 
air-gap surface is at the axis of rotation but the centre of the 
stator air-gap surface is not. In the latter case the centro of 
the rotor air gap surface in not at the centre of rotation. The two 
cases produce similar permeance variations except for the time variatic 
which appears in the expreezion for the rotor. 
F, 4.4.5*. DIAQRAM 
Rdroo OR '. STATt>R Eic5'v'r'QIC'TY-_ 
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Consider the stator and rotor surfaces as two smooth iron aurfac( 
with different centres as in Fig. 4-5- If the eccentricity is small, 
the centre of rotation may be assumed to be half-wiq between the two 
ceatres. The analysin may then be applied to both stator and rotor 
eccentricity. Using a modification of the cosine rule on the two 
trianýles in Fig-4-5p 
eI cas y +4 AS 
ea cota 
(S. 
AC + J--3v- * . s" 
Thus , 
Since e is always much less than or this may be simplified to 
C. # 
C03 + (4-14) 
Thus assuming radial fluxy the general expression for the permeanco 
between the two smooth surfaces is 
tAj 
(4-15) 
Swann shows that an expression similar to thiag when multiplied 
by the fundamental m. m , f. wavog produces results similar to those produced 
by using conformal transforms to solve the field problem. 
Although the denominator of this expression contains only the 
fundamental term in the permeance will contain harmonics and so 
a harmonic. analysis must be, carried out. The average component is 
gi v en by 
I rr 
f 
and the harmonic componenl 
From Dwi At'(1 
9) 898.516 
, 440 
0 t. , 7Z: q (4-16) 
by 
C ji 
cosý (4-17) 
.4--I ý1 C Ir Jr - 
Thus At, (4-18) 
and 
.2 tl- 
(4-19) 
T 
-1-1 -49--ir In per unit -terms as for the kot permeancep the permeance due to 
rotor eccentricity is 
A. A %oA. tit Caj. -. a 
(4.20) 
, and for the stator eccentricity 
A. 25ý ,A'. ' C., C. E. r 
(4), (4.21) 
where and (4.22) 
and is the averagý permeance of the air-gap if the iron members 
were concentric. When teeth are present the values of 3 should be 
replaced by jK4 where V, is the gap coefficient due to the teeth. 
-As for the slot permeanceq the eccentricity permeance due to 
cc-centi-k. itj of both members may be obtained by multiplying the two per unit 
permoances together if the eccentricity is small. Thu3q 
C A. ý. < A 
I(C 
. T& 96 
O'ýt ý3 
(4.23)' 
4-4) Representation of M. M*Fo Waves. 
The total m. m. f. acting across the air-gap is the sum of the 
individual m. m. f. s due to the rotor and the stator. Assuming that the 
iron surfaces of the air-gap form equipotential surfacosp there is a 
change of m. m. f. only where a slot is crossed. The total change in 
m. m. f. across a slot is equal to the current flowing in the slot as 
shown in Fig. 4.6. 
v%. *x F. I 
100 
Fig. 4--L M. M. F. Dug r*, C, 2, c,, r IN S'Lo-r. 
If the diagram is continued for all slotsp the form of the M. M. f. 
wave may b. e found and a harmonic analysis of it carried out 
(40). 
The 
m. m. f. distribution then'consisto of waves travelling in positive and 
negative directions in the air-gap. For the stator, the general form 
of the m. m. f. is given by 
F& a Fok, k, %, %t Cos 
(k., I. t w, 6 L) 
(4.24) 
where k is, the number of pole pairs of the space distribution for 
a particular component and 1, is the order of the harmonic current 
flowing in the slot and may take positive or negative values according 
to the direction of rotation of the wave. If J, ' is zero the expression 
gives the m. m. f of a d. c. winding. In a. c. windings the space harmonics 
may be divided into two types; slotting harmonics where k is a 
multiple of tho number of slots, and phase belt harmonies where k 
is the ha=onic of the phase belt polygon. 
The differential of the m. m. f. with respect to distanes round the 
air-gap gives the current per unit peripheral length in the equivalent 
current isheet- 
(kit k4ef 0% -% 1- (4.25) 
Similar forms apply for the rotor where in replaced by(j-, 
4). 
Howeverg in induction machineog the fundamental rotor currents are at 
-, slip frequency and' the m. m. f. is given by 
Frt F 
*, t 1C. 4. 
,,, kl, -r 
6- Lk-etý - -,, $) - ý,, w, 6 1] -i 
F.. 
, 
K, CO 5. rý -r- r w't + j" S 
(4-26) 
ke, 
and the current in the current sheet 
k, Vrt SLý% CIc,.. (k'rT Or 4 (4.27) 
This does not. include all induction machine'rotor components as componpnts- 
induced by stator harmonics are not include d. Howeverv this does give 
the maj or components. ' 
4-5) Calculation of Florce Waves. 
Expressions have been obtained in Seat. 4-3 for the per unit 
change of permeance at a position in the air-gap due to eccentricity 
and slotting separately* The actual permeance variation round the gap 
due to eccentricity is obtained by multiplying the per unit value by 
the average permeance of the gap* This permeance may then be taken 
as the basis for the per unit slotting permeance and the total permeance 
found by multiplying the two series together giving 
Los 
This exprezeion would give the variation of flux density round the 
air-gap when a constant m'. m. f. is applied across it. In fact the m. mf. 
is not constant but also varies with position and time. The total 
variation of flux density round the air-gap is the product of the 
permeance and the m. m. fe if the redistribution of flux. due to the 
changing m. m. f along the air-gap is neglected. The error involved here 
will probably not be greater than the error involved in calculating. -, the 
permeanoe variation. Thusp the flux density becomes 
I- L). -+ , S, &U, +1"t. (A-0 0 
Sý: ýEff 8;, k. 
kk. 
-k f 
1104-f 40 J- eIr 
+ ý< Biýý. 
ko 
-Any phase, angles will be ignored iri this" oxpression., ai nce it may be 
assumed that when 0 at a'position where a potor tooth is, 
opposite a stator tooth, and maximum eccentricity occurs. Thua, only the 
phase angle between'the rotor and stator m. m. f. need be considered. 
This must be inserted when the force waves resulting from the interactioný 
of M. M. f. waves produced by both the rotor and the stator are considered. 
jst and Ge. may equally well take positive and negative values for 
each permeance hqrmbnic. The values of the amplitudes are given by 
All 
A b, (4.29) 
-F 
The radial force per unit area 
A tl a 
where C)-", j 
., I, rk2 4#0 
for values of i and k which satisfy the following conditions 
. (icj ± 
* 
j*jI_ 
S 
C(k 
(4- 30) 
(4-31) 
(4-32) 
, 
0 
t-Thv * signs must be the same in each expression. k takes only 
po6itive values, has a sign depending on the direction of rotation 
of the mm. 'f. wave and and may take positive or negative signs 
even when they are zero. 
. oThis may 
be reduced to 
Vft 
where 
and the summation is made over all components such that 
and + e4 
(4-33) 
(4-34) 
Similarlyv as explained in Sect. 4.2, the tangential force per 
unit area , cr 0 
qo 
pk 
10. +jtSt 4 -35) 
f rom Eqns. A. 25,4.27 and 4.28 where 13 and are 90' out of phase. 
The amplitude is given by 
(4-36) k 
J, k, .= 
su=ed-. over all values Of kýjjrý, k. and as defined in Eqn-4-32 
The total-tangential force 
(4-37) 
where 
(4-38) 
an& + 
and ro + is the phase angle between and i. and also the angle 
between. the radial and tangential forces of the same frequency. 
Conid der'a tooth-with its centre, at a position 0, in the air-gap. 
Half the angular pitch'of the tooth ia, and the total radial force 
on the tooth per unit axial length, 
Ali Cos 
0.1"10 -1 jPk 
419 
bA 
C" (4- 30 
M 
(V4 
In a simi lar way the tangential force per unit length of tooth 
(4-40) 
There are many approximations involved in calculating the forces 
on the teeth by this method. A method using conformal transforms 
would probably produce more accurate results. An outline of this method 
i-s given in Appendix F., However, much calculation is involved in 
applying this method to a doubly slotted air gap. The method given 
in this'chaptor is therefore used to determine which force waves are 
presentaiAroughly to estimate their magnitudes. It is, therefore, not 
expected that this method will give accurAte results. 
The. components of the forces on the tooth which need to be 
considered are determined by the mechanical respon3a of the stator 
and rotor as discussed in Chapter 5 and the radiating properties of the, 
surface at discussed in Chapter 6. The frequencies of the components 
which are most likely to be mechanically transmitted depend on the 
resonant frequencies for the particular mode of vibration. The components 
most likely to radiate noise from the surface are those with small 
values of in and high values'ofj In larger machines, components 
with appropriately larger values of-4 may produce potent noise sources. 
, Once therange of important values of and have been 
ascortained, for*a-particular machine, Eqns 404 or 4-38 may be inspected, 
bearing in mind. the machine data. -and any 
forceýwavqs in this range 
investigated. When the components have been selected, tho summations 
of Eqns. 4.31,4-33 and 4-36 may be made and the magnitude of the 
farce wave calculated. From 'this the radiated noise may be calculated. 
This method of. -calculating the force wave magnitude may (9 be 
applied to most types of machine although it is shown here in a form 
suitable for the induction machine. By making and J, xo the 
-force waves 
in a salient pole synchronous machine may be found. This 
(53) 
is of a similar form to that used by Walker and Kerruish 
Saturation harmonics may also be simulated by making ka.;, for particular 
components of the m. m. f, wave. 
11orms fo: r both the radial and tangential forces aro-given 
here. Although both must by borne in mind, it is showa in Sect. 8.4 
that the radial component in generally of more importance. 
-I 
a 
CHAPTER 
CALCULATION : OF MECHANICAL RESPONSE 
Introduction. 
In Chapter 49 expresaions were obtained for the radial and 
tangential magnetic forces acting on the tips of the tooth of a 
machine. These forces are, transmitted to the rotor and stator via 
the teeth. T4o vibration is then transmitted to'the bearingsp ond 
shieldst mounting bracketsq., terminal boxes etc. If the resonant 
frequencies of any of these parts are near frequencies of force waves 
on the teeth. then large displacements mayýoccur producing noise. 
The main radiating surface of a machine-is -the frame enclosing 
the stator laminations and most of the published work analysing the noise,,, 
AL 
prdduced by, machines,. deals with t4o frequency rosponse of this part of 
the machine., This in actually a problem involving the r6sponses of 
short cylinders 
ý5Z). _ it is usually assumed thatp since the 
teeth on which the forces are produced, are axial and even if skewed 
produce little force variation in the axial directiong the stator may 
be treated as a section of an infinitely long cylinder so that the 
axial modes of vibTation may be neglected. In some machines, however, 
clamping bolts etc. may induce axial modes. 
In small machines the stator shell is Often formed of sheet 
steel which its wrapped round the stator laminations. In this case the 
laminations and stator shell may be considered as one thick cylinder. ' 
,I 
In larger machines the Btator laminations form a separate cylinder 
H 
from a fabricated or cast shell, the two cylindors being separated by 
stiffeners and key bars. In this case the machine must be considered 
as two mechanically linked cylinders 
Alger 
(P-) 
and Walker and Kerruish 
(53) 
assume that the stator 
may be represented by a single thin ring. The ring its then split 
peripherally into a numbert equal to the number of force wave nodest 
of short. simply sup potted beams The beams are then assumed to be 
straight and the simple theory for their static displacement applied. - 
I Alger then states a more accurate form for cylinders but with no 
explanation. Walker_a I nd . Kerruish use the straight beam theory directly. 
This its probably justifiable since the only force waves which are 
considered have a large number of nodes'so that the short beams may 
be, assimed*straight, In each case the effect of resonance is applied 
as a multiplying factor after the static displacement has been calculated.,, 
Carter(I. 4) develops an expression fOr*the response of a ring 
having both radial', and I tangential forces appiied at its inner radius. 
This expression takes into account both tension and bending in the ring. 
Uxiing this method the. dynamic response 6f the ring may be calculated 
di3; ectly and two resonances for-each mode predicted. 
(21) 
Erdelyi , using an energy methodq considers the combined 
movement of two coupled concentric rings. When a double stator 
construction is present, the simple methods cannot be used t6 represent 
the movement of the outer surfioe from which moat of the sound is 
radiated and so a procedure of this type must be used. 
In this chapter the responses of the teethp stator core,. and 
rotor will be investigated. The iron will be assumed to be p6rfectly 
elastic with no losses. 'The losses will actually change the resonant 
frequencies slightly but the expressions developed give approximate 
values for the actual resonant frequencies. No attempt will be made 
to take into account the lossesin calculating the displacement for 
a given force, The calculated displacements are therefore only 
applicable at, frequencies away from resonance. At frequencies close 
to resonance the calculated values will be considerably higher than 
the measured values., 
5.2) Vibration of Rotor and Stator Teeth. 
Since the electromagnetic forces act primarily on the ends of 
the teethp. the reaction of the teeth_mu, st first be considered. For 
simplicityt each tooth will, be considered as a short oantileverg held 
firmly at one end. by the rotor or atator core. Longitudinal and 
lateral forces act on the other end an shown in 119- 5-1. The extent 
of the. cantilever in the direction 
perpendicular to the forces will 
be considered to be infinite 
so that, axial modes of vibration 
may be neglected. 'In fact the 
core does not hold the teeth rv- 
firmly but tends to move with 
the teeth and so vibration is 
produced in the core. However, 
the results obtained using theme 
simplifications will give a 
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gidde, to the actual results which may be expectod. 
In the following sections the frequencies of the resonances 
induced by the radial and tangential forces, acting on the ends of the 
_teeth, 
will be found together with expressions for the forces transmitted, 
to the core when the tooth are not resonating. 
5.2.1) 'Resonancems Excited by Radýý Forces. 
Radial forcelwaves acting'on the ends of the teethl produce 
longitudinal motion, of the teeth. If tho teeth were sufficiently 
, 
Iongg. alternate areas of'compresBion and raref46tion would be produced 
along the teeth forming longitudinal waves similar to sound waves in 
air. For longitudinal waves in an elastic medium the velocity of 
propogationg as given by Kinsler and Frey on P-589 is 
For irong this velocity is, 5300 m/13- Thust at 20 kc/c, the upper 
limit of the audiblo'frequen6y range, the wavelength of the 
loxigitudinal waveslin iron is 0.27 m- 
The longitudinal resonances of a tooth occur when waves 
reflected from the, inner or outer surfaces of the corev reinforce 
-the originalit, waves. The first resonance occurs when the tooth length 
in equal to half the*wavelength of the vibration. Thung the shortest 
tooth in which a resonance in the audible range can occurp is 0-13 m 
long. Ii is therefore apparent that longitudinal tooth resonances 
will only be found in large machines and at high frequencies. 
Reflection may also occur at the outer surface of the Btator 
r 
.I 
core. - Howeverg resonances would again only occur in large machines 
and at high frequencies. It may therefore be assumed that 9 in small 
97 
machinesq the radial forces acting at th6 tooth tips may. be considered 
to act at the tooth roots without any change due to the dynamic response 
of the teeth. 
5.2.2) Resonances Excited by Tangential Forces. 
Althoughq in many machineaq the tangential force components are 
small compa red with the radial, componentat they act in such a'direction 
as to cause banding moments to act on the t, eeth,, The resonant frequencies, 
of the bending modesare lower than the resonant : ýroquencies of the 
longitudinal modes and so lareýe, diaplacementa may occur at frequencies 
within the audible range. ' The resonance in caused when the transfer 
of energy-between the energy'stored in-bonding and the kinetic energy 
of the moving tooth occurs at an optimal rate, 119-5.2 shows the 
configurations I of a cantilever for, the first three modes of bending. 
It in shown by Morse 
(37) 
that, the resonant frequencies of aý 
uniform rectangular cantilever. 
17C 
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(5.2) 
where the radius of gyration about the neutral axis is Z/W, -a is 
the'length-and T, 
-is-, 
the width-of, the cantilever and 'the values of WZ 
are given by 
Thusp IýL may take the values' 0.2985P 0-745P 1.259 .... when 
is larger than three. From this. the first four overtones of the 
vibration are 6.279 17-5p 34.4 and 53.4 times the frequency of the, 
fundamental modeýwhich for an iron cantilever. in 
-7 -0, 
r (5-3) 
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where all lengths are in metres. 
This formula applies to parallel teeth and may also be used to 
qg 
find the resonant frequencies of tapered teeth if the taper is not too 
steep and the average'width of the tooth in substituted for 
T 
Alternativelyt if the teeth have steep tapers, the resonant frequencies 
(36) 
may be found using energy methods It is apparent from the above 
analysis that only in ver7, large machines will any resonance except 
that of the, fundambntal mode of vibration be important. 
In factpthe teeth are not equivalent to cqntilevers as they are 
linked to the elastic core. Thereforeg when teeth resonate displacement 
of the core also occurs, This will cause noise to be radiated from the 
surface of the machine,, Thust the main importance of these resonances 
is not the noise radiated by the. resonating, parts but the vibration 
transmitted to other parts. 
The'windinge in the Blots of-a machine impose forces-on the 
toeth resisting the vibration. These will damp the vibration of the 
teethp-the"ammount. of damping depending on. the .1 type of winding. In 
addition', to reducing the, 
'movement 
these forces may. also change the 
resonant frequencies slightly. 
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If the frequencies of the forcos acting on the teeth of a machine 
are not near the resonant frequencies of the teeth, the transmitted' 
forces may be foundby equating the forces acting on the tips of the 
teeth to the restraining forces applied by the core and negl'ecting 
the forces required to accelerate the teeth. The system Of forces 
is shown in Fig-5-3- -ýý, and are forces per unit axial length of 
the tooth and cr4 and a". are forces per unit area of the tooth root. 
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-By equating forces in a radial directiont the average radial 
atress at the tooth root,, ' 
el, 
CjdLd 
Similarlyv the tangential stress at the tooth roots, 
(5-4) 
where its a constant to take into account the forces applied to *he 
sides of the teeth by the windings in the slots. This will depend 
on the type of windingg type of insulation etce The radial stress 
shown in the above equation in not the total radial stress but in 
a stress equivalent to the, broken'line in Ag- 5-3b. There will 
also be a stress which varies over the tooth root and opposes the 
moment at the tooth root due-to This stress is proportional 
to the distance from the centre line of the tooth and is equal to 
where its 'the angle measured from the centro of the tooth. Thus, 
where kitakos'into account - the moment applied by the windings9the 
magnitude of this extra stress may be found bi'equating the moments 
of the forces about the centre of, the tooth root 
ýg 'lit I W., (-r,. - r., ) 
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-Thus, 
and the total radial atressj' 
+ L2 J(, L (5-5) ý1_1, Ire. 
Both Z, and ; 
ý, # vary considerably with the position of the tooth 
and with time. Howeverg the time variation of a% and cr, will be the 
same as the time', variation'of the tooth tip forces causing them. Only 
the spacial 'distribution of the forces will be changed. The zpaAAl 
variation of s, -, and <ýcl'ovpr a tooth is shown in Figs- 5.3b and 5-3c- 
The magnitudes of these pulses vary with the tootlý tip forces and are 
given*by Eqns. ' 5.4 and 5-5- Ifq with time kept constantv Fourier 
analyses of these expressions are obtained, the magnitudes-cf, tho 
force waves acting on the core may be obtained. The Fourier analyses 
aro'carried out by multiplying the expressions for Ar',, and by Cos 
where -m' is the number of pole pairs of the required waveg and 
integrating over the whole core surf . ace. Thus, the radial force 
101 
wave component , 111 $.. -S 'a -E ". 4-` " 2- -r., 
) r-' 'C-s -4 ý- Md (5.6) 
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The values of Z, pzd Z. are constant for a particular tooth 
at a particular time and therefore their variations do not affect 
the integral but only the summation. Splitting the integral into 
two parts, the first part becomes 
L-S 
-L 
i29: S 
w Z., 
rA 2. VIC 
Substituting for 
*Z 
from Eqn. 4-39 this becomes 
kA 
(5-. 7) 
for a particular value of w at one time. Since the vdlues of OZ are 
.5 
the outside summation gives a non multiples of 2TC -zero result onlY 
when is zero or a multiple of S The main isolution"occura 
when Tnlrn% giving-terms of the form 
A. 
Tr vn 'r, 
3 L&% t i:, r, ) C,, a 
(w (5-8) 
This is the original wave multiplied by a constant. The other 
non-zero parts of Yqn- 5-7 are force waves with numbers of poles which 
are multiples of the number of slots plus or m inpa the number of pole 
pairs of týe original wave. These would be expected from a study of 
the stress distributions in'119- 5-3- 
Integrating the second term of Eqn- 5-6 by parts gives 
C', f W% RA, - r,., ), z 4E sz, ný!. (5-9) 
(z 
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The form of 5: 0 in given by Eqn- 4.40. Substituting and summing as before 
the main. terms are of the form 
Tit- 
-n) 
ft-L"O 
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These componenta have the name number of poles and-the name frequency 
as the tangentential bomponents at the tooth tips but in terms of a 
cosine function instead of a sine function showing a phase shift 
- 
of goo 
102. 
In additiong there are components with different values of "x' where 
a multiple of the number of slots and in is the number df 
pole pairs of the original force wave. 
Combining the main terms for the radial otress at the core -and 
summing over all values of *rvx and tz 
ný; C. t ýIzflf, W4 
WIVAT, 
9E 
ý IU (5.11 
The tangential component of the strese acting on the core 
may be found in a similar way by carrying out a 11ourier analysis 
of Eqn- 5.4. Thus, 
CTI-ill, (5-12) Ir W%T, 
where the phaso anglo is the same as that in Eqn- 5-11- 
As mentioned previously, Eqns- 5-11, and 5-12 do not give the 
total force variation on the core. The other components normally 
. 
have high numbe; rs'of pole pairs and so mav be ignored as little noise 
will be radiated by them. In cases where force waves have numbers of 
pole-pairs similar to the-niimber of teeth th6ae terms- may become 
important and noise may be produced. - The terms -are given completely 
by Eqns- 541 and 5-12 if m its replaced by in' where 
Tn : r_ -Pft I-L 
The numbgr of pole pairs of the original wave is m and L is any 
integer. In some cases such waves may reinforce waves given directly 
by Eqns- 5-11 and 5-12, 
5-3) Types of Wave Produced on the Core. 
It was shown in Seat- 5.2-3 that when force wavesp as calculated 
103 
in Chapter 4, act on the tooth tips, waves of the same form act on the 
stator core. The displacement of the surface of the machine depends 
on the force wave applied to the core and its mechanical response. 
There are four main cases to be considered and in each case it may be 
shown that the surface displacement may be aplit into travelling 
displacement waves. 
k First 9a travelling flux wave -produces a travelling 
force wave 
plus a constant force. This constant term may be obtained from Eqn. 4-39 
by making the harmonic-ni, mbers equal to zero. A. Rimilar procedure may 
be followed for the tangential forces. Howeverg if the phase angle 
between'the current and flux waves at the same frequency in 90 da 
assumed in Chaptor 4p there is no constant force. If the maphine is 
on load the'phaae angle is not 90" and the constant tangential force 
depends on the cosine of the phane. angle. This in as would be expected 
since this is the component of force which produces torque. The 
torque is zero in the no load case analysed in Chapter'4. The general 
form for both the radial and the tangential forcea produced by travelling 
flux waves is 
aro am 4Mý-",. ýCos 
(7n tj (5-13) 
J., Secondlyp there may be standing flux waves produced by 
disymmetries due to i! ingle-phase windings 9 eccentricityg etc. These I: 
are given by expressions of the form 
13 ý BAt, '"Co S (-,, ý) . c8i; 
(,. v+ )(ý,, ') . 
Eqn. 4- 30 gives the general form of the force wave obtained when*the 
whole series of flux waves is squared. If one standing wave term in 
squared and expandea, the resulting force waveg 
irk 
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This expression consists of a constant term, two travelling waves 
rotating'in opposite directionsp a space distributiong independent of 
time, and a component varying in time but constant in space. The 
latter two expressions are special cases of travelling ýaves with 
first ca and then -rn equal to zero. 
Thirdlyp there may be standing waves with, non-infinite standing 
wave ratios. In this case jhe wave may be split into two travelling 
waves of different magnitudeav rotating in opposite directions. 
Fourthlyp it ban so far been assumed that the response of the 
stator core in the same at all positions round Jta circumference so 
that. the surface displacement is proportional to the force. If there 
are. welded mounting flanges eto. this may not be so and the displacement 
wave, will'be modulated. If the modulation is split into a Fourier 
seriesq the resulting displacement waves are of the form 
Fk S 
k (5-15) -V 110 44A 
W%ý Wb 
This in again in the form of travelling waves. 
It is therefore apparent that any surface displacement variation 
prq-duced by force waves may be expressed in terms of travelling 
displacement waves together with their degenerate farms. If the 
analyses for the stator shell response and the 'radiation from the 
surface are expressed in terms of travelling waves then any conditions 
may be satisfied. The analysis of the stator core as a regular ring 
only will be developed in this chapter and so the fourth case will not' 
be considered in detail. The radiation equations in Chapter 6 will# 
however apply in this ease. 
The two degenerate forma of the displacement wave where there 
is no time variation cannot produce noise and will, thereforebe ignored. 
The third form is equivalent to a Pulsating hydraulic pressure acting 
inside Vie stator core and causing simple tangential extension in it. 
Since this requires simple tensional elongation of the iron a large 
force in required to produce a small, movement and so it is unlikely 
that appreciable noise will be produced. Howevert if the response of 
the stator core is not the same at all angleat these forces may produce 
standing displacement waves on the surface as may be seen from Eqn. 5.15 
VA th vn equal to zero. Thus 0 if the frequency Of any of these force 
waves is near anY of the stator resonant frequenciest a potent noise 
source may be produced. 
0 Forces'of the third degenerate type may also be produced in a 
tangential direction by the interaction Or "W'ding current and 
flux waves. Since these forces act on all teeth in the same directiong 
they produce an oscillating torque. These forces are moat predominant 
in single-phase induction machinest aspecially at twice the line 
frequency, " The movement of the machine due to these forces in 
circumferentialp the magnitude depending on the mounting. Any surface 
of a machine facing in a circumferential direction, such as the feet 
or starting capacitorp will radiate t4is nqlaý. Often these forcen 
are transmitted to other apparatus by the mountings. SUCH transmitted 
forces can cause potent noise sources* 
5-4) Responed of Stator Core. 
In Seat* 5.2-3 the forces transmitted by the teeth to the core I 
"I 
to& 
of a machine were calculated. The expressions developed give the 
sinusoidally distributed components of forcep with various numbers 
of poles, travelling round the rotor or stator core. The stator aDre 
response for a single shell type of stator construction will now be 
considered. 
It is assumed that axial modes of vibration will not be excited 
so that the core may be considered as a ringg reducing the problem 
to two dimensions. It is alqo asaiLmed that the laminated core and the 
stator shell vibrate an one ring and that the thickness of the ring is 
t li 
small compared with the radius. The forces acting on the ring 
producebondingg tension and shear in the ring and all of these forces 
are consiýered although shear strains are ignoredq it being assumed that 
if a plane was perpendicular to the neutral axis before being displaced 
it willslao be perpendicular to it after displacement. The effect Of 
the tension in the ring on the bending moment and wW damping eff ect in 
the iron are also ignored. 
(14) 
Carter states a solution to this problem an& a derivationg 
0 
bearing in mind the above assumptionsp is given in Appondix B. Thus, 
the radial surface displacement due to radial and tangential forces 
acting inside the ring, 
D., 
[44 
(5-16) 
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Static Displacement of Stator Shell. 
(5-17) 
The-static displacement 6f the stator core when minuzoidally 
varying radial and tangential forces are applied is obtained by making 
(07 
the frequency in Eqn- 5-16 equal to ; oroo Thuso the static displacementp 
IL Y%, Ar -If 
(r, ,+ 
If W, is the totalg sinusoidally dLatributedg radially applied load 
over one pole of the force wavep the radial stress aRlied to the corep 
45-'. .0T 
A-n--W--A 
%Tr 
Then the'displacement due to radial forces only 
Ilry- =A 'NX 
-rýe 
(5-19) 
sincep when the stator diameter is large compared with the core depthq 
D, (5.20) 
When výlues of ?n are substituted, 
I 
, 
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f- 
(5.21) 
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These are the formulae quoted by Alger in Eqn-10-5 for bending modes 
in a ringg showing that at frequencies below resonance the two methods 
are equivalent when only radial forces are considered. The more 
general expression in Eqn 5-18'alBo includes the effect of tangential 
fOrces acting on the stator. 
5-4.2) Resonant Frequencies. 
If only radial components of the force are considered, there will 
be resonances*of the stator when the denominator of Eqn- 5-16 becomes 
zero, 
(5.22) 
log 
From this . equation two resonant frequencies may be found 
for each 
value of in ; one is associated with the bending modes of vibration 
and the other with longitudinal vibration travelling circtunforenti ally. 
Normallyp the frequency of the former is much lower than the frequency 
of the latter which is associated with a discontinuety in the value 
of For the bending mode resonances it maYp thereforeq be assumed 
that li ýý:: ýý& 
giving the bending resonant frequencies 
IT, 
However, mk Cr - r. ) 13j 
where k, is'the ratio of the mass 'Of. the teeth and core to the masts 
of the core. Substituting for M and for -T- from Eqn- 5.20v 
(5.23) 
Ir 
For iro'n this may be simplified to 
fle- Z . 2,4 9 
(-r-. - 'r-) X 1% C-Ck - 
where the factor is given in Table 5-1- Eqn- 5.23 is of the same form 
(Z) 
as that quoted by Alger fcr, - the resonant frequencies of a thin 
cylindrical shell. 
When m is unity, there-is a resonance at zero frequendy. Howevorp-, 
since this involveslateral movement of the whole machinep the displacement 
may be reduced by the nupports at low frequencies. At higher frequencies'-, " 
the supports would not restrain the movement so much and the displacomenti 
would be near that predicted by Eqn. 5-16. ' 
At frequencies higher than the bending resonant frequency the 
second term of Eqn- 5.22 predominates. Thuav at a frequency where 
( I+ H) is near Fero, the whole expression is near zero and the 
second resonance occurs. 
lol 
TABLE 5.1 
v 
Mode multiplying factor. 
Transverse mode Longitudinal mode 
0 1.414 
2 2.65 2.23 
3 7.6 3-16 
4 14-5 4.12 
5 22-5 5-09 
6 34-5 6.07 
7 47-5 7.06 
Thusq from Eqn- 5-179 the second resonant frequency for each 
value of YA) 
J-I; Tz-k -I 
In (5.24) 
since q, 
11or irbn, this may be simplified to 
0 6. Z 
F-L 
X 
kt 
.2 7'ý 
where the factor for the mode is given in Table 5-1- 
If? n is largo so that the sections of the ring could be considered 
as straight and if the ring had no teeth attached to it 
-- 
I )-n I (5o25) P-7-F. J 
The former section of this expression is the inverse of the 
wavelength of the force wave and-the latter part the velocity of 
longitudinal waves in iron. 'This demonstrates that these resonances 
Ito 
- are due to longitudinal wavesq repeating an exact number of times 
round the ahell. 
The same resonant frequencies apply to the tangential forces, 
although the socona resonance at each value of m is dightly modified 
by the presence of fl in the numerat6r of Fqn- 5,16. The two expressiono 
in Eqns- 5.23 and 5.24 produce accurate results only when the two 
resonant frequencies are not close together. If the ring is thick or 
M in large or if the actual magnitude of the vibration is required, 
Eqn- 5-16 may not be split up and the whole expression must be 
computed for various values of 1i and the resonant frequencies found 
by plotting the results. In this way the complete frequency response 
may be found. A computer programme has been written to determine the 
0 
response and a modified form of it used in the calculation of the 
total acoustic power from the air-gap forces. 
5-4-3) Response of Stator Core and Teeth. 
Eqn. 5.16 gives the response of the stator oofo"roprosented by 
a thin cylinder acted on by sinusoidally distributed forces. The 
forces are applied by the tooth roots and the magnitudes of the forces 
are given by Eqns. 5-11 and 5-12- 
surfaco. displ. Acement 
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Rotor Rdsonances. 
In addition to stator and tooth, resonancesg rotor resonances 
associated with,, its critical speeds may also be excited. If a rotor 
runs at a. speed near one of its critical speeds any slight unbalance 
of the rotor tends to make its centre of gravity move radially away 
from its centre of rotation and high rotor eccentricity may be produced. 
The movement of the centre of gravity round the centre of rotation 
produces a radial force on the bearings travelling at the speed of the 
rotor. This force is transmitted via the end plates to the stator 
surface causing noise to be radiated. Shafts are normally designed 
so that the first critical speed is much higher than the running 
-speed. The main exception is the two pole turbo-alternator which is 
often run at speeds above the first critical speed. Considerable noise 
may be produced in this case as the machine is run up'to speed. 
It was shown in Sect. 4-5 that force waves having one pole pair 
but higher frequencies than the speed of rotation could be produced on 
the tooth of a machine. These may be caused by an odd number of rotor 
or stator sl9ts or by eccentricity harmonics. These force waves 
produce a one sided pull on the rotor tending to make its centre of 
gravity move away from its centre of rotation. If the speed of any 
of these force waves is near the first critical speed of the rotor 
ammomblyg resonance occurs and, noise in produced as exýlained above. 
If the length of the shaft between the-'rotor laminations and the 
bearings is not the same at each endp the rotor is axially unsy=etrical 'I 
and resoriances at the higher critical speedz may be excited. 
It is importantp therefore, to calculate the critical speeda; of 
the rotor, even though they are not noar; the running speed. These m ay 
then be compared with the frequencies of the single pole pair force 
waves produced in the air-gap. If they coincide, it is probable that 
there is a potent noise source at this frequency. 
The accurate calculation of the resonant frequencies of a 
complex rotor assembly may. be carried out using a computer or by 
agraphical method as described by Morrill(3 
6 Howevera rough 
calculation may be made as described in the following section. 
5-5-1) Calculation of Mrst Critical Speed of Rotor, 
It may b'e shown(34) that the critical speeds of a rotating 
assembly are. the same as., the resonant frequencies of the assembly 
acting as a beam if similar constraints act on the supports of the beam 
and the-bearings of the rotor. It will be asiumed that'the bearing 
area is amallg or that the bearings are self aligning so that the 
equivalent beam is simply 'supported. A typical rotor assembly for 
a small induction machine is shown in Fig- 5-4a. If the rotor is 
large compared with the diameter of the ahaftg. it may be assumed that 
all of the weight is concentrated at the centre of the shaft an shown 
D. 
b" 
DL 
Ft 4.5. A-. Simput-mo 
D, AIOAM OF Rora P% - 
in Fig- 5.416. The shaft in assumed weightless but with a stiffness 
similar to the atiffnean of the original shast. 
The static displacement of the beam-, with a load equal to the 
(34) 
mass of the rotor at its centre 
A, 7r vY4 D. d 0. D. 
12 e J" 
whýre A is the distance from one end. It is shown by Morrill (Eqn- 4 
that for a weightless beam. With point loadeq the natural angular 
frequency is given by 
, j,. ' - 3-, 5' Wi YZ (5.27) 
where t'he summation " in made over all loads such as V41 and E4 in 
the displacement at the point of application of Wz due to all loads. 
Nbr a single load at the'centre of the shaft thin reducies to 
48 
Tr 01,1 A 
The Becond moment of are& of. -the, zhaft about a, diameter, 
T, 
4 
Therefore the the cyclic natural frequency or critical ispeed 
jzE 
D, D, 
0 -SS E 
D" 
. 7970 rf. 
" 
D. 
(5.28) 
for a steel shaft and core. It in assumed that the dynamic deflection 
curve is the same as the static deflection curve. This is usually 
a reasonable approximation. 
The expression given in Eqý-'5.28 gives reasonably accurate 
:, ý, 
, 
ý, 
I, 1 
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results if modifications are made to some dimensions. The value of 
A 
should be made less than the actual distance between the bearings 
to take acc ount of the extra stiffening due to the rotor laminations. 
Alsop an estim I ate of the effective diameter of theshaft must be made. 
This should be between the two shaft sizes shown in Fig 5-4. 
OF 
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THEORLTICAL INVESTIGATION OF ACOUSTIC FIJMD III 
Representation of Acoustic Source 
In generalf an electric'machine is not an easy source to 
represent in-mathematical form. First, the geometric shape is often 
not simple: fundamentallyp most machines are short cylinders with 
rounded ends.. To this basic shape are added such things as terminal 
boxes and motnting flanges. Alsot vibration is often transmitted to 
ýother objects to which the machine is attached. These then radiate 
In order sound and, must therefore, be considered as part of the source. 
to simplify the problemt a resiliently supported, machine will be 
considered and the surrounding objects treated as separate acoustic 
sources driven by the machine mounting flanges. 
Secondly, machines are often mounted close'to acoustically 
reflecting surfaces such as walls and floors. Thus, the field conditions'ý 
are not simple under practical constraints. Howeverg reasonable 
approximations to the sound levels obtained in the field of a machine 
under practical conditions may be determined from the rosults of 
calculations assuming free-field conditions. If. iotai acoustic power 
is accepted as a noise criterion, this may be measured under various 
acouatio conditions as explaine&. in Seat. 2.2. 
Thirdlyq the phase and magnitude of the vibration on the surface 
of a machine are not the same at all points. Mo&t of the driving forces, 
for the electromagnetickýly excited vibrationare transmitted to the 
-2*1 
casing by the stator core. The magnitude of the surface vibration 
will therefore be greatest at the centre of the stator and decrease to 
a small value at the bearingst the actual magnitude will vary with the 
frequency of the vibration and the resonant frequencies of the parts 
making up the stator, casing. The magnitude of the vibration of. the 
connecting. boxasýetc.. will depend on where they are mounted and on the 
resonant frequencies of their mountings. Since the driving force wave 
on the stator laminations depends on the flux wave, the vibration round 
the stator periphery is sinusoidally distributed. As is shown in Sect-5-3, 
the ossible distributions may be represented by combinatiops of pI 
travelling waves moving round the machine. Thus. there is a variation 
of phase on the surface of-, the machineg although points on the s6me 
axial line will be in phase if the slots are not excessively skewed. 
Vibration produced by. mechanical and electromagnetic forces acting on 
the rotor is transmitted by the bearings to the stator. This vibration, 
together with that produced by the bearingag may, also be represented by 
travelling waves on the stator although the variation of magnitude in 
the axial direction may be different. 
Flourthly., the air surrounding an openly-ventilated machine its 
moving and much of the aerodynamic noise, together with some magnetic 
and mechanical noisop is carried from the! machine by the cooling air. 
This may not be treated by simple radiation theory and so. a machine 
with a small air flow will be considered here. The problem of the 
acoustic power radiated by the air-flpw could be considered separately. 
The problem may therefore be reduced to a source which is a short 
cylinder vd-th rounded ends having traveling waves of known axial 
variation. moving round itq radiating freely in all directions. It will 
be noticed that, for this representation to be physically possiblev 
the distribution must be such as, to give stationw7 points at both 
ends of the machine-. 
Several investigators have developed solutions to this problem. 
Alger( 2) represents a machine by a cylinder of indefinite length with 
a sinueoidal distribution of vibration round its periphery. This method 
would probably yield reasonable results for the pressure close to the 
side of the machine where the ends have little effect. It is difficulto 
howeverv to calculate the total power radiated by the source as the 
power integrating surface passes th=ugh its surface. Rrdelyi(20, 
extending Alger's- ieorkv considers the source as a cylinder of indefinite 
length having a vibrating band with sinusoidally varying waves 
travelling round it. I, 
The solution developed gives the sound pressure 
at a point close to the stitor. Howeverv since the method involves 
a numerical integration at each point where the pressure is requiredg 
it in unsuitable for calculating the total power radiated by a machine. 
A paper has recently been'published by Williams et alMolving the field- 
of a short cylinder with closed ends. This may be of use in solving 
the field of a machine ednce the. total power may be found by integrating 
round the source and the pressure at the ends of the machine may be 
calculated., 
Walker and Kerruish(53) assume a simplef source and-so use the 
. 
inverse square law to calculate the sound pressure at a point although 
they asuume an infinitely long cylinder in another part by using 
Algeiýls formula for finding the noise reduction factor due to source 
size. This probably yields sufficient accuracy in finding the pressure 
at points close to the stator of large machines but for small machines 
where the noise reduction due to the effective size of the source is 
more critical I it would probably be. inadequate. 
Carter(14), in finding the effect of source size and mode of 
vibration on the intensity of the sound produced by a machinel considers 
the source to be a sphere with sinusoidal travelling waves round the 
periphery and a (sine)4 distribution in the axial direction for a 
four pole-pair vibration wave. Carter's published work is limited to 
a demonstration of-the intensity cut-off effect as the effective size 
of the source varies but it is felt that this approach could be used 
for a general study of the sound radiated by a machine and also for 
calculating the total power. 
The solution will therefore be considered in terms of, spherical 
co-ordinates as defined in Fig. 6.1 where i- is the radial distance from 
the centre of the source. 
Fir, 6.1. ý I' 
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6.2) Formulation and Separati-on of Wave Equation 
As.,. was stated in, Sect. 2.19 a machine is fundamentally a constant 
velocity acoustic source. However. the acoustic velocity field is 
a vector field requiring a vector wave equation and so the acalar 
pressure field will first be solved. The variation of iiistantaneous 
sound pressure (P) in a homogeneous, elastic medium may be described 
by the wave equation as derived by Beranek ýRef. 41p. 22) 
Since a spherical source has been assumed, the Laplacian operator is 
best expressed in'spherical, co-ordinates as shown in Fig. 6.1. Thus 
the wave equation becomos 
s (6.2) 
Any solution of this equation may be formed from combinations of * 
separable isolutions-(Ref. -39p P-497) of the form 
0=6 ! FO we . i, -Et .. 
where and It. are functions of r and t respectively. 
Thusp the wave equation, becomes 
T+ Ile Tt It 4. T. 'bfa = 
zt-le J; fe 
. 1" a. rr -f- 'As 44 
and, dividing through by the right hand side of the equation 
contains only functions of t -there being no function of on the 
other'side. Thus'v each side of the equation must be equal to a 
constant whicho for later convenience will be -called -3-ýca where c is S. 
the velocitY Of sound 
I. j Rf Ir - JAL CL AT, Si-%a i-0 3L IF 
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qe dis as 
Thusq from the right hand side .0 
(6-4) 
Multiplyinj the remaining equation by r' and rearranging 
bI ýr + ýýrl - -- ad 
("&jI ") -- 
ý7, 
IL 
dj 
h V 
where re is another'constant, since the two sides of the equation are 
again independent. Thusp. an equation in terms of -r only is obtained. 
J. 0 (6 
Air AV- Cl! -5) 
Multiplying the remaining equation by Sin'og and rearranging 
E-19- -L ( S. -, G 4L4 -) + ýh' S; A-11 0M-fV 40 . 'ns at G 
where w% in another constant. The remaining two variables may therefore 
, be separated to give 
12 
(6.6) 4, 
and .0 0 (6-7) 
The resulting separated equations, 6.4 to 6-71 will now be 
considered separately and a general solution for each found. These 
will then be multiplied together and an expression for the particle 
velocity found and fitted to the boundary conditions on the surface 
of the machine. 
6-3) Solution of Separated Equatione. 
6-3-1) Time Variation. 
Eqn. 6.49 governing the time variationp is the equation for 
si le harmonic motion. The solution is well known and is most MP 
conveniently expressed in the following form 
A. e, "6t + A, C'-'t (6.8) 
The more general solution is the sum of many such terms with 
different vuLlues of o Thus any variation with time may be expresbed 
in terms of this solution by splitting it into its Fourier components. 
0ý 
6-3*2) Variation. 
The equation for §ý is in the same form as the equation for It 
and therefore gives a solution of the same form 
As e- -t- n, e7ý, (6.9) 
Howeverv in this case the independant variable is the angle round 
Ihe sphere so that lho-dependant variable must repeat itself if 
continues to increase after passing round the sphere oncee Thus, the 
value at, #429 must be equal to the-value at Thus transforming to 
trignometric form and substituting this condition 
Cos (W%f + P) = Cos(, -, % (-P -+ zu) --e q. I 
where ý is an angle depending on A. and A4 Applying trignometric 
identities this becomes 
+ ýý MTr) 0 
This is only satisfied If is zero. Thereforep vn must be, zero or 
an'integer. 
6-3-3) 9 Variation. 
This is governed by Eqn. - 6.7. Substituting S for Cc& e and 
rearranging, this becomes 
its 0 
This is the associated Legendre equation which may be solved by a 
series metho4. Sincp 3 has limits. of 1 and-1, the series must 
converge over, this range. This limits the values of n' to ? %(n*, ý where 
is an integer. The equation*then becomes 
A, 
The solution is the sum of associated Legendre functions of the 
first and is econd kind. The . second kind tend to infinity at the points 
=! I and so only the first kind is of any interest when considering 
fields containing these points. ( Refs. 47t, P. 40b and 3 So p. 1264 show 
more detailed solutions of this equation. ) 
. 100 Thusp A 5. Aj. 'P, 
which may be, expressed in the following formq where is the Legendre 
function 
P, 
C 
A 
It may be shown that associated Legendre functions form an 
orthogonal set and that 
0 
ri IL 
P. "'o). P. 7, cj i -Ij 
This is proved in Ref. 51pp. 699 and will be of UBG later in this 
analysis. 
6-3-4) Radial Variation, 
This is'governed by Eqn. 6-5- Substituting tho expressions 
X= Co. . 
(6.12) 
CL j, (6.13) 
IL 
-Eqn. 6-5 becomes, X+X 
II= 
_X a at"! 
A 
-I- XA±. + [ý z- ('. ' 4A),. 14; ' .0 d Xý - CL %:. 2 
which is Bessel's equation of order The most convenient form 
of the solution for is-the sum of Hankel*functions of the first and 
second kind, being equivalent to the, exponential solution of the 
simple harmonic motion equation. 
may now be found from Eqn. -6.13 by substituting for 
A6A7 he% (? 4 
where hy. 1 and h. are spherical Hankel f"ctions of the first and second 
-n + kinds, defined as ordinary Hankel functions of order divided by 
(See Refs. 37pp. 264 and 47 t P. 404 for their propertien) 
For conveniencep these functions will be modified. Strattonj in 
Ref. 479p. 405, shows that they may be represented by exponential 
functions with power series multipliers,, where the power series end 
. after 
(n+j) terms. Thusq from Stratton 
(0) 
t_v) V., W -+- J 17,4, xi) 
(6.14) where Z4 2! X& 2' . 4-! aar 
and (6.15) 
Thus A6 C-I)**' 
1.2 3 
(6.16) 
It is convenient to continue to use z as an independent variabl6q 
it being regarded as an apparent radius depending on the frequency. 
S-4) Total Solution for Pressure. 
The general solution for the pressure at any point in the field 
is obtained by'subatituting the partial solutions in the separation 
equation. ' The total. solution in the sum of all such solutions as 
lv% 9n and 0 take all their combinations of values. Thus 9 
j" [A. (6.17) 
As 
f 
A, AjAi. (-IS"'(ý+j el(39 "ftf toot) + 
+ A. A. A, 
+ A, A., A, A, A,, 
A4 A, fro,. A, A, A, (g. '-j 7.6.18) 
Examination of this equation sho*s that the first and third lines 
of this expression represent waves traveling towards the source. These 
are irrelevant to the present investigation and willp. thergfore be 
dropped as only waves radiated directly by the source need be considered 
for free- field radiation. The remaining two lines represent waves 
travelling away from the source but moving in opposite directions round 
it. Ibr simplicity, only one component will be considered and .0 will 
be substituted for (x: zmý-, jt) . Thust a typical solution is 
ý- As j(-*) P. "O) f As Hf -jq, ýXC. s 
The real and imaginary parts of the expressions are each solutions 
and so the most general solution is the sum of multiplea of theso parts. 
124 
Thusq splitting into real and imaginary parts and summing 
(6.19) 
where r' and r' are new constants. Rearranging the terms, 
f 
. +r"?, 
', ') Cos (6.20) 
cos(p #- t. ) P,, 'O) r V., (6.21) ,, 
where r2 
2. 
+r (6.22), 
(6.23) 
and 
tr 
+I r 
(6.24) 
%i, ( 'ýC) - 'P r. 
(6.25) 
This form applies, to any line of Eqn. 6.18. Howeverg since only 
the first and third lines are of interest in this case, the most 
general solution of interest is 
.,. 
P. 0, ('o C &J r+ fe) r, (6.26) , 00 For each component there are two constants, r and *rq which are set by 
the boundary conditions. All other terms are known functions. 
6-5) Solution for Particle Velocity 
The non-rotational particle velocity may be found from the 
pressure by considering Newton's force law applied to a small volume 
of the transmitting medium. Thusq from R ef. 4, p. 18 
M. f (6.27) I 
where. p is the density of the air and Lt is the particle velocity. 
In this casep since the movement of the air is radial near the source, 
only the radial-component of the velocity need be considered and Eqn. 6.27: 
becomew 
- 'ý p=ý CL 'a7r - P.. rt (6.28) ' 
Differentiating the expression for in Eqn. 6.20',.. 
X 
+ as p J 
(r a r 
since OL , Co. L-r -C. - 
Thu' (j 7: r (6.29) S9 -,., 
C. 
+ %J) C, Cr aL 3L 
Integrating with'respect to L and putting the expression in modulus form 
L, L., ?-a, -4) r-q4, %-%C 04 
(13 + ý, ) (6.30 j -- 
where ra Cr 
(01 Y", 4 (6 
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(A 
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I (q rX+ 
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rr 
M6 
r (6-32) 
(6-33) 
Therefore, a general expresuion for- 
, 
the velocity is 
Y., 14k) 
CIS + (6-34) 
This is the saime form as that for the pressure variation. The 
constan. ts, r and ITr are the same as those in Eqn. 6.26. Alsop as r 
is increasedg since the differentials are of an order in T less than 
? 'and 
V. 17..,. and I- T'. p 
Thus P 
'P. C% 
as would be expected in the plane wave conditions present at a large 
distance. 
The phase angle between the pressure and velocity waves is 
6.6)-Substitution of Bouýdary Conditions. 
(6-36) 
The only boundary conditions which are required result from the 
knoym movement of-the surface of the source. The radial surface 
moirement ivassumed to be the aame as the. movement of the layer of air 
adjacent to the surface. As is shown in -Chapt or 5p, the surface 
displacement may be expressed in terms_of traveling waves for all 
common conditions. Thus, Ahe*general boundary condition for the total 
movement of the source may be expressed in the following formf 
'a A- U'le, '.. 
(6-37) 
Thia expression must be equivalent to the series in Eqn. 6-34 
evaluated at the surface of the source. Equating individual terms of 
the two seriesp having the same values of m and 
VA'. j 
(a) Cos (6-38) 
, 6e) 
giving +r (6-39) 
LL (6-40) 
From'Eqn. 6i 39 9 since J;. and I. V-) are known, 41, may be found. This 
is the same for both the pressure and the velocity expressions. Eqn. 6-40- 
gives the modulus constant, The given e variation of the boundarY 
velocity is equated to a series of associated Legendre functions 
modified by 7,, 6, lal which depends on n and x,,. It is assumed that the 
velocity variation is knownp either in analýtical form or as a 
121 
numerical distribution. A simplified form for maV distributions is 
a constant velocity over the central part of the machine adjacent to 
the stator core an d zero elsewhere. This step or pulse distribution 
will be assumed in the absence of a detailed knowledge of the 
distribution. The expression on the right of Eqn. 6.40 is an associated', 
Legendre function -series. Any function which falls to zero at the 
poles may'be I represented. by such'a series. Aa with Fourier veries, 
the larger the number of terms the more accurate the representation. 
The 'fundamental component'-is the component with n equal to vn and 
the 'harmonic components' have values of n greater than this. If the 
distribution is symmetrical, about the equator of the source, the 
components With (P%+ft) equal'to an odd integer will be zero. 
It is necessary to express the 0 dintribution in this way since 
and,?, 'ý4vary considerably vdith In general, the larger the 
value of n the more difficult it is for'the source to radiate, although 
in I certain circumstances the larger values may become important. 
The values of for- the components of a wave may be found using 
a similar method to'that used to find the constant's in a Fourier series. ' 
Thusp multiplying'both sides of Eqn. 6.40 bY P.,. tjl and integrating with 
respect to I between the limits of -1 and +1 
+% 
(0). A 1- 
+6 - In, (6-41) P., 1% . f. ý.. 
Evoking the identity in Eqn. 6.11 it is apparent that all of the terms 
on the right hand side are pero except. the one with Yx equai to I.. 
2 C.. 
Thus, P'. ( C. - 0) 1((. -&) 
and r (6-42) (a) P"' 
The evaluation of the remainiiýg integral is discussed in Appendix C. 
6-7) Total Power Radiated-by a Travelling wave., 
The total acoustic power radiated by a source is equal to the 
rate at which energy crosses any surface enclosing it if absorption 
is neglected. A surface may therefore be chosen where the equations 
for the field become simplest. A large sphere, concentric with the 
source, will be chosen &a the integrating surface. A sphere is chosen 
so that the radial terms are constant over-the surface and it is made 
large so that the waves effectively become plane waves with the 
pýefjsure and velocity in phase with each other and linked by the 
characteristic impedance of ihe air as in Eqn. 6-35. At large distances 
17 
and -1ý, ---! - 
f, - 
ThuBq the expressions, for the pressure and the velocity become 
0% 
-P2 
r- C. SIM. -t '. " ý-'.. L- - *') on ^ &0 - IC, 
(6-43) 
- 
and U lcic r... ... (jC I f" 0U- 
The instantaneous energy density. in a, sound wave 
(31) 
is the 
sum of the kinetic and potential energies and is equal to 
LL I- I- 
6 -44) 
for the'waveis considered here. Thus the average of the energy density 
taken over a long period of time L. 
I 
lop CbA. (. Xtk'? -, Air 
L 
d. I- _Lt 
f (6-45) 
In *the case where a. eingle component is present, may be one period 
of the wave. 
The flow of energy is in the ditection of the particle VeIocity 
and at the speed of sound in air, Co. Thusp the powgT-1iitensity or 
rate at which energy crosses unit area of the surface is the energy 
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density multiplied by 4; 0,.. ', It is a maximum in the direction of the 
particle velocity which is perpendicular to the integrating surface 
at all pointso , Thereforep integrating over the whole aphereq the total 
power, 
P 
Lr 
9 '19, 
r (6-46) 
where an eiem*ent of area on the surface of the eDhere is 
This integral'is formed of terms of the type 
T. ff L 
aGC., P";, F. - C-Ik. -J. ): it 
0 go tab., 
This may be considered in two parts 
2 Jýt. daýJj, ' 
C. I. 
1644 It p'. 0 VM)l ý-k x JO t. C4 I t,, )j "i j.. 1,6.48) 
and &$ 4 
tc-S 9)). C I(C. 4 6) S,:. 9. C1 9. (6-49) ;" 
The former term is zero unless waoj. and the negative 
sign is taken. The-asterisks denote that tho signs marked in this way 
must be the same as each other. Thusp there in only a power component. 
for waves, of the same frequency and pole numberp traveling in the same 
direction and power produced by combinations of waves is zero. 
I 
Substituting the conditiong-mi-k in Eqn. 6.49 and using Eqn. 6.11, 
-Ikn. 6.49. is onlyL n6n-zero when #% - nk . Thus there in no power due to 
interaction between waves with different values of#% 
Thusp multiplying together the non-zero parts of Eqns. 6-48 and 
6.49 and summing for all values of rn, n and &3 t the total power becomes 
12 
t a. % +i "J & A (6-50) 
where the summation is madefor both*-tve and -ve rotations. 
Substituting for from Eqn. 6.42 this becomes 
1 *4 1 PzTrf.. 
2 'JAL (6 P., (C. S9 
-Tr n! C1, a *A % .02. 
M. ", ft . 
(6.52) 
, (, g ) P"7(t.. 8) 1 where Q ,. n .1 ;t "+ I 
(A - n)! (6-53) 2. 
U. is, the per unit velocity of a component of vibration 
at a point on the surface of the machine and is based on the maximum 
value of the component on the surface Thus the power 
radiated by each component of the vibration may be cEO-culated and 
and summed to give the total power. 
698) Application to Field of Electric Machine. 
In the. preceeding aelctions,, _ expressions 'are given for the' 
p; essure, velocity and total power-in the field of a spherical source 
on whkch vibrations-with constant phase along lines of longitude are 
present. -It-was demonstrated that the normal mode of vibration of' 
such a source is's, sinusoidal travelling wave in the direction and 
an assoCiated'Logendre function in the 1 '0 'direottio'n. If the actual 
surface distribution is split up in this wayothen the variation of 
pressure and velocity in the field and the total radiated power may 
be simply P'redicted'for''each. component separately. 
For each value of n in the associated Legendre tunction series 
there is a particular relationship between pressure# velocity and the 
distance from the centre of the source. This relationship is 
independent of the sipe of the source The variations, with distance, 
of the pressurep velociýy and the phase angle between them have bee. 
calculated*as desc ribed in Appendix C. These variations are plotted 
against in ags. C. 2 to C-4. The pressure and velocity 
are plotted as Iogarithmic variations from the inverse square law 
i-e- IO, (6j, 
*LI7Ntjo 2bJAIJx1ý0.0) ). The round pressure level may then 
31 
be calculated assuming the inverse square law and the correction fcr 
the actual radial variation of a particular mode added. 
It may, be seen that at small values of x there is a large increaseý 
in pressure and velocity from the values given, 
_by'the 
inverse square 
law and a corresponding increase in the angle between them. Thus the 
power flowýremains constant at all distances. The large increase from 
the inverse square law an cc decreases in caused by the reactive 
energy stored in the near field., At a certain value of x for each 
value of n there'is a rapid change from the predominantly reactive 
near field to the prediminantly in-phase far field. Fig. 6.2 shows 
the wave frontz. of travelling wave's leaving a spherical source. ' It 
can be seen that'they are practically radial at the centre becoming 
tangential at a large distance from-thepource. If there are two waves 
of equal magnitude, oneltraveling in each1direction round the aphere, 
then standing waves are formed on the surface and the wave fronts are 
totally tangential. 
The magnitudes of the pressure 
and the velocity also depend on r 
in Eqna, 6.21 and 6-30- r is 
given as a function o fý'the boundary 
conditions in Eqn. 6.42. From this 
it may be seen that r depends'on 
the value of 7) W on the surface of 
the source. If the surface of the 
source ifs within the reactive near 
field, then moat of the surface 
diBplacement will be 'absorbd by 
R! 4.6.2. WAvc Fgdjvrs oF 
TAA, vaLir-j; 6/Aves RAOtATSC) 
Br wspHaotle4L 
Sovoqc&,. 
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the. reactive near field andp as-may, be neen from Figs. C-2 and C-3. 
the magnitudes of, the velocity and pressure decrease greatly as the 
distance from the source increases. Thusq if-the surface of the 
source is within the reactive fieldp the source in not as, effective 
aB it would be if it, was in the far field with the isame volume velocity. 
It followB, that the higher the value of n the leas iB the probability 
that a component will radiate zound effectively. 
The smallest value af-n possible for a particular travelling 
displacement wave is when Y% wm This component is the component 
which is most likely to radiate noise effectively. If it does not 
radiate effectively then components with higher values of n will not 
do so. ' It is therefore apparent that in many cases only the Ifundamental! 
componentp with yi- rn 9, nee'd be considered as this is the only one 
which will produce considerable radiation. 
It was found from vibration measurements that the polar diatributioný 
of vibration on aL machine may often be considered to be constant 
over a band centred on the 'equator' of the measuring system and IL 
zero outside this band. - Applying an associated Legendre function 
analysis of such a distribution it was found that for a band 60 to 
120 a wide, centred on the equator. most of the harmonic components (n >in 
are very small compared with the fundamental. This is another reason 
why the higher values of n may often be neglected. If the distribution 
is symmetrical about the equator then the associated jAgondre function 
components with (In+n ) equal to an odd integer are zero as these are 
. ponents. asymmetrical com. 
From these considerations it may seefl". that, to a reasonable 
4f 
degree of appribximation, the noise radiated by an electric machine 
may be represented by taking only the component with In rn 
In this way, approximations for the pressureq velocityt 'phase angle 
between them and the total power may be obtained from the'graphs shown 
,II 
in Appendix C. 
The sound pressure level at a point, 
LO 
p 
'103'. --. -A! 
-q. + . 20 
1.3.0 (ý ý40r ) 
20 (6-54) 
where the substitution. for P is made from Eqns. 6.21 and 6-42. for 
one oomponent in m, Yx and j- If a vibrating band, centred on the 
centre of the stator, is assumed, the approximations mentioned above mav 
be made and thepte3sumlevel due to one cýmponent becomes 
Lp 
+ . 26 (6-55) 
OK 
since PIK 4-c7 r(AUeajo and the original 
integral is twice the integral in this expression since the band is 
symmetrical. 
In 6 similar waylth'e level of the power radiated by one component, 
Lp 
L '. 
4jj 
I 
I C) 
f4 
71 
je. 
c. LL r, ^% 
tz"'I) 
QA#A 
+ jr, -T 
. 
[f R. 1, ý- 4] (6-56 
The final three components of Eqn. 6-55 and the final two components 
of Eqn. 6-56 may be found from the graphs in Appendix C. 
If the distribution, on the surface of a machýne majv not be , 
represented by a band of width between 60" -and 1200 ýcentred on the 
equator ýLnd z5, is large enough for components other than the one 
, with inan to produce appreciable radiation then the power 'must be 
calculated for each component separately and the total power found 
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before the level is calculated. A computer programme to do this 
for values of n up to rn,, Ia has been written -and used. A block diagram 
of it is shown in Fig. 6-3-* In most cases this is unnecessary as a 
larger error is involved in assuming that tho machine may be treated 
as a spherical aource. 
v 
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CHAPTER 
MEASUIM CHARACTERISTICS OF ACOUSTIC FIELD 
Introduction. 
In Chapter 2 some pf the types of measurement which may be made 
in the acoustic field of an electric machine were described. These 
techniques have been applied to measurements in the acoustic fields of 
the five machines discribed in Appendix D. * Measuremonts were made of 
the variation of-the. sound pressure level in various frequency bands in 
the fields of machines radiating freely. Alsop many measurements were 
made of the total power radiated in various frequencv b6. nds using both 
the analogue and digital arethods. &amples of the sound level recordings 
made in the fields of the machines together with a table showing the 
total power in various frequency bands for each machine'are atown in 
Appendix E. 
In this chapter the general results of these measurements are 
discuosed. In Sects. 7.3 and 7.4 the tvpical uound prosuuro variations 
are discussed and in thy remaining sections the limitations of the" 
measuring techniques are investigated. 
Frequency analyses of the sound pressuro at one point in the 
field of each machine ýre shown in Ags. E. 6 to E. 10. These chow that 
there are pure tone components over the whole audibie frequency range. 
By using the narrow band. frequency analyser to seloct various pure tone 
, ý, j 
II 
components the variqtion of the field distribution with frequency wau 
investigated. 
, 
In addition some measurements were made of the Oressure 
passed by sound level meter weighting networks and one-third-octave 
band filters. 
At each frequency there is a different pattern of variation of 
/4 
the sound pressure level throughout the field. Fig. E. ),, rf shows the 
variationg at a constant distanceg of the sound pressure level in the 
field of Motor No. 2, analysed into one-third-octave bands. Also the 
sound pressure level which would be present at the same distance if the 
same power were radiated uniformly is plotted. The vari-ation is even 
greater than this if narrow band analysis is used. This shows the need 
for an overall measuremerit of noisep such as total power in a particular 
frequency bandq rather than single sound pressure level measurements 
I 
which vary widely with position and thus give little indication of the 
total noise. It its also of little use defining a particular position 
to measure the sound pressure levelq except for comparison of machines 
manufactured identicallyq since the relative magnitudes of components 
at various frequencies varies widely with position. - 
7.2) Variation of Apl2arent Sound Power With Distance. 
When sound power measurements, as described in Chapter 2 are made 
it is assumed that the pource may ýe treated as a point source and that 
under all conditions the power is given by 
f 
C, 
the integral being taken over a spherical surface enclosing the aource. 
This is true only in the far field of the source where the cound 
waves effectively become plane. Closer to the sourceg in the near-field, 
the particle velocity is no longer in phaae with the pressure an, was 
138 
shown for the simplified case of a spherical source in Chapter 6. 
The power then depends also on the cosine of the phase angle between 
them. Close to the sourceg in maintaining constant radiated powery 
the pressure andp thereforep the apparent power as calculated from the 
above formulap must rise. The apparent power may also vary with 
distance due to the complicated shape of the machine since the particle 
velocity may not always be perpendicular to the measuring surface. 
Table 7.1 shows the variation with distance of the apparent 
power radiated by Motor No. 2 in various frequency bands. B19.7.1 
shows the variation of the r. m. s. sound preazure with distance from 
the the source in some of the same frequency bands. The variations at 
the other frequencies are very similar to these. Motor No. 2 is a single 
phase induction machine with starting and running capacitors mounted 
on the top, providing a complicated source. Each of the power 
measurements was made using 272 points in the summation as d9scribed in 
Chapter 2. Thus errors in reading a. p. l. values from the level recordings-'- 
will tend to cancel out to produce small total errors. 
.I 
These results show that except for the component of noise at 100qls 
this motor may be treated as a point source at, the distances used. - 
There are several explanations for the small errors observed in some of 
the results. First, the distance of the-microphone from the centre of 
the source may not have been obtained accurately as it is difficult to 
measure and an error of 1% can produce a change of sound power level 
of 0.1 dB. This is further indicated by the fact that over half the 
highest sound power levels occur at a nominal measuring distance of 
24" and over'half the'lowest values were obtained at a nominal distance 
of 18'. 
.I 
TABLE 7.1 
The Variation of the apparent power 'radiated by Motor No. 2 with 
radius of measuring sphere using 272 points in the summation. 
Frequency bands are A and B weightings and narrow t; ands. 
4 
C 
Frequency Sound power level (dB re 10 -08. watts) 
rz 12 
to ra 18. to r= 24" r -- 31 
A 40.6 40-4 40-4 40-7 
B 42.0 41.6 42.1 41.9 
100 ýO ^ 
. ý004 34-3 33-5 31.2 
600 35-0 33-9 35-0 34.9 
880 25-3 25.2 26.1 24.6 
1100 27.2 26 -5 27.0 26.7 
1200 26-5 26-7 26.8 26-5 
1400 24.2 24.1 24.2 23-5 
2200 18-7 18.9 19-4 19.2 
2800 17.6 17.6 18.0 V9.2 
3500 18.4 18.1 19.0 19.2 
'4400 
28.8 28-3 28.8 28-5 
5500 300 29.7 30-1 29.9 
7700 25-0 25-1 25.2 1 25-5 
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Secondlyp the power levelo at 2200v 2800 and 3500 C/S are up to 
25 dB below the overall level and at the largest distance of measurementl' 
the sound pressure measured at these frequencies is near the background 
noise level. This is indicated in the results at these frequencies 
since the values measured at 31" tend to be highor than those measured 
at the other radii. 
Thirdlyq the walls of the chamber and the microphone ring may 
interfere with the measurements made at the largeEt radius since at 
this distance the microphone is only six inches from the ring and 18" 
from the wall treatment. This effect will mainly be confined to low 
frequencies. 
The first and second points may be taken into account by adding 
0.2 dB to the value measured at 18 subtracting 0.2 dB from the values 
obtained at 24 and ignoring the values involving low sound prescure 4, 
levels. If this is done, the variation with distance for the 'A' and 
IBI weighiings and the nine frequency bands, with centre frequencies 
above 1000 c/ais-less than 0-5 dB which is approximately the error 
which may be involved in the pressure measurement. Xt 880 c/s the value 
obtained at 30" is ldB too-small. This is probably due-to the p3ýesence 
of the wall-treatment. At 600 c/3 the value at 18" is ldB too small. 
There is no obvious cause for this but it may be caused by standing 
waves since the microphone is one wavelength from the surface of the 
motor. 
1. 
The 100 c/s component of noise does not appear to give constant 
power at all radii. This. would be expected from the theoretical results 
shown in Fig. C. 2. The values of Z for 100 c/o 'at the appropriate 
distances have been calculated and the theoretical results superimposed 
on the measured curve in Fig-7-1 assuming that YV% is equal to one for 
this wave. This agrees well with the measured curve except at the most 
distant point where the effect of the proximity of tho chamber treatment 
ifs evident. 
Therefore, measurements made atall. frequenciee except the lowest 
frequencies are in the far field of the oource even with a, measuring 
sphere of one foot radius and the measured power is the actual power 
radiated. The theoretical curves in Appendix C give a good gLde for 
the extent of the'near field even though they may not give accurate 
near-field correction factors since the motors are not. exactly ap4erical., 
However it is evident from the results that the complexity of the 
source does not seriously affect the power measurements, 
The noise measurements made for these power calculations were 
taken over a period of several months with the motor running all the time 
from a stabilised power supply. Occasionall: 7 during this tim6 
measurements were made at one particular position in the field and it 
was found that there was no identifiable change in any component of 
noise during this time. This is further indicated by the constancy 
of the sound power measurements. 
7-3) Variation of Sound Pressure With Distance. 
1 
I 
When the distance of the measuring point from a freely radiating 
point source is doubled the sound pressure level decreases by 6dB. The 
anechoic chamber allows sources to radiate freely at frequencies above 
70 c/s and, as was demonstrated in Sect. 7.2, the measured power radiated 
by a machine is constant at all distances. outaide the near field and 
away from the walls. Thusq the equivalent sound pressure level if the 
machine was radiating the same power uniformly decreases dB when the 
distance from the source is doubled. 
An electric machine doeLs not notp howevor constitute a point 
source of sound and. as vras found by measuremont, the variation of 
sound pressure along radial lines from the centre of the machine does 
not always vary in this way. Polar diagram's of the noise in various 
frequancy bandsat, various distances together with the variation with 
distance along radial lines were plotted automatically for Uotor No. 2. 
The results of these measurements at three frequencies are shown in 
Figs., E. 1 to E-3. These frequencies are distributed-over the audible 
frequency range and the. results are ropresentative of the variations at 
most frequencies and angles. 
From these results it is apparent that although at gome frequencies-, ", 
there iEL a 6dB decrease in sound pressure level when the distance is 
doubled, at other positions there are greater and smaller decreases. 
Thusp although the size and shape of the 'source has little effect on the 
total power it does affect the radiation in individual positions. Thuaq 
a machine may only be troated as a point source when total power 
measurements are made. 
The. curves of pressure level against distance are taken in the- 
same plane as the polar plots. and there should be agreement between the 
two sots of measurements. They do in fact agreo except in the case 
of the 100 c/s component which falls more sharply on the pressure level 
against distance curves than on the corresponding polar plots. This 
is probably due to the fact that the apparent power close to the source 
is greater than it is further away as explained in Sect- 7.2. Thus, at 
distances less than about one foot from the centre of the machine there 
j44 
ib probably a very large rise in pressure so that the level recorder 
could not follow the variation as the microphone moved awayp the first 
few inches of microphone movement occuring beforo the pen of the 
recorder starts. At a constant distance from the source as in the 
polar charts there is not such a rapid change in pressure. It as also 
apparent that at this frequency there in a high level of background 
noise so that at distances greater than about two feet and on one half 
of the polar diagram the background noise prediminates. 
At the other two frequencies there is a discrepancy between the 
two sets of measurements where the polar diagram is changing quickly 
with angle. This is probably due to slight misalignmeent of the polar 
diagrams or swaying of the microphone in the pressure level against 
distance curves. On each of the curves of pressure level agiinat 
distanco the theoretical curve fo-r a point sourcohas been drawn so that 
the actual curves may be compared with it. 
7-4) Measured Field Distribution. 
IL 
The actual sound pressure distribution in the field of an electric 
machine is very complicated since different parts of the machine 
vibrate with different phases and amplitudes. The surface vibrations 
depend on the sources and frequencies of the driving forces, If thero 
travelling waves on the stAtor, the vibration magnitudo is reasonably 
constant. in an equatorial'directio, n but, if standing waves are producedo 
there are a number of maxima and minima according to the mode of 
vibration. The variation in the polar direction is generally a constant 
over the parts of the stator enclosing the core and the . parts of the 
4-5 
end castings parallel to this and then quickly decreases on the end 
castings as the measuring point is moved towards the bearings. At 
some frequencies resonances may occur in the end castings9connecting 
boxes etc. 9 modifying the vibration pattern. 
In generalt the radiation pattern may'not be the same as the 
vibration distribution on the motor surface since interference takes 
place between waves from different parts of the surface if the source 
is not exactly spherical. The variation of a component of noise at 
a constant distance from a motor in planes parallel to the shaft is 
shown in Fiff. E-5, The variation in a plane perpendicular to the shaft 
for another machine is shown in Pig. B-4. In generalt patterns with 
similar numbers of lobes are produced in each direction but the 
spacings are not regular. 
To simplify the distribution round a motor so that a general 
comparison-with the theory could be made, test motors wore suspended in 
the anechoic chamber with their shafts vertical. The average power 
C- 
intensities along lines of latitude wete then obtained at various 
angles of latitude using the analogue power calculator which wav 
described in Chapter 2. Since the time for one revolution of the 
microphone ring is constant, the voltage produced by the integrator 
at the end of each revoluti6n is proportional to the average power 
intensity along the microphone path. The results of such measurements 
at several of the main frequencies of the noise produced by Motor No. 2 
are shown in Figs- 7.2 and 7-3. The intensity is plotted as a proportion 
of tho intensity in the band opposite the centre of the stator. 
Similar results were obtained for other fractional horsepower induction 
machines. 
In the simplified theory'given in Chapter 6 it was assumed that 
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the variation of vibration in the polar direction was a pulse 
distribution. It was then shown that in most cases only the 
fundamental associated Legendro*function produced significant powerp 
the other modes often being attenuated. Even if they were radiated 
the higher harmonics would represent only a small proportion of the 
total power. If only the fundamental component is radiatedg the 
distribution in the 0 direction is proportional to &ýA'me) where vv% 
is the number of pole pairs of the diaRlacement wave. 
&-4 0 has 
been drawn in Fig- 7-2 as an example of-this distribution. This is 
(14) 
the form of. distribution assumed by Carter 
From-the practical results it is apparent that this theory is 
approximately true for many frequencies as many of the curves are 
similar to the theoretical curve. At other frequenciesq usually 
higher ones, other peaks are added to the curves. In come cases these 
are components with relatively large vibration magnitudes on the end 
castings. 
A more frequent cause of the extra maxima at high frequencies is 
w 
interference between waves from different parts of the surface. When 
the surface of a source completely covers a plane of the measuring 
co-ordinatesq as in the case of a spherical source or infinite plane 
source, radiation theory predicts that no chqnge of the radiation pattern 
occurs with distance. Thus, if the source were completely spherical, 
no interference would occur and tho developod theory would hold. 
Howeverg machines are betýter represented by sbort cylinders with 
curved ends where the surface does not correspond with a simple 
co-ordinate plane. 
In this case interfererfce occurs and secondary lobes are formed. 
I *rl 
Tbe transition from the surface vibration distribution to the sound 
pressure distribution occurs in a refraction area close to the surface 
so that at most of the measuring distances the far-field polar 
distribution is formed and the pattern becomes nearly the same at all 
distances as described in Sect. 7.2. The uniform radiation from short 
cylinders has been analysed by Williams et al. 
05T) 
and the published 
results show that such lobes are formed. For high frequency radiation 
it would be useful to extend this theory to apply to electric machines. 
In general, these results justify the use of the simplified theory 
of Chapter 6 eupecially at low frequencies or where secondary lobes 
do not exist on the radiation pattern. 
7-5) Number of Points Required for Summation. 
The number of points at which sound pressure measurements should 
be made to determine the sound power radiated by a source depends on 
the accuracy required of the measurementp the spread of the sound 
pressure values and the number of lobes in the sound pressure 
distribution. Table 7.2 gives a summary of the results of using the 
various combinations of points des cribe4i in Appendix A to calculate 
I 
the power radiated by Motor No. 2 in various frequency bands which are 
collected into characteristic groups. The maximum variation from the 
value ob tained using 272 points is given from the results of 
measurements at four different distances. 
It is immediatly apparent from the results that it would rarely 
be necessary to use more than 92 points in the power summation as the 
maximum difference between the power measured in this way aLd that 
obtained using three times this number of points is only 0.2 dB. This 
ISO 
TABLE 7.2 
Error involved in reducing the number of points in the power calculation. 
Maximum error from results at all distances for Motor No. 2 
ce, or'. 6 Ir#. Ccp&sc, %&Y 
dof 
04 
J. 
A&B weightiaga 12' 7 0-1 0.1 0.4 0-3 0.5 
100 31 0.1 0.1 0.8 0-5 1-3 
600,880 2 14 0.1 0.1 o. 8 0.4 1.2 
1100 91 
ý00 
p 1400 3or4 20 0.1 0.1 0-3 o. 6 3-3 
22009280093500 6 14 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.8 1-5 
4400 95500 97700 12 20 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8 2-7 
I TABLE ' 1.3 
0 
Power levels measured in the fields of Motor No-3 in the anechoic 
chamber and in the laboratory. 
POW&, f4"j., AP*A 
Zk Awt, kaý&. 
P6. jcf. 140, UAP";.. 
flswer mae4ttxA 
LealorejtOoD 4as 
t4- POWS - 
240 45-3 48-5 48.8 
, 
350 51.4 53-1 57.5 
480 60.1 62.1 60-5 
1110 74.5 69.2 74.0 
'120CY 69.9 70.5 70.7 
2000 52.2 55.4 54-3 
3500 
. 
58.5 58.3 '60- 3 
,J 
Is' 
is less than the accuracy which can be claimed for indi vidual pressure 
measurements. It may therefore be assumed that 92 points will give a 
sufficeintly accurate power measurement for most purposes. 1br the 
overall weightings eight points are sufficient to give the sound power 
to an accuracy of : tO. 5 dB. Usually overall levels are not required 
to any greater accuracy than this and so an even smaller number of 
equally spaced points may suffice. 
When the noise i/ analysed -into narrow frequenoy, bands tlx), error 
involved in using a small number of points in larger since the spread 
of the values is greater than the spread for the overall banda. In 
generalv the larger the spread and and the greater the number of maxima: 
in the distributiongthe-Aarger the error. The accuracy obtained with 
20 points would probab, ly-be sufficient for narrow band motor noise 
measurement. The maximum spread of the presýure level values was. 
obtained atý a distance of one foot in most cases and may not be as 
great for the low, frequencies at larger radii where measurements are 
normally made. Thus# the maximum error would probably be in the order 
of +0.6 dB. 
The set of 36 points was badly selected as it involved splitting 
the measuring surface into 18 triangles azýd 18 rectangles. Ideally 
the areas should be identical regular polygons so that the points are 
evenly distributed as when using 20 points. Thusy a greater error would 
be expected when 36 points are used. 
7.6) Number of Bands Requir6d for Analogue Method. 
To determine the number of bands required to calculate the power 
using the analogue method, the power radiated by Motor No. 2 was 
measured at the same frequencies as were used for'the digital method. 
The results of measurements using five different arrangements of 
latitudinal bands are shown in Table 7.4 together with the Power 
calculated by the digital method. All measurements were made at a 
distance of 18" from the centre of the motor. Measurements were made 
from tape recordings of the overall noise in each latitudinal band. 
At most frequencies there is little difference between the results 
of the analogue method and the digital method even though the motor was 
running for several. months between the two sets of measurements. At 
100 C/o and 600cls there is a definite discrepancy between the two 
a 
methods. At both frequencies there is considerable time modulation 
of the noise at multiples of the slip frequency causing variations of 
UP toý15 dB in the-sound pressure level. To obtain a reasonably 
steady value the damping of the level recorder pen was increased to its 
maximum value and the digital values taken from polar redordings made 
in this way'. Unfortunatelyp this gives the mean of the level of the 
r. m. a.. pressure and not the level of the r. m. s. pressure with the mean 
square taken over a long period of time. This is what is required to 
calculate the total power and is also the. value given by the analogue 
method* Thereforep the value obtained using the analogue method is more 
likely to be tý&truWvalue than that obtained from the digital method. 
The*maximum difference of power level between measurements made 
with 12 latitudinal bands and any other set o. f bands is less than ldB- 
I 
when the motor is mounted in the same position each time, During the 
measurements two different channels of the tape recorder and two 
different tapes were used. The accuracy of the recorder is claimed as 
12 dB from 60, cls to 10 kc/a and the accuracy of the tape ± 0-5 dB 
H:: 
TABLE 7.4 
Variation of effective sound power level with width of band and 
frequency using the analogue iftethod, for Motor No. '2 at a distance of 
184 from its centre. Narrow 
. frequency bands and A and B weightings. 
F41v" 16 9,, Js q 82 9a" 
PS) 
t44*koA 
U060if. 
CS, (3 wNoi4 
06-A 
(q 
J"ý% 
A 40.4 
'41.7 
41.5 41.8 41.4 42.1 39.7 
B 41.6 42.7 42.6 42-7 42.4 42.9 40.9 
100 34-3 35.6 35.8 35-5 35.4 35.5 35.8 
600 33.9 37.2 37.1 37-3 37.1 37.7 31.4 
880 25.2 25.9 25.7 26.1 25.4 26.0 26-3 
1100 26.5 26.4 26-3 26.6 26.0 26.4 27.1 
1200 26.. 7 26.6 26-7 26-7 26-4 26.9 26.6 
1400 24.1 23.6 22.8 23.9 23-3 23-9 22.9 
2200 18.9 18.9 19-3 18.8 18.9 19.0 19.0 
2800 17.6 17-5 17-0 17-7 17-0 18. o 18-3 
3500 18.1 18.1 18.1 18-3 18-5 18.8 19-7 
4400 28-3 28-4 28-3 28-3 27.8 28.0 27.5 
5500 29.7 29.8 30-1 29-5 29-3 29.1 30.3 
7ý00 
1 25-1 25-5 1 25-5 1 25-5 1 24.8 1 25.8 1 26.1 
0 
a 
b 
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within a tape and ± 1.0 dB form tape to tape. By accurate adjustment 
the frequency response was improved. The within-tape error tends to 
cancel out over a whole length of tape and to eliminate tape to tape 
error each tape was calibrated using a 1000 c/s signal of known 
amplitude and the average response of the, recorder found. When these 
precautions are-taken the measuring accuracy should be of the order of 
f 0-5 dB. Thus, the. error due to the various band configurations is 
not greater than about * 0-5 dB. 
It is apparent that four bands are sufficient to give results 
of approximately the same accuracy as 20 points using the digital 
method. In general the analogue method is faster and more convenient 
than the digital method.. As polar diagrams of the noise were made-, 
simultaneously with the power measurements it was decided that most 
measurements should be made using six bands. This is-also convenient 
since all recordings for one machine may be made on one side of a tape. 
7*7) Error Involved in Averaging S. P. L. to Find Power Intensity 
I 
When approximate measurements of the sound power level are 
requiredg the average of the s. p. l. values is often Jaken as the S. pl.. 
which would be present at the same distance if the same power was 
radiated uniformly. The power level is then calculated by adding a 
factor to take into account the. measuring dfirtance ýs in Eqn. 2-3- 
In order to investigate the error involved in this approximation, the 
sound power level was calculated in this way using-the computer 
Programme, on the results from Motor NO. 2 using 272 points, 14 frequency 
bands and four distances. The results were compared with the values 
calculated as describes-in Sect- 7.2 
The errors involved are shown plotted against the spread of the 
B. P. l., values in 119.7-4. The value ottained from the approximate 
method is always smallpr than the correct value. The largest error 
was 4-5 dB for a spread of 31 dB. The error depends not only on the 
spread of the points but also on the-distribution of the points within 
this range. The'maximum error occurs when half the values are at one' 
end of the spread and half of the values are at the other end when the 
error is 
4j J6 2 :X 
This has been plotted against -spread on -the same diagram as, the 
measured, error. 
- 
Also 0- 3 times 
- 
the theoretical maximum has been 
plotted. This second curve is near, the centre of the measured points. 
Thusll, allthoug4 the distribution ofthe points within the spread is 
differont for differentcomponents, by applying a correction 
corr6sponding with this curveg the results for. this machine are not more'' 
than' 1 dB in-error. - Henceq although at large spreads the error involved 
in using this approximation is large, a reasonable correction may be 
made. knowing only the spread of the points. 
7.8) 'Measurements Under Non-free, /Conditions. 
In factory conditions, especially where large machines are 
involved, it is not possible to measure the spherically radiated power 
and other methods must be used. Often the machine is mounted on the 
floor of as, large a room as possible and hemi-4pherical radiation' 
assumed. The measuring distance must be great enough for the measuring 
point to be outside the n ear field of the source while not being large 
enough for it to be in the reverberant field The power in then 
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measured either by taking sopel., -values round the machine at the 
height of the shaft 
(39) 
or else at equally spaced points over the 
(4) 
surface of a hemi-sphere based on the centre of the baLse of the machine. 
These two methods have been, used to calculate the power radiated by 
Motor No-3 as the fractional horsepower machines did not produce 
enough noise to be measured above the background level outside the 
anechoic chamber., , 
The machine was resilLently slung close -to the floor in the 
centre of a space in the machines laboratory adjoining the anechoic 
chamber so that the nearest bench-was about six feet from. it and the 
roof about 15 feet from it. FrOquOncY analyses of the noise were then 
made at ten equally spaced points round the machine about one foot 
from its surface and the length of the locus of the microphone measured. 
'rho total power was calculated assuming that the mean intensity 
obtained from the s. p. l. values was equal to the average power intensity 
over Ia hemi-sphere with a base circumference equal to the length of 
the microphone locus. 
A second set of measurements was taken at 24 points on the 
surfaco of a hemi--sphere of three foot radius with the centre of its 
base at the centre of the base of the machine. 
. 
The points were taken 
at the centres of three latitudinal bands with centres, at 15*t 45; - and 
7!;. The appropriate number of points was taken in each band so that 
the area rýpresented by each point was constant. The power was then 
calculated assuming hemi-spherical radiation. 
The results of both of these sets of measurements are shown in 
Table 7- 3 and comparison is made with the values measured in the 
anechoic chamber* It is apparent that neither method gives the same 
t 
is's 
value as that measured in the anechoic chamber although At most 
frequencies both values are quite close t0' it- The larger errors 
'd the are probably due to interference between the direct waves an waves, 
reflected from the floor and surrounding objects. 
It should be emphasised that this in the result for only a. 
single machine. More exhaustive tests would have to be made before 
any firm conclusion on the accuracy of such measurements can be produced,., 
IL 
CHAPTER 
CORRELATION OF THBORT AND TEST RESULTS 
Introduction. 
In Chapter 7 the general results of measurements in the sound 
fields of electirc machines were discussed. In this chapter the results 
of measurements on particular machines are compared with those obtained 
from the theoretical approach developed in Chapters 4P 5 and 6. The 
theory given in these chaptersAB applicable to most types of machinep 
the main differences occuring in the, calculation of force waves. The 
measurements which were made were confined to induction machines and 
so consequently the applicationof the theory is also confined to 
- 
induction machines. 
It is not proposed to attempt a comprehensive analysis of the noise. 
Only an indication of the techniques to be adopted, together with 
exampleslof the'calculations involved will be given. 
The first step in the correlation of the tWooretical and toot 
results is the identification and calculation of the resonant 
frequencies in a machine which is considered in Sect. 8.2. Once these 
are identifiedv their-offect, on the noise produced by a machine may 
be assessed by a study of frequency analyses of the noise when the 
machine is supplied at different frequencies. The probable sources of 
components may then be identified as described in Sect. 8-3- When 
frequencies of components are near resonances, the magnitude of the 
vibration is mainly determined by the mechanical damping of the iron 
so that the theory given in this thesis may not be used to calculate 
, 
'ý 
I 
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the magnitudes of these components. If the frequency of a component I 
is away from resonance.. the magnitude of the component may be calculated. 
An example of such a calculation is given in Sect. 8-4- 
As was stated in 9hapter 19-it in useful to be able to check each 
stage of the theory independently. Since the magnitudes of the 
vibration and the sound power can be measuradq the theory developed 
in Chapter 6 may be tested. . 
Comparison between the measured and 
calculated powers is given in Sectý8-5- 
Calculation of Resonant Frequenc 
The modes of mechanical resonance which may occur in a machine 
are very complicated due to their complex, struoture. In the theory 
-developed. in Chapter 5 the problem. -is 
simplified by considering the 
parts of the machine separately. - In fact resonanoes. occur as a result 
of vibration of the whole machine. The theoretical approach used in 
Chapter 5 isq'howevery useful to'give an indication of the resonances 
which are likely to occur in the various parts, although the acýual 
frequencies would probably be modified by the. other plixts of the 
machineO In-view of this and the assumptions made in the theoryg Eg. 
the stiffening effect, of the ends of the machine is neglected and the 
b 
rotor is considered as a point mans in týe centre of the shaftq 
accurate determination of the resonant frequencies cannot be expected. 
Applying Eqns- 5.23 and 5.24 directlyp using the machine data in 
Appendix D9 the stator resonaýt frequencies shown in Table 8*1 were 
obtained, These have been limited to frequencies in the audible range. 
Similarlyl by applying Eqn- 5.289 the first rotor. resonant frequencies 
ABLE 8.1 
Calculated Stator Resonances of Machinea 
S Aý-ýOp. RjSboNo; T- ýr Fee-Qui; tvciE5ci. ) 
YA 
Mo-roib I ?. I Momot, 3 Mor6iqs, 4fS c-y&oriojfP- 
2 1; '420 1,220, 1 800 980 
3 4 050 3 430 5' 150 2 820 
4 7 800 6 550 10 550 5 400 
' 5 12, QOO 10 200,, 15 300 8 350 
6 18 500 15,600, 23 400 12 800 
7 211 500 17 700 
1 14 200 7 600 14 600 16 700 
2 22 000 12 000 21000 
'lip 
3 17 000 
TABLE 8.2 
Calculated Rotor, Rosonances of Machines 
JT0*raA 'RosbMANT 
M, "r, o I -f 4- Marop. 3 Maroas 
870 400 720 
1 (2z 
as shown in Table 8.2 were'obtained. In order to take into account the 
stiffening of the shaft due to the presence of the rotor laminations, 
the actual length between the bearings was shortened by half the length 
of the rotor core before substituting it in the resonance expression. 
This was an arbitrary approximation but it was subsequently shown to 
give reasonable res . ultS in all cases where this resonance was measured. 
No tooth resonances were found to be within the audible range. 
The mechanical responses of all five machines and a hollow 
cylinder were obtained an explained in Sect, 3-3. These are shown in 
1195-E-15*'and F. 16. The response of the vibrator and coupling alone 
is shown by the light trace iii Fig. &16c. , 
It is apparent that these 
resonances occur within the range of the higher resonant frequencies 
I of the machines. Thus, care must be taken when interpreting the results 
of response. measurements. Below 20Mý, C/a the force applied in fairly 
constant. Above this frequency the force increases and decreases as the 
'response of the coupling changes. - In future m1baiurementa more accurate'. 
tl/ 
results could be obtained by inserting a force transducer in the 
J coupling to feed back a correcting'signal to'the oscillator as explained 
in Sect. 3-3- In. this way, the force applied to the test object could 
be kept-constant at all frequencies and the'actual response of the 
tes t object found. 
The rotor resonances of the four f. h. p. me. chines were identified 
by removin g the rotors and repeating the resonance measurements. In each 
case the resonance at the loweet'fre(juency was eliminated. Motor No-3 
has grease packed ball bearings so that little effect of the rotor 
resonance in shown on the stator when the rotor is stationary. By 
attaching the accelerometer to one end of the shaftf this resonance was 
identified as may be seen from the light trace in Pig. B-150. Thp 
10, 
Uagrams and caiculated resonances have beenAncluded on the response c 
reasonable agreement with the practical results was obtained for the 
rotor resonances. 
Other resonances were identified, by measuring the number of nodes 
of the vibration. Where this was possible the mode of resonance is 
shown at the top of the diagram. The second cylindrical mode for the 
stator was identified for each machine and there is again good agreement 
with the calculated frequencies. At higher frequencies reeonances of 
the vibrator in addition to those of the test machine are present-and 
the mod9s of vibration become more complex. Howeverg unless the 
resonant frequencies of the two systems are coincident or very ClOse to 
each othert the resonant frequencies of the machines will not be 
altered much by'the resonances of the vibrator. Thus,. oome of the 
resonant frequencies of the system will be among the peaks shown in 
the resonance curves* Some of the'resonances were identified as shown 
but in many cases this-could not be done. 
It was decided that many of these resonances were machine 
resonances as their frequencies agree with some of the poe)cs of tho 
noise analyses in Figs. E. 6 to E. 10. All measured. resonances together 
with the calculated values were therefore marked on these analyses. It 
should be stressed that these are. not reliable values an in some cases 
they may be affected by the vibrator resonances. It in possible that 
some resonances with the a4me displacement variation but different modes 
may occur in a machine as explained by Dan Hartog 
(25) 
since the teeth 
may vibrate in different wayn. Thus. more resonant frequencies than 
those predicted by the theory in Chapter 5 would be present. Two 
discrete frequencies would probably only become appatent for the 
higher modes where the number of teeth becomes of the 'GaMG order its 
the mode. number. Another explanation for the larger number of resonances,,, 
at high frequencies-is that the otator-laminations and the shell may 
tend to act as separate, cylindeFe at high frequencies. Such a system 
is analyzed by Erdelyi(, '21) for larger machines and a larger number of 
resonances than the number which. occur in a single cylinder were shown 
to exist. 
AA a study of a less complicated object, a hollow. cylinder was 
vibrated and the response in shown in Fig. F. 16c. ' Here the second mode 
of reson anoo. agrees with the calculated value. Howeverit appears that 
two resonances Occur for each of the third and fourth modes. This is 
probably because the resonant frequencies of the vibrator aro coincident 
with the resonances of the cylinder causing the cylinder to act as a 
dynamic vibration absorber for the-vibrator. 
The first resonance of, the vibrator in probably at a slightly 
lower frequency than that shown by the light trace in Fig. &16o 
since the clamping bolts had been removed when this response was obtained. f' 
Thia frequency is nearly, the same, as the calculated third mode resonance- 
of. the cylinder. Such a -system is analysed by Don Hartog(25) for the 
simplified case of two masses and. two springs. This is equivalent to 
the system present here an may be seen from Fig. 8.1. Applying the 
EQUIVALENT SYSTEM. 
F14. g. J 
ACTUAL 5ysrrm 
I" 
v 
theory given by Den Hartog 01, P- 96 and taking into account the 
equivalent mass of the cylinder in the third mode of vibrationp the 
resonance peak splits to form two resonance peaks with a shift of 
approximately 130% from the original resonant frequency. The shift 
depends on the ratio of, the equivalent masses of the two systems. Thuso 
in the case of the fourth mode resonance a smaller shift occurs as 
shown in the Tesponse curvo*. Since the two resonances must be at 
frequencies clos e to each other for this effect to occurp the calculated 
resonant frequencies must be close to the measured values. 
After removing the rotors from the f. h. p. machinesp the responses 
were obtained with the end castings also removed. The only change was 
found to be a slight lowering of the stator second-mods resonant 
frequency. The removal of the starting capacitor was found to have 
no effect on the resonant frequencies, 
A computer programme has been preparod to evaluate Eqn- 5.26 for 
any mode number or. frequency and this has been used to plot the 
response of the stators to various modes of vibration. The theoretical 
response to radial forces acting on the tooth of Motor NO-3 is shown in 
fig, 8o2o This shows that the response of the first mode is infinite 
112ý at zero frequency as would be expected since it involves lateral 
movement of the whole machineo The other resonance peak on this curve 
is the longitudinal mode resonance. The responses of the other modea 
are constant at low frequencies and then increase to the firat resonance 
where the phase is reversed. The magnitude then falls through zero 
where the phas'e is again reversed. It then rises to the longitudinal 
mode resonance and gradually decreases as the frequency is further 
increased. 
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The curves drawn in Ag 8,2 are for the magnitude of the 
displacement, with constant radial forces acting on the teeth. Since 
the acceleration may be obtained from the diaplacement by multiplying 
by the aquare of the -frequencyg the magnitude of the acceleration for 
constant' displacement rises 40 dB whený the frequency is multiplied by 
ten, Thust the sloping"llines in fig. 8.2 represent axes for acceleration. 
Similar axes, 'dropping 20-dB whenjhe, frequency is multiplied by ten 
could be drawn for the velocity of the vibration. 
Resonances due to tangential. forces on the tooth were also 
investigated. '. It wag; found that the resonant frequencies were same 
as those obtainedfor the radially excited modes although the shape of 
the resonance, curve wa: a modified at high frequencies, The resonances 
could be different for tangential excitation only if the dynamic 
response of the teeth was considered when deriving the expressions 
in Sect- 5.2-3- 
8-3) Identification'of Components of Noise. 
Frequency analyses of the noise produced by the fivo teal motors 
are shown in Figs. E. 6 to E. 10. It can be seen that most of the noise 
radiated by these machines is in the mid frequency rangg between 200 c/o' 
and 2kc/s and is therefore in the range where the ear is most sensitive. 
The feedback- type analyzer used to obtain theee. cprven hab a 
, frequency rosponse similar to thoae in Fig. 8-3 with a continuously 
variable contra frequency. Ag- B-3 shows the analysts of pure tones 
at three-frequencids. In each case the response has dropped 45 dB at 
one octave from the frequency of the tone. 
One -frequency range of the analyser Is half. of one chart in the 
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diagrams in Appendix E. and the frequency scale in not logarithmic an 
may be expected. One octave change in frequency at the start of a 
frequency range '( say, 20c/S to 40c/3 ) in not, the same linear distance 
on the scale as an octave at the end of a frequency range ( say 300/0 
to, 60c/s Thusp' a. pure tone appears as a narrower peak at the end 
of a frequency rango, than at the begining as is shown in Ylg. 8.3. 
This must be kept in mind when interpreting the analyses. Thus, in 
11g. F-7 the light peak at 80c/st the dark peak aV100c/B and the dark 
peak at 550OC/5 all indicate pure tones with background levels much 
loweý than the peak. 
When several components of noise occur at froquencies near each 
other, the analyner does, not register. the distinct components. When 
tuned to a particular frequency, much of the energy from adjacent 
components is also allowed through, the analyser. The analysis then 
takes the form of a smooth curve like that above 6 kc/u in Fig-F-7. 
In this case only the largest, componenta may be discerned and the 
values obtained for these will be higher than the magnitude of the 
pure tone'at that frequency, Between the large components it is 
impossible to determine what frequency components are present* A better 
type of analy3orifor these measurements would be a constant band width 
analyser which could identify pure tones over the whole frequency'range 
even when they are separated by only a few cycles per socond. These 
are, hovevermore difficult to use as the sweep frequency must be vory 
slow to indicate all components. 
At low sound pressure levels and low frequenciesý background noiae 
pred, 6minates. The general background noise level in the anechoio 
chamber is below 0 dB at frequencies above 200 c/o and in in the order 
17o 
of 15 to 20 dB at lower frequencies. When, underground trains pass 
under the chamber the noise. level may rise as high an 40 dB, t; ivingýpeaks 
similar to that at 28'c/. s in fig. E-7. Howeverp no distinguishable 
noise from this source was present at frequencies above 100 c/o. This 
is not a serious limitation, as at all frequencies the background noise 
is below the threshold of hearing,, Howevery it must be considered 
when interpreting the analyseo. 
At some frequencies there are rapid variations of sound preasure, 
as appearO at frequencies near 600 c/o in fig. E-7. These are variations 
of noise with time and not with frequency as they appear to be. The 
fluctuations occur at twice' the frequency of the slip currents and may 
be e3tplained by interference between forces travelling at the speed of 
the rotor and synchronous speed, Similar variations in the mains 
frequency and twice mains frequency components of induction machine 
noine are discussed by Summers(4'". Similar principles may be applied 
to the higher frequency components., ýSuch periodically varying 
compononts are oftensubjectively more annoying than steady components 
at higher, levels. The magnitude of-the variation was of the. order of 
15t-dB at some places in the acoustic field. 
Remembering these limitations of the measurements, the analyqes 
of the noise may be studied. As explained in Chapter lt the noise 
produced by. a machine depends on several factors; the magnitude of 'the 
initial 'forces on the teeth, the mechanical response Of the machine 
and the radiation characteristics. 
There arervery large variations of sound pressuro in the field of 
an electric machine. fig- &14 shows the total variation round Motor 
No. 2 of the sound pressure level of the noise analysed into . 1/3-ootave 
bands. The maxima and minima do not occur at the sarie, position at 
each frequency So that the ov9rall level does'not change by more than 
about, 5 dB. A narrow band analysis at one point cannot, thereforey 
r_epresent, the total power radiated at each frequency. Thuso some 
components which appear small in F%gs. E. 6 to E. 10 may represent large 
components of noise. 
From a study of such'analyses at several, different points in the 
field, the -dominant frequency components were selected for 
sound power measurements. The powex%measured at these frequencies 
ý., for the five test motors are shown in'Table El. Although they do not 
give the relationship-between-the magnitudes of the total powers at 
, differentlfrequencies, 'the sep. l. analyses do give an indication of 
the. components, of noise which are present. 
ý, 
The relationship b'etween-the'vibration on the surface of the 
machi4e. and the sound pressure at a point'in the field depends on the 
the position where the-sound'pressure. is measuredl the frequency, the 
modelofIvibration and the size of the machine. In generall most of 
the components appearing in the'analyebs of the vibration also 
appear, in the noise analynes'of the noise although at low frequencies 
-the relative"magnitudes may be greatly reduced in the noise analysed. 
''This may be Been by comparing the analyses. 7in Fig-j. &11 and E. 12 
with the analyses in Figs. E-7 and E. 8. 
It is assumed that most of the components of noise produced by 
these machines have electromagnetic sburces. Some low frequency 
components may be due to mechanical unbalance. Bearing noise may be 
produced by Motor No- 3 but in the other machines it will be small 
since they have slieve bearings. Since the air flow in all Of the 
machines was smallg aeýodynamic noise is unlikely to be a major source- 
It seems likelyt therefore, that the main influences on the noise 
analyses in Figs, F. 6 to E. 10 'are the forces on the teeth, and the 
mechanical response of the machine. 
Most of the resonances found bý externally exciting the machine 
are, shown-on, the frequency analyses of the noise together with the 
calculated values. It should be noted that some of the measured 
resonances may be due to vibrator resonances and therefore they cannot. 
all be considered as reliable ( see Beet. 8.2 ). 
Very large components of noise occur when the frequoncy of the 
force wave acting on the teeth is close to a resonant frequency of the 
mode of vibration with the same number Qf(poleaý as tho force wave. - Very 
small force waves, can produce large components of. noise when resonances 
are 
'excited 
in this way., Alsoin some cases resonances may bo excited 
by force waves with numbers of poles not corresponding to the mode of 
resonance* This may occur, most, easily when forces of zero mode, with 
forces of,, the xame phase and magnitude on all teeth, are present. In 
some-machines parts of the stator are less rigid than other parts was in 
the f. h. p, test machines where four holes are made, for clamping bolts 
to, -pass through the laminations. The deflection at these-pointo when 
the machine is excited by the zero mode forces will be different týafi 
at'ot4er places and the four node resonance may be excited7if the 
frequency is correct. 
A simplified rvpreaentation of this effect may be seen in Eqn-5-15, 
With Yn a 0. This shows that standing wýves of the form Qvn'ýjl,, av are 
produced by zero mode forces* Forces with pr%zo may easil. y, , 
ý! ýý, prqducod 
aa may be soen from F4n- 4-34. 
In some cases where large force components with low numbers of 
poles are presentv large components of noise at frequencies away from 
the resonant frequencies may occur. There are not many such compononte 
03 
produced by the-machines tested. They usually inVolve eccentricity or 
010t. combinations which w. ere recoenised by Kron 
(33) 
to produce noine 
if-the frequency is near the resonant frequency of the particular mode 
of vibration. 
To investiGate the relative importance of the force magnitudes 
and mechanical resonances, on the magnitude. of the sound pressurpt 
analyses of the noise. produced by the machines were taken with the 
rdachine supplied at several different-power frequencies. The analyses 
for two supply frequencies are shown on the same charts for each machine. 4 
In each case the v, oltage, was, adjusted to be proportional to the 
frequency of the. supply giving the rated voltage at the mated frequency. 
Inl'this way. the stat(; r, currents and the fundamental flux density were 
kept constant,, 
ý-Yiotors 1 and 2 are of_similar construction the only difference 
being in the core, length. This also applies to UOtOrSA and 5. The 
causes of tlie noise in each set of machineB will now be considered 
separately, 
-8-3-1) 
Motors .1 and 2. 
There are single phase induction machineýof identical cross 
,, section. Motor No. 
2. has a slightly loAger bore than Motor No. l. As. 
would be expected, components of noise at the same frequencies are 
present in both machines although the power magnitudes are different* 
Motor No. 2 has larger power values at low frequencies and Motor No. 1 
has higher power values'at Eigh frequencies. 
The component at the lowest frequency in the acceleration analysis 
occurs at a frequency equal to the speod of rotation of the machine. 
This is'probably caused by slight rotor unbalance. It could also bepmAxA 
electromagnetically, due to rotor eccentricity. No detectable power is 
/'radiatbd 
at thi's'frequency as may be seen from the a. p. l. analyses. 
The next component, occurs at twice the frequency of the supply 
voltage. This is a pure tone and in caused by the fundamental flux 
in the machine. However, it is not mainly due to the four pole-pair 
radial force wave which causo's the'twice-mains-frequency hum in lareer 
induction machinesbut is caused mainly by the 100c/s variation of 
torque., This causes rotational movement of the. stator and sound is 
radiated from the feet and starting capacitor. Power may also be 
radiated from the sides of the machine due to the correcting couple 
exerted on the feet by the mountings. This causes the motor to rock 
about an axis below, the motor shaft and hence causes radial movement. 
If the motor is firmly fixed instead of being resiliently mountedq 
these vibrations will be transmitted to the supports causing sound to 
be radiated from secondary sources. 
The next band of noise occurs in the region of the frequency of 
the rotor resonance. This consists of a fairly wide band of noise with 
sevoral peaks or! it.. The lengths of the rotors of the two machines are 
slightly different so that the rotor resonant frequencies are different* 
lbr both machinesv the maximum amplitude is obtained at a frequency 
lower than the resonant frequency measured when the rotor was stationary. 
ý This is probably because the effective bearing points move away froid 
Jthe 
centre of the machine when the rotor is rotating. This lowers the 
resonant frequency. 
Without thoroughl y investigqting the magnetic fields of these 
machines and including the effects of saturationg slottingg eccentricity 
space harmonics and current harmonicat it is difficult to Positively' 
identify the forces which drive the. vibration in the region of the 
175' 
rotor resonant frequency. Howeverl an example will be given to show 
how a 300 c/B single pole-pair vibration may be excited. This could be 
due to the interaction of saturationg space and stator-eccentricity 
/harmonics. The values of and for the equations in Sect. 4-5 are 
10 and -1 for the fifth space harmonic and 10 and 5 for the fifth 
saturation harmonic. Thus 
ko = 13-10 1 
If there is slight stator eccentricity making U-1 then from Eqn- 4, -34 
300 
Alternativelyp'if there its no stator eccentricityp 
IV% 2.0 A ,:, -- 300, q4 
If the response of the ýtator is not the same at all positionsp then 
displacement waves with different values of rn may be produced. 
The second resonant frequency occurs at about 1400 c/13- This is 
the resonant frequency of the second stator-bending mode. From the noise 
analyses it may. be aeon that this resonance produces the largest 
component of noise when the machine is supplied at the lower frequency. 
This ia probably due to coincidence of the frequency of a component of 
the force vdth the tesonant frequency. 
Since there are 44 slots on the rotor causing a pormeanoe 
variation at 1100 c/a., slotting will begin to affect the force wave in 
this frequency range. This permeance wave, combined with the 
fundamental m. m. f. wave produces a force wave with a large number of 
poles. Howeverp when stator slotting and eccentricity are taken into 
aocountp force waves'with smaller numbers of poles and different 
frequencies in the region of the rotor slotting frequency may. be produced. 
At highei frequencies there are several measured and calculated 
resonances. Many of these appear to correspond with peaks of the 
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noise analyses. It appeara, thatýat most of the resonances large 
driving forces do not have frequencies which correspond with the 
resonant frequencies and so large noise comp'onents are not produced. 
However, at 4400 C/o and 5500c/15 force wave freque ncies do appear to 
coin cide with with reiýonant frequencies and pure tones above the 
general level of the noise are formed. With a supply frequency of 
50 c/s a force wave with four pole-ýairs at 4400 c/s is. formed by 
slotting harmonics and the fundamentýl m. m. f. wave. This may be seen 
from Eqn. 4-34 by substituting 
k, .Z-. Z =00 71 = 1-1 ro 
5s" =3 
j: t .5 
The latter two terms may be formed from any of the slotting harmonica 
a 
such that 
Similarlyt-a four pole-pair force wave at 5500, c/19imay. be predicted 
by making 
j r-ir 
I 
The machine has semi-closed slots on both the rotor and the 
stator and so quite large force components may be formed. It. v! as not 
poshible to count the number of poles'exactly as they were not evenly 
spaced and the cap aoitor interfered with the measurements but a 
number of poles of this order were identified. At a supply frequency of 
40 c/a the equivalent peaks are much smaller showing that resonance 
has a large effect on the magnitude. 
The general rise in the background level in the. mid frequency 
range may be due to wideland noise produced by bearings and air 
turbulence 
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8-3.2) Motor 3- 
This machine is rated at 60 c/s and therefore the two supply 
frequencies used for the analyses in 21g. F. 8 are 50 c/s and 60 c/o. 
The first component of the-vibration analysio. in Ilig. F. 12 is at a 
frequency equal to the speed of rotation of the rotor as with the 
single phase machine. However, since this machino is much larger than 
the othersl more sound is radiated by this component as shown in Fig. E. B. 
In addition'to the causes mentioned -for the single phase machines, 
this component may be caused by magnetic unbalance due to an odd 
number of rotor tooth. This component is quite large and could cause 
considerable transmission of vibration to other connected objects. 
All harmonics-of, this frequency up to the eighth are also present. 
They, are of considerably greater magnitude when the machine is supplied 
at the. rated frequency than they are at the reduced frequency. 
Near týe rotor resonant frequencythere are two components of 
noise on each trace. The components at 350 c/s and 450 c/o on, the 
light trace are equ: ivalent to the components air-290 cls and 350 0/8 
on the dark trace. The relative magnitudes of these components show 
that the rotor resonance probably has some difect on the. se components 
although the resonances woul. d. appear to be at a higher frequency 
than that measured with, the rotor stationary*, 
In the frequency range between 600 c/a and 2000 c/s there appear 
to be several resonancdB. The main one is the Becond mode stator 
resonance occuring at 1200 C/B. There is also an off-resonance 
component of noise at 1110 c/is and 925 c/o on the light and dark traces 
respectively. This is due to rotor and atator Blotting which produces 
a single pole-pair force wave when combined with the fundamental m. m. f. 
wavo. Thia coMponent ia discubsed. more fully in Sect. 8.4. 
The components-at 1110 - C/o and 1200 c/5 appear, to be radiated 
mainly by-the drip, shields over the, ventilating apertures of the 
machine. 
-These 
may be seen-in Fig. 2-3- When these were removed, 
the overall power on the IJL! weighting decreased- by 6 dB and the 
powor'radiated in the 1200, -c/i band decreased by 9 dB. This change is 
not fully explained by the increa3e, of the effective radius of the 
ýVl' source and may, therefo re, be due-to resonances inAhe sheilds. 
At, higher noise frequencies there in very-little difference in 
shape between the clurves-obtained'with, the two supply frequencies. 
umber of It appears, that in. this. frequency range there are a large n 
force waves of nearly, equal magnitudes. Thusq the shape of the 
analysis curvo is determined mainly by the mechanical resionse of the 
machine. It_is also possible that these resonances are excited by 
impact noise. This could be produced by turbulent air streams or 
small irregularitieg iný_the bearings., In order to confirm ihis a 
constant band width analyoor-could be used to identify particular 
components. , 
Some of the, components in the machine which were not positively 
id6ntified may be produced by the bearings since the machine has ball 
races. The best way to determine which components are caused in this 
way is to run the machine unexcited at the same speedusing a drive 
motor outside the anechoic chamber. 
8-3-3) Motors 4 and 5- 
The frequency analyses of the noise produced'by these machines 
are ishown in Figs. &9 and F. 10. These machines are three-phase 
induction machines of similar construction to the single-phase machines. 
The two main mechanical differences are that the rotor slots are 
01 
closed 'and the stator corezý, areislightly deeper; It is apparent that 
many of the noise components produced by these machines are similar 
to those produced by the single-phase machines. 
There is no meaaurable component of noise at twice the line 
frequency.. This is because there in no twice-line-frequency torque 
variation and so the main force wave at this frequency has four 
pole-pairs. The resulting, displacemont on the surface iag thereforej 
very small. Also, even if considerable surface vibration were caused 
by this force waveg the machine is too small to radiate much power in 
this mode at this frequency*,, 
The variation at frequencies close to the rotor resonant frequency 
is similar to that for'the single phase machines. Again the resonant 
frequency appears to be lower than that measured with the rotor 
stationary. -The second mode stator resoa4nce in at a lower frequency 
than the calculated value. - Howevjrj it does agree with the value 
measured by'-exciting ýth6- vibration externally. The discrepancy is 
probably due to the approximations made in the theory or else errors 
in the machine data, 
, These machines also produce two node components at a frequency 
of 1200 c/s. Tho total power radiated in. the narrow band centred on 
this frequency is caýsiderably higher for the smaller of the two 
machines than for the larger one. Single pole-pair force wavea may be 
produced in a machine only when it has an asymmetrical construction 
as explained in Sect. 8-4. Since there are even numbers of slots 
both on the stator and on the rotorg this compone4t is probably caused 
by air-gap eccentricity or faulty rotor bars. This would explaih 
why different power magnitudes are radiated by the two machines, 
ISO 
The components at 4400 c/o and 5500 C/s -are much smaller than 
are those produced by the single phase machines. This. iB because the 
slots on the rotor are fully closed reducing the magnitudes of the 
permeance harmonics. ' Alsol. since the stator has slightly different 
dimensions, the resonant frequencies miq not be the same as those 
for the single-phase machines, 
8-4) Calculation of Power 'due to Fbrced Vibration of Stj&tor 
If the forces applied to the stator teeth are large enoughp 
potent Xibration in produced on the, stator surface even if the frequency 
is not near the resonant frequency of the particular m6de of vibration. 
Such vibration in ý,,, most effective for low mode numbers and was present 
in the first mode in the induction machines tested. first mode vibration', 
ý, -consistz of eccentric movement of the wholo machine, which may be 
reduced when the machine is. -firmly, mounted. Howeverv in this case it 
would cause. strong structure-borne vibration. 
first mode vibration may only be produced by asymmetrical machine 
constructiong as may be seen from Eqn. 4-34. This may take the form of 
an odd number of stator or rotor slots or ecceritricity of the stator cxr 
rotor. The fcrmer is the cauae'o .f the 1110 C/s component in Motor 110-3 
and the latter is probably the cause of the 1200 c/Is components in 
Motors 4 and 5. As wi example of the calculation of the magnitudes of 
these forced componentsp. the power radiated by the 1110 c/B component 
of the noise radiated by Motor No-3 will be calculated. It will be 
assumed that the machine is resiliently mounted. The design d&ta for 
the machine-are given in Appendix D. 
fat 
The Main m. m. f. wave component on no-load is the stator fundamental 
component. 21or this k, ý z2. since it is a four pole machino. Thusy 
assuming that this is the main m. m. f. contribution to the required 
force wave, from Eqn. 4-32 
2 
Taking the positive signp all the other expressions in the group of 
Eqns. 4-32 must have positive signs making 
k' 
If eccentricity harmonics are ignored, the only values which Cst. 
and Ct-may take are 0. Therefore, 
Taking the'first slotting permeance harmonic termsýin Eqn. 4-34 
(8.2) 
Substituting all integers in Fqn. 4-34 gives 
?nI and 0 C/S 
on no-load where the slip may be ignored. 
The magai. tude of this force wave may be found from the summations 
in Eqns. 4-31 and 4-34'together with the expressions for flux density 
in Eqn. 4.29.. It will be assumed that the summation. in Eqn. 4-34 mav 
be taken as one term onlysince'the force waveý with other values of 
k, f and 1, giving the same values of ?n and &J, will be small 
-compared with the component derived above. This leaves the summation of 
Eqn. 4-31, Each term consists of the product of two flux density terms, 
which are gýyen by Eqn. 4.29. Fbr all components of the summation it 
is assumed that k is formed as abovep-so that all the m. m. f. terms 
are identical and equal to the fundamental m. m. f. 
The magnitude of the fundamental m. m. f. may be found from the 
machine data as follows: - 
The machine has a single-layer winding'as shown-for one pole-pair 
in fig. 8.4. - This also shows the two extreems of the phase band M. M. f. 
configuration. Taking the, fundamental component. as the average of the 
maxima of these two configurationsq, 
JL 
where is the maximum value of the total current. in a phase band. 
This, -machine has 'a no-load current of, 9 amps romo Be 18 conductors in 
series per. slot and, three slots per, pole per phase. Thereforeg the 
fundamental component of, M. M. f. 
+ 
3 
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The average permeance of the air-gap v A. j may be found using 
Eqn- 4.13 and the gap coefficients for a singly slotted air-gap as 
given by Gibbs(2*2)on P-123. Thus, 
0.4)4)014,44, 
990 t4o (8-4) 
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The per unit pe=eance t erms which are present 'ate given by 
multiplying together two flux density terms such as those in Eqn. 4.29. 
If eccentricity in ignoredy the four. eceentricity terms will be unity. 
However# as mentioned in Sect 4-5v both-positive and negative signs 
for e must-be considered even, when is zero. Thusq there are 16 
identical terms in the summation of Eqn. 4.31 for, the total force if 
the eccentricity is'neglected, since,.,, 
(rý)+(__O) 
'and 
-(t C)) 0 ol) 
There are many combinations-of the slotting harmonics which can 
satisfy Eqn. 8.2 with the limitation of, using pnly the positive signs 
in Eqn. 4.32. The first are formed by making and 3, ý equal to one 
&I or'- T 0. There are four, combinations: J,. t 
'Fbr each of -these cases 
there is an equal number, 
satisfying the Btator, condition in Eqn. 8.2-giving 16 terms in the 
permeance expression with a coefficient equal to A ý. Thi A.,, rA 0% 00 14. Ps 
since, Arv becomes' is equal' to unity., 
In a similar way-the number of-identical terms for other 
combinations of, permeance harmonics satisfying Eqn. 8.2 may be found. 
'The totAl exproscion for the force wave amplitude then becomes 
+i. +E<, ýE ,A -A 
1 (8.5) 
from Eqns. 4.29 and 4-31 taking into account the first six slot 
permeance harmonics. Substituting values from Eqna. 8-3 and 8.4 and 
fig. 4.3 
_L 
64 
44+00 N /f^, 6 
Thuav from Eqn. 4-39, the radial force acting on unit axial 
length of a tooth ai a poaitioný., 
1134 
l: 
" = bz&oo. 2.0.09. jýS, 0.097 Los (A -mot) 
12 cos(o, -1110t) (8.6) 
In a similar way the tangential force on a tooth 
Z'6 4.3 ý; &*-% (4#. - IiIOL) (8.7) 
Thusq in this case, the tangential component is much smaller 
than the radial component. However, in some cases it may be important 
since it can excite different modes of vibration from the radial forces 
as explained by Den Hartog 
(26). 
If the ds., ign data and the magnitudes 
of these forces are directly substituted in Eqn- 5.26, the surface 
displacement may be found. This has been done using a digital computer 
and given a maximum displacement of 9X 10-8 m. The computer programme 
is fundamentally the same as that used to plot the mechanical responses 
of machines as explained in Sect. 8.2. 
Using the computer programme developed for the total acoustic 
power calculationg this surface displacement gives a total power level 
of 73 dB asbuming a 120" radiating Waid centred on the centre of the 
stator. A block diagram of the computer programme is shown in Fig. 6.3. 
The surface radius taken for this calculation was the radius of the 
drip shields on the ends of the machine. The measured power level 
was 74-5 dB. With the shields removed, thtý measured value was 68.0 dB 
and the calculated value 71-0 dB. There is good agreement between the 
measured and calculated results although the power change due to the 
removal of the end shields is not fully explained. 
The main source of error in this calculation is probably involved 
in the calculation of the electromagnetic forces since saturi, tion in 
the tooth tips would probably change their magnitudes. The effect of 
this saturation may be to increase or decrease the ma6nitude of this 
-component since'it depends not only. on the fundamental slot permeance 
but on all harmonics. -, If the, machine was firmly, mountedv this mode 
of - vibration 'would prObably, be restricted. Thereforeg although good 
agreement was obtained with thelmachineresiliently supportedv under 
normal conditions the, radiated power may be reduced. 
8-5) Correlation-Between Surface Acceleration and Total Power. 
In Chapter Tthe production of sound waves by vibration of the 
surface of the machine-was discussed qualitatively. Both the surface 
vibration and the total'acoustic power may be measured as described 
in. Chaptera. 2 and, 3-' Fram such measurements the theory for the 
radiation of sound from a machine as developed in Chapter-6 may be 
quantitatively tested by calculating, the power from the surface 
vibration and comparing it with'theý measured power. 
Motor 110- 4 Was used in these testa an it has no starting 
capacitor and so-, vibrati on cou ld be measured easily over all its 
I surface. - 
The variation of vibration acceleration round the stator 
in'a Plane perpendicular to the shaft has a number of maxima equal 
to twice the mode number of the vibration since all measurable 
vibration waves oa this machine were found to be standing waves. The 
variation of the component of vibration at 1400 c/s having four nodes 
is shown in Fig. &4. 
11orease of m. easurement of vibration, the machine was mounted 
with its shaft vertical. The powers measured with the machine mounted 
in this way wemýfound to be slightly different from those measured with 
the shaft horizontal which are given in Table E. 1, The powers measured 
TABLE 8.3 
a 3) &L (A 0 
300 0.023 1 9 11.6 20.6 17-0 
400 0.012 1 10 12.0 22.0 19.0 
600 0-040 1 8 21.9 29.9 31-5 
800 0.080 .1 
'0 . 29.4 29.4 31.4 
1200 0.230 1 2 38-3 40-3 40-3 
14C* 0.180 2 5- 33-3 38-3 39.8 
2300 0.01ý 3 '-6 12.6 18.6 18-4 
3500 0.055 3 1 19-5 20-5 21ol 
. with the motor mounted vertically, are given 
in Table 8-3 together 
-with the other measurements required for this test. At each frequency, 
the power was caLlculated assuming that the peak value of the acceleration 
occurs at the reference position. Thý power so obtained, was then 
modified by the difference between the vibration level at the reference 
and the level of the average of the maxima, of the vibration distribution. 
The power levels may be calculated -from Eqn. 6-56 using values 
from Figs. C. 1 and C-3. This calculation mill be demonstrated for the 
1400 c/z component. This component has a standing wave varlati 
I on and 
may be split into two travelling waves travelling in opposite directions.. 
.j 
From Table 8-3jp the Magnitude of bach travelling wave of acceleration 
in 0.09 m/82 . The magnitude of the velocity wave may be obtained 
by dividing the acceleration by the angular frequency and the first 
term of Eqn. 6-56 becodies 
0-091 
.z OL OJ. ATr 
I 
From, Eqn. 6.12, the apparent radius of the surface of the machine, 
Aiß I. a7 
Thuaq from Fig. C. 19 the second term of Eqn. 6-56 is approximatelY 3 dB- 
The length of the cylindrical surface of the. machine is equivalent 
to a 900 band on a spherical source. Thereforeq from-Eqn. C. 11 the 
third term of Eqn'. 6-56 in -1.8 dB. 
Summing all termsin, ýqu. 6-56, th6 totAl power produced by one 
wave 32.2---: 38 
= 30.4 
making the totiLl power for the two travelling waves 33.4 dB. 
The calculated values shown in Table 8-3 were obtained using the 
full calculation for the first ton associated Legendre function 
components of the square wave distribution assumed for the surface 
vibration. A block diagram of the computer programme used for this 
calculation is shown in Fig. 6-3- It may be seen from the result for 
the 1400 c/o component that it was unnecessary to calculatq the power 
due to any other component thanthe fundamental. Thump the approximate 
a 
calculation shown above in sufficient. 
From the polar curve in fig. E-4 the correction for the reference 
position for the 1400 c/s component in approximatelY 5 dB making the 
total power level 38-3 dB. The measured power levelAs 39-8 dB. 
All of the measured values are within 4 dB of the calculated 
values, Although thin represents an error of the order of 100% in the 
power, this in a reasonable error for this type of calculatioxf 
considering tho'complexity of the source. As is shown in Sect- 7.4. ) 
IRS 
secondary lobes are produced on the radiation patterns at high 
frequencies due to interference. 'Some of the errors could be due to the, 
over-simplified distribution assumed in these cases. Alsop at low 
frequencies, the value of x. is criticalas the source size correction 
factor changes rapidly A th ze when aris small. In view of these 
approximations involved in the calculationg the agreement between the 
two sets of results is better than was expected. 
IL 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
The main purpose of the work described in this thesis is to 
provide a basis. for the research project, outlined in Sect. 1.2. This 
basis has been provided in three ways* Firatq techniqlies have been 
developed for the accurate measurement of the noise radiated by 
electric machines. Thus, the calculated values may be compared with 
the actual noise produced by a machine. Secondlyq methods for 
identifying components of the noise have been demonstrated. This 
identification is required so that methods of calculating the magnitudes 
and frequencies of components may4developed. Thirdlyq a basic method 
for calculating the noise components-produced by electromagnetic sources 
hds been'developed and tested. 
Measurement. 
It was decided that the total power radiated in the required 
frequency band was the most convenient parameter-for defining the 
nois6 radiated by electric machines.. Apparatus was built to determine 
the total power, radiated by a machine under anechoic conditions, ' by two 
methods. In the first method the power was calculated from s. p. l. 
measurements at many points on an imaginary sphere enclosing the source. ' 
In the second method, the output of a microphone was squared and integrated 
so thatas the microphone mo4ed slowly round the machinel a signal 
proportional to the average power intensity vias obtained. From this, 
the total power was calculated. 
lqo 
The number of used in the first method and the number of 
times that the microphone was rotated in the second method were both 
varied, so that the effect on the accuracy of the results could be 
determined. The detailed results are discussed in Chapter 7- In 
generall'the two methods produc. ed results which were repeatable to 
within :t11, dB, when the mounting and terminal voltage of the machine were, _ 
carefully controlled. Similar agreement was obtained even when the 
noise for the second method of measurement was recorded on magnetic 
tape. 
It was decided that the second method was the quicker method of 
obtaining the power and also had the advantage that the noise in the 
field of a machine along the microphone paths could be recorded so 
that the machine is required for a maximum of only about two hours. 
The, total power in any'frequency band. can then be obtained in about 
half an'hour from the tape recording. It is also convenient since polar 
diagrams of the noise may be made simultaneously with power measurements. ' 
Measurements I were also made to determine the variation, of pressure. 
_ 
in the acoustic fields of machines. It was found thaty except at 
low frequenciesq the machineS could be treated as point sources fo: r the.. - 
measurement of power at distances from the machine as small as twelve 
inches. for the small machines tested. Howeverg at high frequencies 
interference occurs in the fieldso- Although the total power measured 
at all distances remains constant9the variation along radial lines from 
the centro of the machine is not in accordance with the inverse square 
law. At some angles the pressure drop is greAer than that predicted 
by the inverse square law and at others it is less. Interference was 
also indicated by the presence of extra lob. es on the polar diagrams of 
the noise at high frequencies. 
Some comparisons were also made between the total power measured 
in the anechoic chamber and that measured for hemi-spherical radiation 
from a machine in a large room. The results were not conclusive but 
reasonable agreement was indicated. Further tests of this type would 
be useful, as this -is the only tYpe. of measurement which may normally 
be madiaýin industry. It is, ther9fore, important to determine the 
accuracy of measurements which may be made under these conditions. 
Measurements could initially be made in the anechoic chamber 
withýia large reflecting surface under the machine so that comparison 
could be made between ideal hemi-spherical radiation and frbe radiation. 
Measurements could then be made outside the anechoio chamber with the 
machine resiliently, supported close to the floor and a comparison 
again made. The effebt on the result of the number and distribution 
of the test points and the distance of measurement could then be found. 
Comparison could also be made between measurementi made in the anechoic 
chamber and those made in accordance with standards set by the 
- International Organisation'for St4ndardisation when they are published. 
Measurements of vibration on the surfaces of machines have also 
been made and close agreement obtained between this and the sound 
pressure close to the surface. Future work on vibration measurement 
should include measurement of the vib. ration transmitted by the supports. 
From this,, studies of mountings and the noise radiated by other 
connected apparatus could be made. 
9.2) Identificati on of Components. 
An indication of the likelycauses of many of the components of 
the noise may be obtained from frequency analyses of the noise radiated 
A 
Iql 
by'a machine while rotating at different speeds, together with a 
knowledge of the resonant frequencies. The application of this method,, 
to the noise radiated by the induction machines testedis explained in ' 
Seat- 8-3- It was found that many of the components were due to 
electromagnetic-forces and machine resonancese 
, It may be possible to determine the causes of some of tho 
electromagnetic components more exactly by running the machine at 
reduced flux to eliminate harmonics produced by saturation. A study 
of the effect of''spa6e 
' 
'harmonics could be made using a machine with 
each coil brought out of, the machine separately. Alsog a study of the 
effect of supply harmonics may be made using a harmonics generator. 
Machines suitable forýboth of these studies are available in the 
machines laboratory. 
It would also be useful to study in detail the effect of load 
on the noise'produced by* machines. This could bo done oither using 
a small silent brake or else a'drive shaft loaded outside the anephoic 
chamber. An eddy 'current brake with water cooling would probabýly be 
the most convenient. 
9-3) Calculation of k2ectromagnetically Produced CoT2onenta. 
Air-gap Forces. 
The forces on the týeth of a machine have been calculat. ed using 
a simplified model of the air-gap as I suming radial flux. It is 
difficult to know how acýurate this method is since the forces have 
not been measured directly. This may be possible, howeverp if a force' 
transducer could be attached to a tooth. The method has been used in 
the cal6ulation of a component of the noise as shown in Sect. 8-4. 
'41" 
Although the total power obtained showed reasonable agreement with th'e' 
measured value, this does not directly check the-force calculation. 
it, was shovm, using this method, that the magnitudes of the tangential 
forces. are small-compared with the magnitudes of the radial forces. 
Howeverv for other, componentsq especially those with larger numbers of 
polesq the tangential forces may, have more effect. 
It would be useful, to calculate the forces using conformal 
transforms and compare them with the values obtained from the method 
Zjven in''Chapter 4. This could be done by extending the work of Binns" 
to the calculation of forces as explained in Appendix F& Another 
-problem which requires investigation is the effect of tooth shape on tho-' 
forces. This. could be, done using models of various teeth in an 
elec. trolyticAank.. 
ý. 
Also the'effeots of load currents and saturation 
should be investigated. The effoct bf the latter is very complex. 
However, it may be possible to study-it by obtaining the flux distribution 
in a tooth by a relaxation method knowing the magnetisation 
characteristics of a small e'ecimen of the iron, Most of these- p 
suggestions would be of use not- only in noise calculations but also 
in other electric machine investigations concerned with such subjects 
as stray loosest parasitic torques etc. 
9-3.2) Mechanical Response., 
The calculated values of the resonant frequenbios are compared 
with the measured values in Sect. 8.2. At the lower frequencies the 
calculation of the resonances, appears to be quite accurate.. However, 
at higher frequenciesp more experimental investigation is required 
involving modification of the vibration generator to give a constant 
force at all frequencies. 
There is little doubt that these resonances have a considerable 
effect, on the noise radiated by a machine, even when there is no large 
force component at the resonant frequency. It would be useful to 
determine the exact way-in which these resonances are excited and also 
to be-able-to'calculate the magnitude of the response near resonance. 
This is limited by the mechanical damping of the iron. It was not 
possible'to check the magnitude of the off- resonance response of the 
machines. Howeverg as with the calculation of the force waveg the 
results of Sect-8-4 indicate that the response is of the right order, 
The application of the developed theory is limited to machines 
of a single. cylinder construction. 
- 
If the work of Erdelyi was 
programmed andlincluded in the power, calculating programme, it would 
extend the work to, a much larger number of machines. Daergy methods 
of the type. used by &delyi, could also be used to determine the 
behaviour of stators mqre accurately by considering the core and teeth 
as a single member rath6r. than separately as in Chapter 5- 
9-3-3) Radiation of Sound. 
The method for calculating the-total acoustic power radiated by a 
source'used in Chapter 6 assumes a spherical source. The results of 
calculations, using this'method are showr) in 8ect. 8-5 where reasonably 
accurate: -results are obtained. Howeverp at high frequencies it is 
apparent that machines actually have radiation characte'ristics more 
like short cylinders than spheres# as gecondary lobes caused by 
interference occur on the polar diagrams of the presnure. This does' 
not seriously affect the result of the power calculation however. Also 
the pressure level measurements made in the part of the field near the 
'equator' of the co-ordinate Bystem would be expected to be near the 
IRS, 
values calculated assuming a spherical source.. 
A more accurate result may be obtained by developing the solution 
for a short cylindrical source with closed ends as given by Williams 
et al. The'radiation characteristics for a cylindrical source 
in'this paper are similar to those obtained from actual machines. 
9-4) General. 
The measuring techniques described here may be used to measure any 
component of the noise, if the microphone is not placed in a fast moving 
air stream. The calculation has been confined to noise produced by 
electromagnetic'sources, The power radiated by othor components of the 
noise is lesseasy to predict from the design data. Therefore, it is 
often unnecessary to predict the power produced electromagnetically 
very'accurately. 
Howeverg the accurate*determination of the electromagnetic noise, 
b 
leads to a better understanding of the way in which a machine works 
and contributes to the solution of other problems in machino analysis. 
In a similar way attempts should be made to calculate the other 
components of the noise more accurately. - The mechanical response 
and radiation calculations given in this thesis may also be applied 
to mechanically produced noise. Ventilation noise must be considered 
separately. 
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APPINDIX A 
D 'TAILS OF SPLITTING OF THE SPHERICAL MEASURING SURFACE 
A. 1)'Dasic division, 
For tho'basic divisiong the measuring surface is split into 13 
bands_'by'lines of latitude at the angles shown in the first column 
b 
of'Table A-le Each of these bands is then split into an appropriate 
number of sections to'make-the area of each section approximately 
the same. The number of sections in each band and the area of each 
section in'the band-are shown in the third, and ninth columns reapectivel3ý 
The next two arrangementa, use'the same latitudinal bandst but 
the sections are', two and, three timosýaa large. For these distributional' 
the points, used for, the-first distribution. -may be taken and every 
second and third point used. Where there'were nine points in a band, ' 
five-were'taken in the lower of the two bands and four in the upper one.,, - 
when half the points, were selected. The polar pointo were taken in 
each s et'* 
Each, of these divisions involves different areas per section in 
differentlbands. The remainingdIvisions involve sections of equal 
A. 2)- 36'Pointb. '. 
The surface is'first divided into 
four bands by - thýe 330ý p (f 'q 3e lines of 
laiitude as shown in Fig. A-1. These are 
then split by lines of longitude into nine 
bands of equal area. Although they are not 
exactly the centres of the sectionst points on the 15* and 60* linea 
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Of latitude'are taken from the basic distribution to give sound 
pressure levels representative of the sections. 
A-3) 20 Points. 
This is the distribution of points given by Beranek in Rof. 4, p. 110*- 
The measuring surface consists of 20'equilateral triangles as shown 
in Fig.. A. 2. The angles required 
43 
to give points at the centres of 11 
the triangles and the angles to 
ýive'the nearest points to them 
'Ar 
ft's 
are shown in Table A. 2. The nearest 10 
4* 12, I 
points were used in the computer 
programme to caXculate the total iowor. 
Fsq. A. 
A. 
4. 
1 
Si ll 121 11 84 IT1 141 17 If 017 10 
(A's I -i) 
4S 45* 45 4S 315 315 315 . 315 0 
1 
0 0 0 VV 17 341 341 71 7 2"1 2r? 
Ar-4ma, t 0 
. 
(. Ae*rees) 4C 1 45 145 45 31S7 315 31V . 31S 0 
I 
0 10 0 1S l 15 343 34S 40 76 
R&jlAtred J' 
(, its . "a) 
- ISS 45' 12S I315 ISS I 45 12AS 31S I Iq . 241 I'll 161 
To 27'r q0 : z7c too a ISO 0 
A&, +IA.. L 
135' 4S 225 315 4; 215 SIS -10 40 . 200 1100 90 -2,10 qc 270 too 0 ir 0 
A-4) 8 Points. 
In this case the sphere is divided into octants by three great 
circles including the equator. 
F, 4. A. 3 The angle of latitude at the 
cGntre of area of an octant is 
approximately* 35: Since there 
are no points at this latitude 
in the basic distributiong they 
'Oe 
C. 
were taken alternately at angles'Of 30*and 450- f 
APPENDIX B' 
RESPONSE OF STATOR CORE 
204 
This section gives the derivation of the expression for the 
response of a thick cylinder to sinuaoidal travelling waves stated 
by Carter It is assumed that the problem may be reduced to the 
two dimensional problem of a ringg' any axial variation of the forces 
being neglected. The force per unit areapacting on the inner surface 
of the ring, in split into radial and tangential components 
errc (BA) 
(B. 2) Cr , j. M 
ýE gf 
c-., ný,, * 
The displacement and stresses in the iron will also be of sinusoidal 
form. and the second differentials of any of the varying quantities 
maj be simplified 
21an4,4K, 
lj 
=1 
a 
2. 
Fic, - ß. 1--- Fo s: z r- os Ac -ri r4 ao r4 
Ei-EmE-tir or Rt pi r. . 
r. 
v &14 
a tc. 
(B. 3) 
x 
0 
Consider a small element of ring as shown in Fig. B. 1. 
2ö6 
The 
stresses may be split up into a shear atreass an average tensional 
stress and a moment at each'section. Equating forces radially and 
- circumforentially on an element of the ring 
'a cr, 0, d. o., cr,, + r. Dý (ro, =. Mr t (B- 4) 
and 4L,. ý ac- Crr -'r. 01 01", (B -5) 
where the area of cross section of', the ring, 
0, Y.. ) 
and M is tHe mass of the ring per unit length of the neutral axis. 
The position of the neutral axis is given by Eqn. B. 19 and is also the 
position of 
-the 
centre of mass of the ring section. Thus 
M+ f 
. 
2, TT C. 4 
(B. 6) 
=, 1ý I)a p, (-r. ") 
where M., is, the equivalent mass of the windingg depending on the contact 
with the teeth. ka in the ratio of the mass of the stator with teeth 
and windings to the mass of the. stator core. If the ring is thin this 
may be aimplified to 
ps 
-D. S f, 
(r, 
". - )-. L) 
Equating the moments of all the forces acting on the element 
-34 
(B-7) "0 + a; r- Cv. (r. Y--) r-. ON 0 
whaTe the rotory inertia of the section is ignored. 
Take a thin section of the ring of undoformed length 9 z. as shown 
in Fig. B. 2. After deformation the length becomes 
C) (B. 8) 
where 6 is the strain of the element. 
and Y are co-ordinates tangential and normal to the undeformed 
Yt 
I A 
A. 
F, 4- 8.2. 
Di-SPLACF-MENT OF SeCrIO%( or f? jf4ý 
- element at A Expressing the diatances between, the ends of the 
deformed element in terms of these co-ordinates 
Sx. ýK. - &j. 
ýý4 rp,. C&*. g # 
9Y cy. +'r, -ýz " C.. - C4 't Y 4. dividing both sides by Cz and substituting from Eqn. 33.8 
t. 9)(. ;' 
- 
SO I 
3Z0 C) + 2 93Z. 
- 
' 'S' -7- 2.. ' (, + C) 4 -XII 
C-5 
2.2. Iz. 
In the limit when 72 and are cmall 
S... S 0. ---P 
S2. 
a 
C63, E4. I 
f 
-- 
10 
6X 
--, Pp I. 
SY 
'-> S. 111, G --; - (9 
Substituting these expressions in Eqn. B. 9 
2. 
6. giving IfZ, 
ro 
- r,, 
i 
since Sý- 4L 5 za and t,. - ---, A. 
Substituting the limiting values in Eqn. B. 10 
(B. 
(B. 10) 
4 
(B. U) 
+ 
since 'E is much less than unity. 
20T 
(B. 12) 
In generalo the strain produced by shear forces is small compared 
with that due to the bending moment. If it is assumed that the strain 
produced by shear is- negligible, a plane perpendicular to the neutral 
axis before deformation is perpendicular to it after deformation as 
ahown in 11g. B-3-' 
-ý-F- 
SHEAR STRAIN. 
r- --7. 
. 1000' L\l ---- 
(b) BENDIN4 STRAIN. 
Fi aB . 3. 
Thus V'' for one particular value of io constant for all 
values of Y' and from Eqn. B. 12 
(a . -L 
[+ 
r, c Zi 01 (B- 13) 
For pure beading the radial and tangential movement of any section 
may Ve put in terms of the dis placement of the neutral axis and (9 
, 
F4' = (I - 0) X+ . 
Er 
, ,a 
, 
F, 4 + Y, 
where X is zero at the neutral axis. Since (@ is small 
C05 e and, * Sý. G 
Substituting frOm Eqn. B. 13, the radial. and tangential diapla cements are 
(B. 14) 
4- (B-15) 
y 
209 
ý; ubstituting these expressions in . -,,, In. 
B. 11t the strain at any 
distpnce X from the neutralaxis 
=If-ý, 
(B. 16) 
ý 
In a solid the stress see Ref. 52 p. 2 
(B. 17) 
This is a stress acting in a circumferential direction and 
varying with the distance from the neutral axis. The average tensional 
stress over the section is obtained by integrating this stress over the 
whole area and dividing by the area. Thus, 
since , by the definition of the remaining integral is gero. To find 
the position of the neutral axis, therefore, the following equation 
must be solved 
j C)j 
+X 
Integrating r, =- r-V, ". 
ý, 
-, 
(B. 19) 
VC 
which is also the'centre of mass of a small i; ector of the ring. 
The moment, q, at a sdetion of the ring is given by multiplying 
the expression for stress in Eqn. B. 17 by X and integrating 
'j, F-[ý- ;F, - ýo - 
where J, r., 
fý 
i 
(B. 20) 
.= D3 r. 
r. ) I 
(B. 21) 
If the ring is thin compared with its radius 
Jý (B. 22 
120cl 
and lrllý (B. 23) 
In calculating the moment, the strain produoed by tension alone 
may be ignored. By making c, equal to zero in Eqn. B. 18 
Substituting in Eqn. B. 20 and simplifying 
(B. 24) 
From the five equations, 13.4, B-5, B-79' B-189 B. 24P the variables 
c, c,. and E. - ,,. may 
be eliminated. Di. fferen iating Eqn. B. 24t 
. 
Substituting in Eqn. 3-7 and rearranging 
.,.. = 
T, 
- 
C DS cý , o-, , %# T. 
-IL -. 'ý 4 
'r. g 
differenciating this expression 
;) ty-.. =-J, _E' 
Ir-e "C^4.3,0 
(B. 25) 
Substituting in Eqn. B*5 from Eqns. B-3 and B. 259'and rearranging 
.L 
f(-Mr,, 
w" + TE, 
41 -n' )? - D. 9 
ýý# 
, 
a'. T. A T%4L 2ý 
Rearranging Eqn. B. 18 
>, 
r, &c E, 
This term may also be found be differenciating Eqn. B-4 and rearranging 
the terms to give 
-ýJf 11 , 1.1. .3-; 'a - rn a, cr + a. Y. - D., M F. 0 . )s 
Ir 
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Equating these two expressions and rearranging 
+ -r, DS 
It I 
where (B. 27) 
Substituting for and v;. from Eqns. B. 25 and B. 26 
+ Jr, r 
RA 
-lr- 
4 
1 #4 
2rn) 
Simplifying, 
- 
r. I zl_ýJz 
me -f- 
lot +I (B. 28) 
-T E# I/z - ja 'I - 
since, 
1from 
Eqn, B. 149-the surface radial displacement is approximately 
the same as the neutral axis radial displacement. 
APPMIX C. 
EVALUATION OF RADIATION FUNCTIONS 
Evaluation of 
The non-dimensional expreasion given in Eqn. 6-53 may be 
evaluated and tables or graphs formed so that tho calculation does 
not have to be carried out each time the noise radiated by a machine is 
calculated, The expression given in Eqn. 6-53 may be expanded using 
Eqn. 6.10 to give 
I 
CL 
J. (a-M)l - -; -", - n! a 11 OL 
C44 
=[I LLPd S't at, ' 
('-ý 5" 
'1 
" "' 
'ýE 
n! ZL! C., 
)' 
J116 
by tho binomial expansion. Thus, differenciatingg this becomes 
+4 
ja v% .1 
1; L -6 n! Z'r' X 
and substituting (C. 1) 
and 
Zap% 
(2 A fa 
(A 
91 
(C. 2) 
If is knownp either as an analytical expression or as 
a numerical distribution in () for a Particular"value of vn v this 
I expression may be easily evaluated using a computer. A programme has 
been written to do this and is included in the the programme used to 
I 
calculate the total'power radiated by a machine. 
In many cases the vibration may be assumed to be constant over a 
band on the surface adjacent to the stator core-and zero elsewhere. 
This is equivalent to a pulse in the ID direction. In this cane 
all 
Q"O, -=ý,. h --N) 
IS i- C44. 
)01 
. 
119J ,I 
16 
44) 0. -A)! 
(C- 3) 
where now becomes a constant equal to unity and e, and are 
the upper and lowerýlimits of the vibrating band. This expression 
may be evaluated numerically as before or analytically using combinationn 
of the following reduction formulae 
46) 
IL + 
C-L 
J_ 0 
L S,:, 19 C43e'- 19 -X) 
13Y applying these, all components of Eqn. C-3 may be reduced to 
simple integrals. This method has been programmed for the computer 
and the programme is included in'the in the programme used to 
calculate the total power. This as an alternative to the numerical 
methQd ýhen the distribution may be considered constant over a b*and. 
In addition t-ables of 
xn-iýl (n-yn)! SO) -[-. 
Y P,, 1- 0) <a. - 
+ 
I 
have'been compiled 'for various values of (9, w% and rv From these 
tables q.,, over*any angle'may be calculated since 
+CIO) 
- (I 1 +6 A- . )! 
0.1 
') 
, 
*a 
. 
74 
Vdg) 
a C. 
- Sa Therefore 
fP., 
-, ((*4, V) 
" ct-ý, 19) + 
46f 
P 
Wheng as in many cases, the band is symmetrical about (3-1 
0L 
1) CIA- -)I P "%. #A QAJC^ _C1% 
0 
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Since the distribution may be considered symmetrical in most cases v 
this function, in a logarithmic form based on the value with 
has be. en plotted in Fig. - C. 1 for various values of Yn and with vn -- 7% 
The fundamental component with M-c A contains most of the power and 
so these curves-may be used for most calculations. 
C. 2) Evaluation of Radial Function. 
All of the radial vqriations of pressure and velocity depend 
on the value of -Y-%'and__may be expres6 ed in 
. 
terms of and 17: ajB 
defined, in Eqns. 6.14 and 6-15. The'calculation of these exprossions 
has been divided into three steps. The first step is to obtain a 
series in terms of powers of',. X for each value of n such that 
2111 + X jtä' 
317, to 3 jq 4% 0 Z IL ' 
A ý. *, 
Z -1 OL, % 't - 
'4 
! L4, -& -, f. 
- 
The values of A, ý for these expressions have been avaluated and 
are shown for the first few values of Y% in. Table C. 1.! The second stage 
is to substitute values bf x and 11 
obtain q., ?, "otc. which may then 
be substituted in Eqns. 6.23,6.31 and. 6-36 to 
. 
find the values of 7i 4j 
and the phase angle between the, pressure and the- velOcitY. These steps 
have been programmed for the coml)uter and the variation of the phase 
anglo with x and Y% is shown in Fig. C-4. 
Instead of calculating and 7,,, directly it was decided that the 
ratio of the actual variation to the variation given by the inverse 
square law was . more often required and so this has been calculated 
and plotted in logarithmic'form in F%gs. C. 2, and C-3. These are of 
the form, 404&ý,. ý?,; *)]and 2aA, 3ý,, [x7, 
', ýJand give the departure from the 
inverse square law 1n dB* '-. This, is Bimilgr 'to the form given by 
(2) 
Alger for an indefinitely long cylindrical source. 
In studying these. curves it may be seen that when x is small 
the pros-sure and, velocity are both larger than the values predicted 
by the inverse squaýre law.: Howevez, the phase-angle between them 
Increases as x decreases so that the total power passing through a 
sphere at any distance, is a constant. -Thi's is the near field of the 
. source. At a value of Xý dependant-on, n far field conditions are 
attained and the pres'. sure and velocity, are, nearly'in phase Ath each 
other. 
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APPb, NDIX D 
DESIGN DATA OF TEST MACHINES 
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Appendix D (continued) 
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APP-hNDIX E 
MACHINE TEST RESULTS 
This appendix contains photographs of typical resultes obtained 
from the level recorder for the five machines tested, together with a 
table of the power levels obtained for each machine using the analogue 
power calculator. In all cases the machines wore resiliently mounted 
and for all except Fig. F-4 the shaft was horizontal. The three-phase 
machines were so connected that the rotation was count er-clockwi so 
looking from the drive end. It was found that the radiation 
characteristics'and the power Values were slightly different when 
the machines were-mountod veýrtically or the othor direction of 
rotation was used. 
All pressur 
-e levels-are refered to, 2 X10-5 N/m2 and all power 
-12 levels 4re, refered to 10 watts unless otherwise statod. 
The level recordor settingo for' the traces in this appendix 
wero as follOWS t- 
Polar traces 
I 
Writing speed -4 mm/s 
Inverse quare Law Traces 
Writing. speed = 16-mm/, s , 
paper speed = one revolution in 4-5 minutou 
paper speed = 0-3 mm/s. 
Narrow Band and lZ a-octave AnalyBoo 
Writing speed =80 mm/sýj paper speed -= 1.0 mm/j3. 
Frequency Respons0s , 
Writing 'speed - 125 mm/s P paper speed =1 nm/s 
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1400 31.8 1400 23.6 1110 74-5 600 28.9 6oo '28.4 
3500 23.8 3500 18.1 1200 69.9 900 32-5 900 24.6 
4400 29.4 4400 28.4 3500 58.5 1200 39.4 1200 30.4 
5500 31.6 5500 29.8 1400 34.7 1400 31.6 
7700 27.4 7700 25-5 2306 20.2 2300 19.6 
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Ic 42.3 41.7 A 79.0 A 46.0 A 43.8 
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FIG. E. 1. 
VARIATION OF SOUND PRESSURE 
LEVEL AT 100 C/S IN THE 
HORIZONTAL PLANE THROuGFi 
THE SHAFT OF MOTOR No 2 
(A) POLAR DIAGRAMS AT 
VARIOUS DISTANCE$ 
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(8ý VARIATION OF SOUND 
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FIG. E. 3. 
VWATION OF SOUND PIQUIstiPt 
LEVEL AT SSOOC/S IN THE 
HORIZONTAL PLANE THROUGH 
THE SHAFT OF K40TOR No 2 
(Aý POLAR DIAGRAMS AT 
VARIOL15 DISTANCES 
FROM THE MOTOR. 
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FIG. E. 4 VARIATION OF 1400 C. /S COMPONENT OF SURFACE ACCELERATION A140 SOUND PRESSURE 
IN THE ACOUSTIC FIELD WITH ANGLE POUND K40TOR No. 4- 
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL CURVES OBTAINED IN A PLANL PLFZPENDICL)LAP TO THE ýHAIT AND PASS, NG THROUGH 
THE CENTRE OF THE moron THE DISTANCE OF THE MICROPHONE FROM THE CENTRE 15 SHOWN ON EACH CURVE 
rHf POINTS THROUGH WHICH THE ACCELERATION CURVE 15 DRAWN WERE OBTAINED FROM NARROW BAND 
ANALYSES OF THE VIBRATION Ar 24 POINTS ROUND THE STATOR 
THE REFERENCE LEVEL FOR EACH CURVE IS ARBITRARY 
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FIG. E. S. VARIATION OF 1200 C/S COMPONENT OF NOISE WITH ANGLE IN HORIZONTAL 
PLANES ROUND MOTOR No 2, 
MICROPHONE AT A CONSTANT DISTANCE OF 18* FROM THE CENTRE OF THE MOTOR 
TRACES OBTAINED WITH MICROPHONE AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF LATITUCýt AS INDICATED 
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FiG. E, 6. NARROW -BAND ANALYSIS OF NOISE RADIATED By MOTOR No. I 
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FIG-E-7. NARROW - BAND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF NOISE RADIATED BY MOTOR No. 2. 
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FIG. E, 8 NARROW-ELAND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF NDISE RADIATED BY MOTOR No. 3 
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FIG. E. 9 NARROW- BAND FREMENCY ANALYSIS OF NOISE RADIATED BY MOTOR No. 4. 
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FIG. E. iO. NARROW -BAND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF NOISE RADIATED BY MOTOR No. 
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FIG. E 11. NARROW BAND FREOIJENCY ANALYSIS OF VIBRATION ON rHE SUAFACE OF MOTOR No, Z. 
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FIG E, 12. NARROW BAND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF VIBRATION ON THE SURFACE OF MOTOR No 
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FiG E. 15. FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF COMPLETE MOTORS TO EXTERNALLY APPLIED 
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APPENDI X IF 
CALCULATION OF FORCES ON IRON USING CONFOWAAL TRATISFUMAS 
The method used to calculate the electromagnetic forces on 
the 
teeth used in Chaptor 4 assumed that the flux was radial. In order 
to 
represent the flux distribution more aoourately, the actuýl flux 
distribution in the air-gap between simplified iron surfaces may' be 
found using conform-al transforms. The basis of the calculation of 
(: Z2) field distributions is given by Gibbs and the dovelopment to more 
IaII 
complicated problems using numerical methods by Binns and Lawrenson 
Firstv the iron surfaces must be simplified, usually to form a 
polygonal shapeo the'angles often being confined to multiples of 90'0 
It is also usual to consider a small repeatable section of the air-gap 
and assume that the adjoining sections have no effect on the' field in 
the section considered. The method could, howeverg"be extendeý. to 
include the affect of adjoining sections. 
Secondly, the equipotential surfaces must be identified. It 
is usually assumed that the slots are infinitely deep and that the 
air-gap is infinitely long circumferentially. With normal slot -depths 
and tooth widths this can be shown to have little eff ect on the flux 
(j7), 
-If two slotted surfaces-are considered with current distribution- 
flowing in slots in both member3p each tooth is at a different magnetic 
potential from the others in the same area. Thusq three potential 
differences aro required to describe the field between two facing slots. 
The most convenient way of splitting the*field is that considered by 
Binns 1he- three 
'components 
are the homo-polar field and the two 
hetero, polar fields excited from each side of the air-gap. In crossing 
. 240, 
from one 01 ide of the air-gap to the otherl there is'a potential change 
equal to the integral of all the currents down the air-gap, since the 
currents in the other slots may be assumed to be on the air-Cap surface. 
Crossipg either slot, there is a potential change equivalent to the 
current flowing in the slot. Iýach of these field problemis may be 
solved separately and summed to find the total field distribution. 
From the field distribution the force acting on a tooth may be calculated. 
The methocL may also be used in a simpler form for synchronous 
machines on no-load as investigated by Carter(14) and for synchronous 
machines on load by using a two component potential distribution. To 
a limiled extent the induction machine may be considered as a singly 
excited machine while on no-load but this may not give all forces acting. 
on the iron. 
The method-may be generalised as follows: 
Let 3. j'. #jjo describe the plane in which the actual slots exist and let 
w, wl+jwh describe variations in the plane. in which'the whole iron 
surface it; transformed to a straight line. +j 
are planes in which the original equipotentials for a particular 
component of the field become parallel infinite surfaces and therefore 
have a uniform field between them. Using the Schwarz-Christoffel 
10 
transformation the relation between these fields may be found such that 
J7.3 bw 
, AA a -W - (F. 1) 
jja 
,j ýV. 
If requiredg the relation between and X may be determined 
by analytical or numerical integration. This integration in usually 
required to find the constants involved in the functions, I- Onco the 
constants have been determined they may be substituted in the expre I asio no 
for Thus p from Eqns. F. 1 
all. 
't j ekt. (P-2) 
In the k. plane there is a uniform field produced by a potential 
difference F, between surfaces a distance -TX apart. The potential 
difference-io the same as the actual component of potential difference 
in the original plane and the value of JA depends on the transformation. 
The uniform flux density in the plane 
= -! ý -- F. 
The flux crossing a small area of unit axial length and width 
5, Ton 
an equipotential surface in the , 
r, plane is 
F. 9 t. 
This flux enters an area of unit axial length and width S3 in the 
plane. Thereforeq the flux density in the j plane is 
F, gere 
or in the limit becomes 
tl: jr, 
45. 
a&F, 
I A, -A (w) 
J; F. . 13. . L-J) 
, 
from Eqn. F-2. Since all components are normal to the iron surfacesp 
the total flux density at the tooth surface 
= 14 6ý 
Fý (W) 
L (W) (F- 
where the summation is Made. for all components of the potential 
distribution. 
The force per unit area is given by the square of the flux 
density multiplied by Integrating over the ourface on which 
the force is requiredv the total force per unit axjUl length 
fI J) ]I (3 
Ww 
[, ý ý7z 41 
f% 4 OW 
Substituting for from Eqn. F. 1 the force per unit axial length becomes 
(F-4) 
where the summation is made over all components of the field and the 
integration is made along the real axis of the w plane between the 
points corresponding to the limits of the required surface in the 3 plane. 
To calculate the forceFý must be know. The values vary with 
time and with slot position. When the'variation is known analYticallyg 
a link can be obtained between the air-gap currents and tho m. m. f. The 
force may then be obtained analytically for a simple ciýse. For more 
complicated iron configurations or more complex slot currents, numerica-l" 
methods would have to be used and the force on each part' of the tooth 
calculated. after each time interval and the reaulting variation 
analysed into harmonic components. It should be no ted that a 
considerab, le number of points would*havo to be taken as the force also 
varies with. rotor position -and the constants in thorefore vary 
with time. This would necessitate the use of numerical methods on 
a digital computer. 
It is diffigult to take soturation i4to account when using this 
method since in this case-the iron surfaces. are no longer equipotentials. 
Also, the flux is not necessarily normal to the surface and forces 
b 
acting tangentially to the iron surfaces must be considered. 
